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This manual is written for Hosts using a Portable Server, i.e., 

 XLeap Portable Server 

 XLeap Portable Server SCIF Edition 

If you are the Host on a personal or organizational XLeap Center on the Internet, download the 
applicable handbook from XLeap’s website: 

 Handbook for Hosts – Personal XLeap Center, download here 

 Handbook for Hosts – Organizational XLeap Center, download here 

1. Overview 
Portable Servers are designed for use in locations where you cannot or must not rely on the In-
ternet. Use scenarios are face-to-face. This means that conferencing services are neither required 
nor supplied. 

The Portable Server also differs from XLeap Internet deployments in providing non-personal Host 
accounts, meaning that multiple users can legally share the Portable Server. Such sharing would 
require that the password for the Host account is passed along with the Server box.  

1.1 Non-personal Host accounts 

On Portable Servers - unlike Internet XLeap deployments - the right to run sessions is tied to spe-
cific non-personal Host accounts. 

These Host accounts differ fundamentally from regular 'real person' user accounts: 

Host accounts on a Portable Server are non-personal. They can be used by whoever needs to run 
sessions on that Portable server. 

Host accounts are defined by: 

 the preset username, for example, 'Host1@xleap.live 

 the number of concurrent participants they support 

Users of the Host account specify their first name and surname in the account's user profile when 
they take over the account 

Portable Servers support several non-personal Host accounts for use scenarios in which multiple 
Hosts run multiple (or break out) sessions in parallel. Multiple Host accounts can differ by their 
concurrent-participant limit. 

If required, non-personal Host accounts can effectively become “personal” simply by Hosts not 
sharing the password for their account. In this case, a Portable Server being shared between mul-
tiple persons would require a separate Host subscription (=Host account) for each of those indi-
viduals. 

https://www.xleap.net/manuals-personal-xleap-center
https://www.xleap.net/manuals-xleap-center
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Concurrent participant limit. Host accounts on Portable Servers support a given number of par-
ticipants who can be in sessions of that Host account at any one time. The Host does not count 
towards the participant limit. 

The concurrent-participant limit applies to each Host account individually. For instance, account 
'Host1@xleap.live' might support 50 concurrent participants, while account 'Host2@xleap.live' 
might support just 25 concurrent participants. Both accounts can run multiple sessions up to their 
concurrent participant limits at the same time. However, they cannot pool their capacity: when 
account 'Host1@xleap.live' does not exhaust its limit, this does not affect account 
'Host2@xleap.live' whose limit still applies. 

1.2 The XLeap Center 

The XLeap Center is the ‘place’ in which your sessions are created, prepared, run, stored and – 
ultimately – deleted. 

The Center provides several views, some of which are private to you. Others serve for sharing 
sessions with other Host accounts should your Portable Server be equipped with more than one 
such account. 

1.3 Deployment of the Portable Server 

If you take a Portable Server ‘on venue’, you will typically bring 

1. The Portable Server 
2. One or more Wireless Access Points by which participants connect to the server 

Make sure that  

 the Access Point(s) are set up for that Portable Server 

 you have a patch cable (minimum cat 5e) for connecting the Access Point (bring a spare 
one) 

 you have been given 
o the password for the Host account 
o the network name (SSID) and passphrase for the Wireless network 
o SCIF Edition: the passphrase for decrypting the server’s SSD drive 

‘On venu’ often means that you are out there on your own. Do yourself a favor and learn more 
about the Portable Server, its deployment, and administrative concepts, by reading the applicable 
Portable Server Guide: 

- Portable Server Guide, download here 

- Portable Server Guide – SCIF Edition, download here 

https://www.xleap.net/manuals-xleap-portable-server
https://www.xleap.net/manuals-xleap-portable-server-scif-edition
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Experienced Hosts test this. Every time. Ideally the day before. 

Starting the server. Experienced Hosts also stick to the following sequence of deploying on venue: 

1. Connect Portable Server and Access Point(s) 
2. Power up the Portable Server 
3. Wait 30 seconds  
4. Power up the Access Point 
5. Connect client computers 

Stopping the server. When you log out with your Host account, the confirmation dialogue will 
ask you whether you want to shut down the Portable Server. 

 
Personal menu button 

Alternatively, press the power button of the Portable Server box and wait until the light goes off. 

DO NOT SIMPLY PULL THE PLUG. 
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2. XLeap Center 
SCIF Edition. If you are using a Portable Server SCIF Edition, you must first enter the passphrase 
for decrypting the server’s SSD drive 

 
Personal menu button 

Log in with 

URL: http://xleap.live 

User:  e.g., ‘Host1@xleap.live 

PW: as passed on to you 

2.1 Personal menu 

The Personal menu sits under your (or a previous user’s) name in the toolbar of the XLeap Center. 

 
Personal menu button 

The Personal menu gives access to options 

 My profile 

 My password 

Traffic between browsers is not encrypted as TLS encryption on an isolated network would intro-
duce unwanted complexity. As traffic between the Portable Server and clients never touches the 
Internet, proper encryption of your wireless network provides adequate security. 

Browsers cannot know this. They therefore warn of an unsecure connection. PLEASE IGNORE. 

http://xleap.live/
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 Subscriptions* 

 Software update* 

 Backup databases* 

 Log out 

*These administrative functions are usually delegated to Host accounts to empower users beyond 
their role of Host when ‘on venu’. The why and what of these functions is explained in the appli-
cable Portable Server Guide. 

2.1.1 My profile 

On a Portable Server, your profile consists of 

 First name 
This is your given name. 

 Surname 
This is your family name. 

as the username (e.g., Host1@xleap.live) is given. 

Change the profile so that your name is given correctly in, for example, the Session participants 
panel and on the cover sheet of the Session report. 

2.1.2 My password 

The password of the non-personal Host account protects your content and the integrity of the 
Portable Server. 

Change the account password via that option in your personal menu which sits on the right of the 
Center toolbar. 

XLeap enforces administrative complexity requirements which are given in the 'change password' 
panel. 

INFORM OTHER AUTHORIZED USERS OF THE HOST ACCOUNT OF THE CHANGED PASSWORD! 

2.1.3 Log out 

Logging out - as opposed to simply killing your browser window - is about exiting the system 
cleanly. 

Log out via the toolbar lets XLeap 

 inform other participants of the session that you have left intentionally 

 close your connection rather than attempt to reconnect you 
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2.2 Center views 

The XLeap Center presents your sessions and the sessions and, if your Portable Server is equipped 
with multiple Host accounts, possibly sessions which have been shared with your Host account in 
view ‘I am Co-host’. 

2.2.1 View ‘I am invited’ 

Center view ‘I am invited’ holds  

 Authenticated sessions the user is invited to 

 Unauthenticated sessions to which the user has previously logged in with name and email.   

It primarily serves for convenience of users who are already authenticated against the XLeap Cen-
ter and thus need not authenticate again against the specific login page of the session. 

Sessions, for which  

 a landing page does not exist, are not listed 

 a landing page exists are listed but cannot yet be entered 

 a login page exists, i.e., which are open for participants, give access via button PARTICI-
PATE 

2.2.2 View ‘My sessions’ 

Center view 'My sessions' holds all sessions of your account. 

 

Host’s Center view ‘My sessions’ 
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 Create new sessions with the 'plus' button of the toolbar 

 Export/import sessions to/from file with the 'upload' and 'download' buttons of the 
toolbar 

 Enter sessions with the session item's 'ENTER' button 

 Open and close sessions for participants with the 'open' switch on the session item 

 Use the session item's 'COPY' function to create a duplicate of that session 

When you create a copy of a session, the new session will differ from the source session 

 by its address on the local network (URL) which is assigned automatically and must be 
unique 

 by the session and its spaces being 'closed' to participants even when they were open in 
the source session 

Show / hide old unused sessions with switch 'Show all' which sits on the bottom right of the view. 

 Sanitization  

On Portable Servers, since they are typically switched off after use, there is no automatic data 
maintenance to assist you with the closing and eventual deletion of sessions. 

Instead, Portable Servers provide for 'Sanitization', i.e., a summary push-button function which 
assists Hosts in handing back a 'clean' Portable Server after use. 

Sanitization, on confirmation, purges 

 all sessions of the Host account 

 all user accounts created by the Host account, unless these users are participants of an-
other Host's active (not-yet closed) session 

User accounts which are not purged because of participation in another Host's session, are ear-
marked for inclusion when sanitization occurs by that Host account. 

Confidentiality on a Portable Server can, of course, be protected by assigning Host accounts to 
named persons who do not share their password. Just because the XLeap subscription agreement 
allows the sharing of Host accounts on Portable Servers does not imply that you must do so. 
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Hosts who want to keep their sessions for the purpose of documentation, reuse, or continuing 
work on a networked XLeap Center, should download their session to disk via the toolbar prior to 
sanitization. 

2.2.3 View ‘I am Co-host’ 

The view holds all sessions which list your Host account as Co-host. 

Co-hosts can enter listed sessions as 

 Participant 

 Hosts assistant, or 

 Host  

Co-hosts who are already in control of the session always enter as Host until another person takes 
(back) control in that role. 

2.2.3.1 Enter as participant 

This option serves convenience. Provided they are 'open' for participants, Co-hosts can enter ses-
sions as they would under the session’s URL or their Center view ‘I am invited’. 

To enter authenticated sessions as participant, Co-hosts must be listed explicitly as an invitee. 

2.2.3.2 Enter as Host’s assistant 

Co-hosts can enter a session as assistant to the Host who controls it. In the role of Host’s assistant, 
they 

 can move freely between workspaces regardless of them being open or closed for partic-
ipants 

 can make changes to the process and workspace settings 

 can copy content from one workspace to another 

 manage participant groups 

This can be useful when the Host wants to focus on people and process while a colleague in the 
role of 'Host’s assistant' moves around content, prepares the next workspace, and so on. 

Hosts should be aware that the above applies to the non-personal Host account they are using 
(e.g., Host1@xleap.live) rather than them personally. This means that if another person has passed 
on the Host account without prior sanitization, sanitization will include whatever sessions and user 
accounts that other person has left on the server. 

Organizations who want to maintain a stock of users in the user database who are not subject to 
sanitization, should create those users with a separate real-person User administrator account. 
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To assure the Host's control of the session, assistants are restricted as follows. Host’s assistants 

 cannot open or close workspaces or the session 

 cannot 'navigate' participants, e.g., by the 'focus' function 

 cannot control the conference 

Host’s assistants will 

 show on the 'Participants-in-the-session' panel 

 be connected to the conference 

2.2.3.3 Take over as Host 

For any session there can only be one Host at a time meaning that entry in the role of Host takes 
full control of the session. 

Ownership of the session is unaffected. The right to (un-)appoint Co-hosts remains reserved for 
the owner of the session. 

Take over. If the current Host is in the session when a Co-host enters in that role, a take-over 
dialogue is triggered. Unless the request is made by the owner of the session, the current Host 
can reject a take-over request. 
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3. Welcome space 
The Welcome space is the 'room' by which you and participants enter the session. 

 

Welcome space with shipping defaults as seen by Host (session is ‘closed’) 

When working through the session’s process, participants will be navigated back to the Welcome 
space automatically when all workspaces are closed. 

In the Process designer tool, the Welcome space is represented as an item which sits at the top 
of the screen. 

 

Welcome space item in Process designer 

3.1 Welcome space functionality 

While the Welcome space usually serves as a conduit to the workspaces where ‘real work’ gets 
done, it provides significant functionality concerned with the session ‘as such’. 
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3.1.1 Welcome space toolbar 

 Exit session 

Exits the session to the XLeap Center. 

 Navigator 

Opens the Navigator as a shortcut to other workspaces of the process. 

 Process in designer 

Calls the Process designer tool. The ‘plus’ on the icon shows that a process is yet to be designed. 

 Open/close session 

Opens (or closes) the session for participants. Enables (removes) the login page for participants. 

 Add session instruction 

Create a ‘session instruction’ for confirmation by participants when they enter the session. 

 Invitation panel 

The invitation panel lets you specify and share details of the session with invitees. 

 Description panel 

The description panel lets you enter a searchable description of the session. 

 Facilitation notes 

Facilitation notes are stage directions to yourself or other Hosts who may run the session or use 
that template. Stage directions can be given as text or as an attached presentation or video. 

Such notes can be added to any element of the agenda. Typically, notes that apply to the whole 
session – as opposed to a step in or section of the process – are entered for the Welcome space. 

The ‘plus’ on the icon signals that Facilitation notes remain to be created. 

Session settings 

Opens the settings of the session and its welcome space via 'tabs' 

 Logo and background 

 Description 

 Co-hosts 

Close with DONE. 
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 Log out 

Exits XLeap in an orderly fashion. Proper log-out tells the system that you have left intentionally 
saving efforts to restore the connection to your device. It informs the other participants directly 
that you are no longer in the session. 

 Help 
The 'Help' menu gives access to the relevant page in online help, gives access to the 'next steps' 
instruction that is displayed in the empty workspace, opens XLeap’s support page and informs 
you of the version and release of XLeap. 

3.1.2 Welcome space status bar 

The bottom status bar provides 

 Session participants 

The Session participants panel shows who is in the session. 

 Live chat 

Opens a simple chat which runs across workspaces. Hosts can switch off Live chat from within the 
panel. 

3.2 Session instruction 

Use the ‘Add instruction’ button  of the toolbar to create an instruction or welcome message 
for participants to confirm on entry to the session. 

Your instruction should contain text and can contain attachments. 

 Session instruction  
Keep your session instruction to the point. Be aware that the presentation of the instruc-
tion is determined by the device it is viewed on. Use paragraphs (Enter) where sense dic-
tates. Line breaks which look pretty on your computer are likely to look arbitrary and silly 
on other devices. 

If you add attachments, tell your participants what to do (view, download, whatever) with 
them. 
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Create session instruction 

 Attachments 
You can enrich your instruction with attachments. XLeap provides a viewer which lets par-
ticipants view graphic files, videos, or PDF directly - provided they play in a browser. Test 
this. 

Other files such as Excel or Word require a separate application. Make sure to provide 
your info in formats your participants can access easily. 

Enable "Launch viewer on entry" if you want the viewer to launch automatically when 
participants enter. Test the effect to be sure you want this. 

On saving with DONE the instruction displays as it is shown to participants. Confirm with CLOSE. 

3.3 Session settings 

To 

 Adapt the ‘Logo and background’ of the Welcome space 

 Assign colleagues as ‘Co-hosts’ 

open session settings with the cog wheel button of the toolbar . 

3.3.1 Welcome space - Logo and background 

Most organizations provide a branded default for the Welcome space. 

If that is not good enough for your purposes generally or a specific session, you can adapt the 
Welcome space. 

Since the Welcome space will be displayed on screens of all sizes and layouts, all settings except 
background color are relative to the user's screen size and layout. All changes are reflected di-
rectly. 
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If you want your changes to become the default for new sessions, save them as the new default. 

 

Customize the Welcome space 

Background color  
Pick or specify the background as corporate identity guidelines demand. If your logo has a back-
ground color, match that. 

 Logo 
For best results, upload your logo as an .svg (scalable vector graphics) file.* Vector graphics 
are best because they can scale perfectly to whatever screen size or resolution your par-
ticipants may have. 

If you must use a bitmap (.jpg, .jpeg, .png, .bmp) choose a high resolution: The results of 
scaling down are much better than of scaling up. 

* Note: Ask marketing for an .svg of your logo. The file must be an actual vector graphic. 
Wrapping a bitmap into an .svg file will not help. 

 Scale 
Specify in percent of screen size how large your logo shall show. Scaling occurs by the 
limiting dimension and preserves proportions. 

For example, with the default scale of 30%, on a screen of 21 x 12, a logo sized 10 x 10 will 
be scaled down to 3.6 x 3.6, i.e., 30% of 12. 

 Alignment 
Decide where your logo shall sit on the screen. 

Check how the Welcome space looks on your phone. You can get an approximation of how the 
background scales to different screens by resizing your browser. 

3.3.2 Co-hosts  

The owner of a session can appoint other Host accounts of the Portable Server as Co-hosts to help 
prepare and run that session. 
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Add licensed colleagues as Co-hosts 

Co-hosts 

 must be Co-host accounts 
 must be listed on the Co-host tab 
 find the session in their view 'I am Co-host' 
 can enter the session in the role of  

o Participant 
o Host’s assistant, i.e., as an aid to the Host 
o Host, i.e., take control of the session 

Add Co-host with button ADD CO-HOST. Type ahead runs against the first name, surname, and 
email of other Co-host accounts on the Portable Server. 
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4. Invitation panel 
When you enter a new session, the Welcome space will present you with the invitation dialogue. 

You can open the invitation dialogue manually from the toolbar . 

  

Invitation panel 

As a minimum, you should name your session before confirming the panel with SAVE. The name 
of the session is given on the 

1. login page for participants 
2. cover of the automatic Session report 
3. session item of Center views 

4.1 Time and date of the session 

The time of a new session defaults to ‘now’ rounded to the next 15 minutes and a duration of 2 
hours. 
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4.2 Network address of the session 

The network address of a new session is generated automatically by adding a jumble of letters 
and numbers to the address of your Portable Server such as 

xleap.live/ab345cd123ef 

Edit the last part of the address (after the slash '/') to create a 'speaking' URL, for example 

Xleap.live/stakeholder-analysis-projectX 

Until you invite someone to the session or open the session for participants, this is a mere reser-
vation of an address. Visitors would only get a ‘404’ error that nothing exists under that URL. 

 

Landing page of not-yet open session 

A landing page for the session is created when you 

 Send an invitation by email 

 Copy the URL and/or session details to the clipboard of your computer 

Tip: you can remove an accidentally created landing page by clicking on the visibility icon on 
the Welcome-space item in the Process designer tool. 

The landing page turns into a login page when you open the session for participants  in the 
toolbar. 

4.3 Login requirements for participants 

Your Portable Server supports unauthenticated and authenticated sessions. 

Hosts choose between options 

 None 
meaning that participants give no information on entry 

 Name 
meaning that participants merely give a (nick)name 
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 Name and email (default)  
meaning that participants must give and can be recognized by their email 

 Username and password  
meaning that users must have and authenticate against a user account  

 

Menu of Login requirements 

4.3.1 Unauthenticated sessions 

To participate in an unauthenticated session, users need not prove their identity. They simply call 
the session’s URL with their browser. 

 

Participant login page requesting name and email 

By default, participants are asked for their name and email. 

This is for good reason as the email address lets XLeap identify users when they return to the 
session. Such recognition of users is useful for many purposes, most notably in Rating where one 
usually wants participants to cast their ballot only once. 
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Forego this information only for good cause. 

Request an access code to secure your session. If you are unhappy with the auto-generated code, 
specify your own. 

4.3.2 Authenticated sessions – List of invitees 

Authenticated sessions make sure that only invited users can participate.  

To participate in an authenticated session, participants must 

 have a user account on the XLeap Center 

 be listed as an invited user of that session 

 prove their identity with the correct username and password 

This means that Hosts must  

 Enter the relevant users to the List of invited users 

 Create missing users in the User database of the XLeap Center  
The creation of users by Hosts can be administratively prohibited on your XLeap Center. 

 

List of invitees 

Invitees can be added to the list by selection from the user database or by import from Excel. 

4.3.2.1 Selection of users from the user database 

Selection of ADD PERSON TO LIST > From user database opens a specific view of the XLeap Cen-
ter’s user database by which the Host can 

 Select users which shall be added to the list of invitees 

 Create user accounts for participants who do not yet exist in the user database 
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Hosts’ view of user database 

Confirmation with ADD TO LIST OF INVITEES does just that for the selected users. 

Create new users by clicking  in the toolbar. 

 

Check whether username already exists 

The system asks for the email address of the new user to check whether that user already exists. 

If not, button ADD USER opens the form for specification of the user’s 

 First name 

 Surname 

 Email 

 Affiliation (internal/external) 

 Organization 
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Specification of a user as being  

 Internal, i.e., a member of the organization which owns the Portable Server 

 External, i.e., somebody who is not a member of that organization 

is not required if that distinction is made automatically based on the user’s email address. 

”Organization” typically specifies the 

 department of internal users 

 company or agency of external users 

4.3.2.2 Import of users to the list of invitees 

If the number of users in the user database is great, manual selection and, if so, creation of many 
invitees can become tedious, especially if they are not shortlisted as ‘recent invitees’. 

If so, Hosts may find it more convenient to upload a list of users to the List of invitees. 

The import dialogue explains the data set and provides a sample file. 

 

Import to List of invitees 

Imported persons are matched by their email address against the user database. 

 Existing users are added directly as invitees 

 Missing users must be added to the user database in a second step 
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List of invitees after import of not-yet existing users  

New users are notified automatically to set their password for the XLeap Center.  

 

Creation of user accounts by Hosts (you) is governed by the rules of your organization. 

Center administration may 

- Prohibit Hosts (you) from creating new users meaning that you can only invite existing users 

- Require Hosts (you) to determine whether users are internal or external to your organization 

- Specify rules for automatically categorizing users as internal or external 

- Prohibit external users on the XLeap center      
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5. Session participants panel 
The Session participants panel opens from the left of the status bar. The displays the participants 
of the session and provides accessory functionality for, e.g., predefining participants or locking 
the session against entry of further participants. 

5.1 Basic functionality 

Presence info. Disable presence info to disable 

 the Session participants panel for yourself and participants 

 slider info on participants entering and leaving the session. 

   

Host’s ‘Session participants’ panel 

Status present/offline. The panel lists participants who are present in (=connected to) the XLeap 
session. In the Host’s version of the panel, participants who have been present and would be 
recognized by their email address if they returned to the session are listed under heading ‘Offline’. 

Prior to their joining the session, ‘predefined participants’ (see below) are also shown as offline. 
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Note that the participants’ version of the panel differs by not providing 

 the Host’s controls 

 info on ‘offline’ participants 

   

Participant’s ‘Session participants’ panel 

Exclude/unblock participant. Hosts click ‘more’ behind the participant’s name for relevant 
options. On a Portable Server, these are limited to excluding that participant from the session. If 
the participant is present in the session, exclusion requires confirmation. 

 

Exclude participant – Confirmation dialogue  

On confirmation, excluded participants are informed that their participation is no longer required 
and logged off. Attempts of excluded participants to log in again – with that same email address! 
- are politely declined. 

Excluded participants are listed as ‘Offline’. They can be readmitted to the session with option 
‘unblock’. 
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5.2 More session controls 

Access additional session controls with the top-right MORE  button. 

5.2.1 Lock session 

If you request the email addresses of your participants at login, you can restrict access to the 
session to 

 Participants who have joined the session 

 Predefined participants (see below) 

who would be recognized by their email address. 

 

Confirmation dialogue for restricting session access to known participants 

Once the session is locked for new participants, participants giving a different email address are 
rejected politely even if they give a correct security code. 

5.2.2 Predefine unauthenticated participants 

Provided that participants can be recognized by their email address at login, Hosts can put them 
on the list of participants before they have turned up. 

Predefining participants can be useful for 

 Restricting access to the session (see ‘Lock session’ above) to a list of predefined (known) 
participants without requiring authentication 

 Assigning specific roles in advance, for instance, 
o ‘Content editor’ in the ‘Privileges’ tab, e.g., of a Brainstorm workspace 
o ‘Slide control’ in the status bar of a Presentation space 

‘Predefine participants by their name and email address and make sure they use that email ad-
dress when they sign in. 
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Host predefines expected participants one-by-one (manually) 

If you plan to pre-populate the ‘Session participants’ panel with all expected participants, you may 
want to import them from a simple Excel file (download the example file). 

 

Host predefines expected participants by import 

5.2.3 Chime settings 

XLeap signals when participants join or exit the session. 

This is useful when the number of participants is limited, and it matters who is in the session. It 
can become annoying when participants are many and there is a lot of coming and going. 
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Default chime settings 

SAVE AS DEFAULT when you are sure what your new ‘normal’ should be. 

5.2.4 Participant groups 

Participant groups are controlled from the ‘More’ menu of the Session participants panel. Partic-
ipant groups can only be specified if participants can be identified by their email.  

Participant groups can also be managed by Co-hosts in the role of Host’s assistant. 

Groups serve two main purposes: 

1. They enable the selective opening and closing of workspaces ‘by group’ 

2. They serve as a permanent demographic for tagging contributions 

5.2.4.1 Enablement and setup of groups 

 

Participant groups panel – Feature disabled as no groups defined  
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The ‘Groups’ feature is enabled by setting up groups and confirming with DONE. Group “Not as-
signed” is created automatically meaning that there are at least two groups. 

 

Participant groups panel – First group ‘Marketing’ has been added 

Any participants already known to the session because they 

 are listed as invitees of an authenticated session 

 have been predefined as participants by the Host 

 have previously signed into the session 

 are currently in the session 

automatically show in group “Not assigned”. 

5.2.4.2 Administration of groups 

Hosts can edit, delete, and lock groups via the MORE  menu of the group item. 

Edit. Changes of a group name must be confirmed if there are contributions tagged with that 
group name. On confirmation, the group name and group tags are updated. Participants in rele-
vant workspaces are informed of the change. 

Delete. Deletion of a group requires confirmation if contributions have been tagged with that 
group because, if so, such group tags consequently being removed. 

Tip: Avoid the deletion of tags by reassigning the members of the group by drag & drop, then 
locking the empty group, see below. If participants shall pick their new group, reassign to group 
“Not assigned” to trigger the pick-your-group dialogue. 
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The process of deletion differs depending on the mode of group assignment: 

 Self-assignment 
If participants pick their group, members of the group will become unassigned and, con-
sequently, be prompted to pick a new group. 

 Assignment by Host  
If the Host has reserved group assignment, all members of a group must be reassigned to 
other groups before that group can be deleted. 

Lock/unlock. Locking of a group removes that group from the Pick-your-group dialogue of partic-
ipants. This can be useful for a range of purposes, including: 

 Privileged groups, e.g., “Management” which are populated by the Host via drag & drop 
and are not available for participants. Predefined/preassigned participants would not be 
required to pick a group. 

 Preservation of ‘group’ tags. Instead of deleting a group which would remove any tags of 
that group, Hosts empty and lock a group.   
Note: Empty locked groups can be created in the background when Hosts paste contribu-
tions with group tags from other sessions. If a group does not exist in the target session, it 
is created for data consistency and locked to not interfere with the running of the session. 

 Delay self-assignment. Hosts can prepare groups for self-assignment. Locking of all groups 
prevents the Pick-your-group dialogue from popping up despite participants being “not 
assigned”. 

5.2.4.3 Participants pick their group  

Self-assignment. By default, not-yet-assigned Participants will be asked to pick their group  

 when they enter the session 

 if they are in the session when groups are enabled 

Assignment by the Host. With default setting “Participants self-assign”, Hosts can still intervene 
in the assignment of groups. Hosts can:  

 Predefine and assign users who are then not asked to pick a group 

 Reassign users to another group by drag & drop. 

The group feature is enabled by setting up and confirming at least one active (unlocked) group 
with DONE. This means that participants in the session or attempting to log in will be asked to pick 
a group directly. 

Avoid confronting users with a half-baked group setup by preparing groups while the session is still 
closed. If you must setup groups in an ongoing session, you can avoid self-assignment dialogues 
being triggered by “locking” all groups prior to confirming with DONE. Alternatively, you can switch 
the assignment mode to “by Host”. 
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o Hosts must confirm if such reassignment can affect user access to workspaces 
o Participants are informed of the reassignment 

 Reassign users to group “Not assigned” 
o Hosts must confirm if such reassignment can affect user access to workspaces 
o Not-assigned participants are asked to pick a new group (self-assign) 

5.2.4.4 Host assigns groups  

Hosts can reserve the assignment of groups meaning that only they can assign participants to 
groups. Having to do so ad hoc in the session can become a distraction, especially at the beginning 
of a session when several participants tend to turn up simultaneously and Hosts may have other 
important tasks to attend to. 

Hosts can avoid such distraction by predefining and assigning users before the start of the session. 

Group “Not assigned”. Unlike participants who must pick a group when they are “not assigned”, 
Hosts  

 can deliberately decline assignment when prompted to assign a group 

 may leave participants unassigned because they are unavailable (not in the session) when 
a not-yet-assigned participant enters the session 

Rather than being kept in limbo until assigned, such not-assigned participants will operate under 
the rules for that participant group: 

 Access to workspaces will be governed by workspaces having been opened for group “Not 
assigned” 

 Contributions of not-assigned participants will not carry a group tag  
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5.2.5 Contact participants 

  

‘Contact participants’ panel 

Use the ‘Contact participants’ panel to send email to participants or copy participant details to 
the clipboard. 
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6. Process designer 

Button ‘Create process’  in the toolbar of the Welcome space opens the Process designer. 

  

Process designer empty except for Welcome space object (Default) 

The Process designer of a new session is empty except for the object representing the Welcome 
space by which participants enter the session. 

The Welcome space item, 

 Invariably sits at the top of the process. As the starting point of any session, it cannot be 
moved 

 Gives the name of the session as specified in the Invitation panel 

 Indicates whether the session is visible 

 The session is not visible. There is no landing page. 

 A landing page exists. Click opens a dialogue to delete the landing page. 

 Provides a switch for opening the session for participants 

Hosts enter the Welcome space with the ENTER button on that item. 
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6.1 Designing a session process 

The process of a session describes the steps you want to take to produce the results you require 
in the time you have. 

6.1.1 Thinking about process 

XLeap enables you to take leaps rather than just steps. It maps the process as a sequence of spe-
cific workspaces which are configured for the task. 

When you start to design the process for a specific session you may want to start with its objec-
tive. What outcome do you require? Or in keeping with the ‘leap’ metaphor, which position do 
you need to be in? 

Be precise about your objective. 

 “Engage stakeholders in a discussion of problem X and possible solutions” 

 “Understand the root causes of problem X” 

 “Understand the perspectives on problem X” 

 “Determine the view of our department on problem X” 

 “Recommend to management effective and feasible solutions for problem X” 

 “Make a (consensual?) decision on how to solve problem X” 

are very different objectives with different processes to get there. 

Be realistic. Rome was not built in a day and, depending on the position you are in, you cannot 
simply wish yourself into some ambitiously far away position. Instead of a single leap, you may 
have to take several and these may not fit all into one session or be achievable with just one group 
of people. 

So, once your objective is clear, be honest about your starting point, and, of course, the people 
you are going to work with, see below.  

For example:  

Object: Recommend an affordable solution for problem X to management.  

Starting point: The exact issue is yet undefined. 

Team: Experts exposed to the situation.  

In this example your interim objectives could be defined as 

1. Understand the problem 
2. A choice of effective solutions 
3. An assessment of solutions by management’s decision-making criteria 

The mapping of such interim objectives to tasks and workspaces is explained further below. 

Be pragmatic. While it is tempting to cover every angel and tie up every loose end, even with 
XLeap time will usually be too short for that. In other words, taking short cuts is perfectly fine if it 
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gets you what you need, even if it’s not perfect. For instance, if the issue at hand is ‘clear enough’ 
or you must decide on a course of action now, you should progress to ‘What should we do?’ di-
rectly rather than still be stuck in the depths of problem definition when the time for solving is 
up. 

Often you can avoid shortcuts simply by focusing your efforts: Yes, you may want to generate 
200+ ideas for solving the problem at hand. But you do not need to waste time on understanding 
most of these ideas in detail. Instead, identify the most promising candidates quickly and invest 
your time in understanding those. Such prioritization and focus are not shortcuts but plain com-
mon sense. 

6.1.2 Participants 

XLeap helps you get the participants you need for the job by letting them ‘speak’ their mind when 
they want to, by concentrating on what matters and so on. Such engaging and meaningful ses-
sions are clearly more attractive than conventional meetings or workshops where it is hard to get 
a word in and unwise to say too much, anyway. 

That said, people accepting one invitation while rejecting or not even responding to another is 
often a question of seniority. Like it or not, attendance is often more about who is inviting (cannot 
afford not to go) than the subject at hand let alone the expected quality of the outcome. While 
XLeap can do little about the politics involved, it helps you make the best of the situation. 

Before thinking too hard about the people you cannot get, think about who you really need for 
what exactly and why. 

With XLeap, you can chop up your process into several more targeted sessions with different sets 
of participants. This helps in two ways: First, you may find that several steps in your process work 
well with participants who are not generally high in demand in the workshop circuit. Second, it is 
easier to get high profile experts and managers if you ask them for short high-powered sessions 
with their peers rather than spend an afternoon in a more mixed crowd. 

In the above example, this could mean that you select the participants for the discovery process 
(‘Understand the problem’) for their first-hand knowledge of the situation, perhaps even making 
a point of them having no managerial responsibility for it. You will probably do well in asking them 
for possible solutions, without investing too much time in drilling into them, but rather feeding 
them into the next session. 

In the context of a Portable Server designed for face-to-face sessions, considerations about splitting 
the process into multiple sessions apply primarily to ‘pre-work’, i.e., stuff that need not be done 
face to face and can occur before the face-to-face session and ‘post-work’ such as the wrapping 
up of discussions or ratings. 
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Continuing with our example, you will probably want a more senior group of experts to reflect on 
the findings and analysis of the first group before letting them hunt for possible solutions. The 
Host of this second session might present the findings of the first group in PowerPoint or simply 
copy the results of the first session to the second session for browsing by the experts. The first 
task for the new group might then be to brainstorm ‘Possible causes for these symptoms’. Such 
possible causes could then be prioritized with a deep dive into the ‘top X causes’ before turning 
to the solution. Again, depending on the findings, this may present yet another opportunity of 
getting the right participants for the task. For example, if the situation is caused primarily by issues 
of ‘Technology’, you may want other people to work on the solution than if labor relations or 
coordination in the supply chain are considered high amongst the causes. 

Perhaps think of it like this: Engaging people at their desk for shorter more targeted sessions low-
ers the threshold for attending. Moreover, if a session ends sooner than expected, most will wel-
come the opportunity to do something else. This is very different from the old days when a meet-
ing or workshop cut short simply meant a longer wait for the plane home. 

Working remotely gives Hosts a much greater opportunity to tailor their participants to the task. 
While use of the technology alone will not make much-wanted people attend, a reputation for 
involving participants only for good cause in well-designed sessions for as long as is necessary will 
increase the probability for in-demand people to show. 

6.1.3 Mapping objectives to tasks 

Most collaborative problem-solving or decision-making processes involve 

 Discovery 

 Prioritization 

 Deep dives 

 Utility analysis 

6.1.3.1 Discovery 

Unless you already know what is the case or is considered a possibility or could be a possible 
solution, and so on, you need to find out as a baseline of what you should be looking at. Even if 
you already have such a list, you may want to ask your group something like “Please check this 
list of (whatever). If anything is missing, add it.” This may not expand the list much or by anything 
important, except this: The group will accept the list of (whatever) as complete and good as they 
can make it. 

In XLeap, the Brainstorm space is tooled for discovery. It lets any group define the totality of 
symptoms, ideas, solutions, suggestions, facts or whatever they will then work on or deal with. 
This is true by definition: If you ask for  

 possible causes, you will get all possible causes the group can think of even when bouncing 
their ideas and insights off each other’s 
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 their considered single recommendation for action, you will get all recommendations par-
ticipants would make if pressed for one 

Brainstorm lets you do a lot more than brainstorm, for instance, categorize (theme) ideas into 
folders, mark up with sticky dots or collect structured comments. But its fundamental function 
remains to discover all that is known or thought or can be imagined by that group at that time. 

Comprehensive and honest discovery is critical for the relevance of everything that comes after. 
Everything must be on the ‘table’. This is why anonymity and the ability to contribute at will are 
so important.  

6.1.3.2 Prioritization 

Almost as bad as important stuff being left off the ‘table’ is having that important information 
swamped and hidden by lesser matters. Just working down the list guarantees that important 
stuff will not get the attention it warrants. 

Conventional meetings and workshops try to work around this fundamental issue by splitting up 
people and items into workgroups or by limiting the number of items to consider to a manageable 
number. Where that fails, facilitators resort to crass voting mechanisms such as sticky dots behind 
walls which are little better than random. 

In XLeap, groups can rate any list of items very quickly on one ‘knock-out’ or ‘must have’ criterion 
to determine what they should focus on. Such killer criteria are easily found as in “If it is not X 
why would we want to waste time on it?” For instance, it makes little sense to spend time on 
supposed facts that are not ‘important’ or on solutions that are not ‘effective’. XLeap Rating 
sheets offer all customary rating methods but for such cut-off votes a simple numeric scale of 0 
to 10 will do. 

Results tables and charts are instantly available, and it is usually a good idea to focus further ef-
forts of the group on the most important facts or most effective solutions. 

6.1.3.3 Deep dive 

If a fact is rated as ‘very important’ or a solution deemed ‘very effective’ or an idea ‘extremely 
promising’ it is usually worth asking questions such as “Why is this very important?”, “How exactly 
would this work” or “What makes this idea promising?”. Also, if prioritization has shown strong 
dissent on certain facts or opinions, it may be worthwhile to get to the bottom of that. In such a 
case one might want to ask something like “Why do some of us think this is critically important 
while others think it irrelevant? What are the assumptions behind this? How can we find out who 
is right?” 

XLeap’s DeepDive space is made for this. It lets groups discuss several highly prioritized or con-
troversial topics in parallel. Since all participants can contribute at the same time and interact 
directly, this is very intensive and gets you much further than a sequential wait-your-turn discus-
sion ever could. 
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6.1.3.4 Utility analysis 

Except for the rare situation where one way forward beats all other options in all regards, most 
decisions involve tradeoffs: Yes, solution A promises to be most effective, but it is also significantly 
more expensive than option B and carries an above average risk. 

While such tradeoffs frequently surface in a DeepDive usually as a supporting or counter argu-
ment, discussions are dynamic and therefore inherently unsystematic. Summaries of discussions 
often flag tradeoffs only anecdotally and where they support a recommendation. As they must 
choose the few details they can include, summaries are necessarily political. 

This is as true for ad-hoc summaries in the meeting as it is for the reflected and crafted summaries 
presented to management. 

XLeap multi-criteria analysis provides a rational alternative. Ideally after a DeepDive in which par-
ticipants are asked to exchange all relevant information on the highly prioritized solutions, the 
‘candidates’ are rated on multiple criteria. For instance, if the situation has 5 main causes A – E, 
and cost is an issue such multi-criteria might involve ratings on 

 Impact on cause A 

 Impact on cause B 

 Impact on cause C 

 Impact on cause D 

 Impact on cause E 

 Cost 

 Risk 

 Time to implementation 

With such an analysis, tradeoffs become visible. For instance, it may become clear that none of 
the proposed solutions deal with cause E sufficiently. Or that solutions X and Y are complimentary 
in their effect. And so on. 

Moreover, such utility analysis shows up where the members of the group are aligned in their 
assessment and where they are not. Usually a flip-back to the preceding DeepDive discussion will 
reveal quickly what such dissent is about. 

6.1.4 Functionality of the Process designer tool 

The Process designer is special in that it is reserved for use by the Host and, if so, Co-hosts which 
is why it is called a ‘tool’ as opposed to a ‘space’ where participants can go. 

The functionality of the Process designer tool centers on building and running the session but also 
provides the functionality for inviting participants and documenting the results. 
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6.1.4.1 Process designer toolbar 

 Exit to Welcome space  

Exits the Process designer tool for the Welcome space. 

 Add Process elements 

Add workspaces, sections, breaks and placeholders when building the process. 

 Delete 

Moves the selected objects to trash from where they can be restored within 10 days. 

 Restore from trash 

Opens the trash can from which deleted content can be restored or removed irrevocably. Deleted 
content is purged from trash automatically after 10 days. 

 Copy menu 

Offers options  

 Copy to clipboard (Ctrl+c)  

 Paste (Ctrl+v)  

for copying and pasting Process elements between sessions. 

 Open Report maker 

Opens the ‘Report maker’ view of the session process for specification and download of the au-
tomatic Word report. 

 Select mode 

Enables checkboxes for selecting items. Required for multi-selection on touch devices. 

 Open invitation panel 

The invitation panel lets you specify and share details of the session with invitees. 

 Description panel 

The description panel lets you enter a searchable description of the session. 

 Facilitation notes 

Facilitation notes are stage directions to yourself or other Hosts who may run the session or use 
that template. Stage directions can be given as text or as an attached presentation or video. 
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Such notes can be added to any element of the agenda. Typically, notes that apply to the whole 
session – as opposed to a step in or section of the process – are entered for the Welcome space. 

The ‘plus’ on the icon signals that Facilitation notes remain to be created. 

 Co-hosts 

Lets you appoint other licensed Hosts of your Portable Server as Co-hosts of this session. 

 Log out 

Exits XLeap in an orderly fashion. Proper log-out tells the system that you have left intentionally 
saving efforts to restore the connection to your device. It informs the other participants directly 
that you are no longer in the session. 

 Help 
The 'Help' menu gives access to the relevant page in online help, gives access to the 'next steps' 
instruction that is displayed in the empty workspace, opens XLeap’s support page and informs 
you of the version and release of XLeap. 

6.1.4.2 Process designer status bar 

The bottom status bar provides 

 Session participants 

The Session participants panel shows who is in the session and holds several ancillary controls for 
the Host. 

 Live chat 

Opens a simple chat which serves as a backup communication channel that runs across work-
spaces. Hosts can switch off Live chat from within the panel. 

6.1.4.3 Other Process designer functionality 

 Drag & drop 

Move individual workspaces and placeholders to a different position by dragging & dropping 
those items in the main process frame 

Move whole sections of the process by dragging & dropping those sections in the section frame. 

 Open section frame 

Manage process sections in the left-hand section frame if you added sections to the process. 

  Participants see sections 

  Enable this switch to show sections in the Navigator of participants. 
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Below the toolbar: 

 Time process 

Enable timing to calculate a timeline for your process. 

 Open workspaces selectively 

Enable to open workspaces selectively for individual participants instead of all par-
ticipants. 

On the Welcome space item: 

 Open/close session 

Opens (or closes) the session for participants. Enables (removes) the login page for 
participants. 

 Visibility 

The visibility icon on the Welcome space element indicates that the session has a 
landing page and is therefore ‘visible’ on the local network. Click and confirm to 
remove the landing page. 

6.1.5 Building an XLeap process 

Technically, an XLeap process means the sequence of workspaces through which participants 
move to create and process content to produce the required outcome.  

The simplest possible process contains just one workspace, for instance, a Brainstorm workspace 
for creating and, if so, categorizing a list of ideas or opinions or facts. If you want to prioritize the 
results of the brainstorm, for instance, identify the most promising ideas or most important facts, 
you add a Rating workspace. If you would then want to understand the outcome of that rating in 
more detail, for example, why top scoring ideas are promising or facts are important, or what 
follows, or why you cannot agree on certain items, you would add a DeepDive workspace. 
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The  menu of the toolbar holds the elements with which you build such a process. 

 

Menu of Process designer 

 

Process designer – Session still closed 

These building blocks include 

 Sections by which the process can be structured 

 The 4 workspaces 
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 Placeholders for breaks and other activities 

Click on an option to add that process element below the currently highlighted process element. 
Drag misplaced elements where you want them. 

6.1.5.1 Brainstorm space 

Brainstorm serves for discovery. Add a Brainstorm space to generate a list of ideas, opinions or 
facts and sort the results into folders. 

 

Newly added Brainstorm space in Process designer 

A Brainstorming session is defined by the question you ask. Consequently, a newly added Brain-
storm item prompts you to specify that question. If unsure, click 'Examples' for a drop-down of 
prototypical questions to ask when looking for ideas, opinions, or facts. Pick an example from the 
list and adapt it for your purpose. 

At this point, the brainstorming question is all that is needed. Most Hosts prefer to complete their 
overall process design by adding further workspaces before ENTERING individual workspaces for 
more detailed configuration. 

6.1.5.2 Rating 

Rating serves two distinct purposes: 

1. Prioritizing the “top X” of many items – for instance, the ideas of a brainstorm session – 
by some knock-out criterion such as “Importance” or “Effectiveness”  

2. A structured assessment of items by multiple criteria for utility or risk analysis 
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6.1.5.2.1 Rating for prioritization 

 

Newly added Rating sheet with results table in Process designer 

To prioritize a list of items by a knock-out criterion, add a ‘Rating‘. This adds two elements to your 
process: 

1. A Rating sheet 
2. A Results table 

Add a Results chart for graphic analysis if you prefer. 

Since it is most frequently used for prioritization, the rate method defaults to numeric scale 0 – 
10. Select a different rating method if required and specify the criterion by which items shall be 
rated. The ‘Examples’ drop-down offers a popular selection of criteria. 

From your selected rate method and criterion, XLeap generates the rating instruction such as 
“Please rate by Importance”. You can overwrite this with something livelier such as “How im-
portant is this?” when you configure the rating sheet in detail. 

As it is largely determined by the rating method of the Rating sheet, the Results table needs no 
separate configuration in the Process designer. 

Before rating, you must, of course, add rate items. Often these are generated in the same session, 
for instance, by a preceding brainstorming, and copied to the Rating sheet just in time. 

6.1.5.2.2 Multi-criteria analysis 

To assess and analyze a list of items on multiple criteria you  

1. Create the rating for the first criterion as you would for a cut-off vote 
2. Add criteria with button ADD CRITERION which sits on the rating sheet element 

Addition of a second criterion turns a regular prioritization into a multi-criteria analysis. A dialogue 
asks how you want to run that analysis: 
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Sequential rating or Multi-criteria rating sheet 

Additional Rating sheet. By default, XLeap will add an extra rating sheet for the new criterion. 
Rating with one rating sheet per criterion increases the discriminatory power of the analysis. Par-
ticipants can focus on one question at a time as in “We will rate these items by multiple criteria. 
Right now, I want you to think only of probability. The only question is, ‘How likely is this to hap-
pen?’” 

Rating on multiple criteria works just like multiple independent ratings, EXCEPT that in Multi-cri-
teria analysis 

 The list of items is identical on all rating sheets (changes apply to all) 

 Anonymity settings run across all rating sheets (changes apply to all) 

Moreover, you should stick to one Rating method if possible: It is much easier to analyze results 
across criteria if they are in the same 'space'. 

Multi-criteria rating sheet. Instead of creating multiple rating sheets, you can choose to extend 
the existing rating sheet by another criterion. Such a Multi-criteria rating sheet lets participants 
give their assessment on multiple criteria in one shot, typically rating each item on all criteria 
before moving to the next. Multi-criteria rating sheets let participants ‘correct’ one criterion in 
view of another, for example “Oops, impact is very high; yeah, but it’s not quite as likely as I 
thought. Let’s tune that down a little.” 

When choosing between sequential and ‘one-shot’ multi-criteria rating, you should be aware of 
the trade-offs. 

Rating on one criterion at a time is cleaner: Analysis of results is easier if there is little or no cross-
over between criteria. Cognitive load on participants is lower. 

That said, you may prefer rating multiple criteria in one shot because you want participants to take 
a wholistic (or political) view across all criteria. Use of multi-criteria sheets is also more elegant 
and feels faster as it avoids opening and closing and thereby navigating participants through mul-
tiple rating sheets.  
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Either way, XLeap will automatically add 

 A detailed Results table for each criterion 

 A summary Multi-criteria results table 

 A summary Multi-criteria results chart 

While multi-criteria tables show the results for all criteria side-by-side, Multi-criteria charts will 
only show 3 criteria at a time. When ‘walking’ participants through the Multi-criteria table you 
can reduce and build complexity by hiding or revealing columns as required. Likewise, you can 
swap out the data-rows (columns) displayed in the Multi-criteria chart as you analyze it with the 
group. 

Additional tables and charts. The automatic report will ‘print’ tables and charts based on their 
current configuration. If you want to include multiple versions of charts or tables, for instance, 

 Sorted by different criteria or by normalized standard deviation (SD) 

 Team analysis vs overall results 

 Raw results vs calculated columns 

 Threshold analysis with different thresholds 

add extra tables and charts and configure them as required. 

Unless you are using a template with defined output format, you may want to add such extra 
tables and charts  

6.1.5.3 DeepDive space 

Add a DeepDive space to let your group drill into one or several topics. 

 

Newly added DeepDive space waiting for specification of the instruction 

In the Process designer, you merely determine the instruction. If the topics are phrased - or can 
be understood - as questions, you can keep this pretty generic as in, 'Please discuss the topics (or 
questions) below'. If your topics are, for instance, a set of problems, or possible solutions or ideas, 
you may want to discuss them from a specific perspective for a specific purpose. In such a case, 
your question could be something like, 

 'What causes this problem? And what causes those causes?' or 

 'How would this solution work? Under what conditions?" or 

 'Why is this idea promising?' or 
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 'Why can't we agree on the importance of this?' 

Click on 'Examples' to get a feel for this. Review your instruction after you have entered the topics 
you want to understand better. 

Often, your topics will only emerge in the session, for instance, as the top rated (or most contro-
versial) contributions to a brainstorm. Copy those items from the results table or chart to the 
‘Topic view’ of the DeepDive space just in time.  

6.1.5.4 Presentation 

Add a Presentation space to push information to the group and get their feedback. 

 

Newly added Presentation space waiting for specification of the presentation title 

In the Process designer, you merely specify the title of the presentation which, on a Portable 
Server, is set to presentation mode 'Slide show'. 

Enter the workspace to upload presentation files and configure the discussion. 

6.1.5.5 Process sections 

Add sections and name them appropriately to structure longer or more complex processes. Most 
Hosts use sections as a kind of headline for what follows below, for example 

 1 Review last quarter, 2 Product launch XYZ, 3 Restructuring of ABC, or 

 1 Problem definition, 2 Possible solutions, 3 Implementation planning, or 

 1 Morning, 2 Afternoon 

When you add the first section, a 'Section frame' becomes available on the left of the Process 
designer. The Section frame serves for an easy navigation of the process. Try it. 

Participants see sections. Enable switch ‘Participants see sections’ to show sections in the Navi-
gator of participants. This can be useful to give an indication of the structure of the session with-
out giving away unnecessary detail on the process you have planned. 
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6.1.5.6 Process timing 

Enable timing of your process with the switch which sits above the Welcome space. 

 

Switch ‘Time process’  

The timeline is calculated by adding the duration assigned to each workspace to the start time of 
the session. For instance, if your session starts at nine and an initial Brainstorm is expected to run 
for 30 minutes, then the start time of whatever comes next is 09:30. 

Changes in duration are reflected directly. Add time buffers (placeholders) to plan for the unex-
pected or activities outside the timed XLeap workspaces. 

Obviously, time planning only makes sense in a regular 'same-time' session. When you ask people 
to contribute in their own time within a given time frame (days), time planning makes no sense. 

If you plan to open some workspaces ahead of the 'real' session, tell your participants in the invi-
tation and open the session at that earlier time but set the 'official' start time to when you expect 
people to show for the same-time session.  

6.2 Running a session 

Running a session is concerned with opening and closing the session for participants, navigating 
participants through the (work)spaces, and moving (technically: copying) content as required for 
further processing in the next workspace. 

6.2.1 Opening and closing the session 

Opening and closing the session controls its accessibility and visibility on the local network. 

6.2.1.1 Landing page of not-yet open session 

Copying or sharing of the URL in the Invitation panel creates a landing page for the session. 

The landing page gives the title of the session and reassures participants that their link to the 
session works. 
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Landing page of not-yet open session 

The landing page also checks the browser for compatibility with XLeap. 

6.2.1.2 Login page of open session 

 

Login page requesting participants’ name and email (default) 

Switch OPEN/CLOSE SESSION  sits 

 on the session item in Center view ‘My session’ 

 on the item and in the toolbar of the Welcome space 

Since Portable Servers do not provide conferencing functionality, their landing and login pages test 
for the relaxed compatibility requirements of XLeap without conferencing. 

In practice this means that Portable Servers will allow Chrome from v76 (instead of v81) and legacy 
versions of pre-Chromium Edge (from v16 instead of v79). 

Portable Servers do not provide a ‘Connection and compatibility test’ as connectivity is proven by 
the page being shown.  
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 on the item and in the toolbar of the workspaces 

Flipping the switch to ON opens the session and turns the session’s landing page into a login page. 
The login page requests participant information as specified for that session in the Invitation 
panel. 

JOIN SESSION takes participants to the Welcome space of the session from where they may be 
navigated to a workspace if the conditions for automatic navigation apply. 

6.2.1.3 Closed session 

Hosts close their sessions by flipping switch OPEN/CLOSE SESSION  to OFF 

Closing of the session, on confirmation,  

1. Logs off participants 
2. Removes the login page 

If the session’s start time is in the future, XLeap assumes that the session has been opened erro-
neously and will be opened again and consequently displays the landing page discussed above. 

 

‘Stump’ of a closed session 

If the session’s start time is in the past, XLeap assumes that the session has run its course. To 
inform late-comers that their session link is correct but that the session is over, XLeap displays a 
message to that effect. This ‘session stump’ does not provide any unnecessary detail and is re-
moved after 10 days. 

6.2.2 Navigation of participants 

Navigation of participants can be ‘automatic’ or ‘autonomous’ depending on how you play it. 

1. Hosts navigate their participants ‘automatically’ by 

o Opening/closing workspaces 

The login page merely checks whether the given email address complies with the pattern of an 
email address, such as ‘a@b.com’ and whether that email address is blocked for that session. 

Login does not check whether email addresses are real or identify the individuals who give them. 
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o Focusing participants on a selected item 

2. Participants navigate autonomously between multiple spaces open to them 

6.2.2.1 General or selective opening and closing of workspaces 

By default, flipping the open/close switches of a workspace opens or closes that workspace for all 
participants of the session. 

Hosts can enable switch ‘Open workspaces selectively’ which sits directly below the toolbar of the 
Process designer to open workspaces selectively for some users while keeping it closed for others:  

1. The single action of opening and closing becomes a multi-step dialogue 
2. Hosts can select for which participants the workspace is opened 
3. The binary state of open or closed is extended by ‘open for some’ 

Hosts should be aware that 

 Selective opening and closing only works when participants must give their email at login 

 The dialogue can only show participants who show in the Session participants panel be-
cause they 

o Have already participated in the session 
o Have been predefined by the Host 
o Feature on the List of invitees of an authenticated session 

 States ‘open for all’ and ‘closed for all’ automatically apply to new participants 

 State ‘open for some’ requires Hosts to explicitly open that workspace for any new user 

 The rules of automatic navigation now apply at the level of individual users, i.e., 
o If only one workspace is open for that participant, he/she will be navigated auto-

matically to that workspace, 

as opposed to 

o If only one workspace is open, all participants will be navigated automatically to 
that workspace 

Participant groups. If participant groups have been defined for the session, groups provide an 
extra “handle” for opening and closing for all members of that group.  

Rule “open/closed for all” also applies at group level:  

 If a workspace is open (closed) for all members of a group, it will be open for any new 
participant assigned to that group 
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 If a workspace is closed for one member of a group, it must be opened explicitly for any 
member of that group 

6.2.2.2 Automatic navigation by opening and closing workspaces 

The fundamental way by which Hosts control the whereabouts of their participants is the opening 
and closing of workspaces.  

To keep all participants in the same place at any time, Hosts apply 2 simple rules: 

1. When all spaces other than the Welcome space are closed for them, participants are nav-
igated automatically to the Welcome space 

2. If only one space other than the Welcome space is open for them, participants are navi-
gated automatically to that (work)space 

These rules also apply to participants who arrive late, for instance when a brainstorming session 
is already in progress. A late participant will enter the Welcome space and will be moved on to 
the Brainstorm space directly. 

Automatic navigation cannot occur when multiple spaces other than the Welcome space are open 
as the system cannot know where the Host wants the relevant participants to go. 

Until you can consider yourself an experienced XLeap Host, you do well to keep your participants 
together in one ‘cohort’ which means that you should open only one space at a time. While it is 
possible for Hosts to open workspaces in the Process designer, it is a good idea to ENTER the 
relevant space, check that everything is as you want it and then OPEN the workspace via the 

open/close switch  of the toolbar. 

Note: A red circle around the switch  indicates that the session is not yet open. Throwing that 
switch will open both the session and the workspace in one shot. 

XLeap assists you with navigating your participants to the right place automatically. If you open a 
workspace while participants are in one or several other workspaces, XLeap will ask whether you 
want to close all other workspaces which automatically navigates participants to the newly 
opened space. 

This is a little more complicated for Rating sheets: By default, a Rating sheet will be closed for 
participants who have submitted their Rating sheet.  

Rule “open/closed for all” still applies with the addendum “except for users who have already sub-
mitted their rating sheet”. 
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Collect participants 

Confirmation with COLLECT PARTICIPANTS will do that. Choose LEAVE OPEN to merely inform 
participants that another workspace has been opened for them. 

If workspaces are opened selectively, COLLECT PARTICIPANTS will only apply to participants for 
whom that workspace has been opened. 

6.2.2.3 Automatic navigation with ‘Focus’ 

Hosts can focus  participants on a selected item and their view of the workspace that item sits 
in. Depending on where participants happen to be when the 'FOCUS' command is confirmed, fo-
cus involves different levels of automatic navigation. 

For example, when the Host focuses participants on a specific comment in a DeepDive space 

 Participants in that topic are scrolled automatically to the selected comment 

 Participants in a different topic are navigated automatically to the relevant topic and 
scrolled to the selected comment 

 Participants in the Welcome space or another workspace are navigated automatically to 
the DeepDive space and the relevant topic and then scrolled to the selected comment 

Focus is only available when there are participants in the session. It will open a closed workspace 
just in time to allow participants to enter. 

Automatic navigation is useful and can be fun. However, if unanticipated, automatic navigation 
can be disruptive and feel like you are pulling the rug from participants. Consequently, always warn 
your participants before you close their current workspace so that they can complete what they 
are doing before they are whisked away to the Welcome space or to another workspace. 

Focus is useful and can be fun. However, if unanticipated, 'Focus' can be disruptive and feel like 
you are pulling the rug from participants. Consequently, always warn your participants before you 
focus so that they can complete what they are doing before they are whisked away. 
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6.2.2.4 Autonomous navigation with the Navigator 

If multiple workspaces are open to them, participants can move between these spaces with the 

‘Navigator’  which becomes available on the left of their toolbar. 

Unlike the Host’s Navigator which provides shortcuts to all spaces, the Navigator of participants 
only shows open spaces. 

The Navigator can show process sections if the Host has specified that ‘Participants see sections’. 

6.2.3 Copy content 

As in any process, the output of one process step is often the input for the next. 

For instance, Hosts could 

 Copy the results or Brainstorming to a Rating sheet for prioritization 

 Copy the top X items from the results table to a DeepDive space 

 Copy the topics of the DeepDive to the first Rating sheet of a Multi-criteria analysis 

Please be aware that you are not creating exact copies. For instance, if you copy ideas from a 
Brainstorm space to a Rating sheet, they become rate items. If you copy the same ideas to the 
topic view of a DeepDive space, they become topics and so on. 

Copy & paste within XLeap maintains hierarchy. For instance, if you copy Brainstorm folders to 
the topic view of a DeepDive space, 

1. The folders become topics 
2. Ideas in the folders become 1st-level comments on the topics 
3. 1st-level comments on ideas become 2nd-level comments on the topics 

and so on. 

Target location. Before you paste make sure you are pasting to the correct location. For instance, 
if you want to keep ideas sorted in folders when copying to a Rating sheet, copy the Brainstorm 
folders to the clipboard and paste them to the Folder frame (!) of the Rating sheet. This way, ideas 
‘remember’ their folder even if the Rating sheet shall present the rate items as a ‘flat’ list as is the 
recommended default. 

 

Pasting Brainstorm folders to folder frame of Rating sheet 
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Disambiguation. If it is not entirely clear what you want to paste to a given target location, XLeap 
will ask. XLeap will also let you ‘leave behind’ content. For instance, if comments have served their 
purpose in Brainstorm, deselect that option when pasting ideas to another workspace. 

Navigation of participants can be ‘automatic’ or ‘autonomous’ depending on how you play it. 

 

Pasting Brainstorm folders to main rate-item frame of Rating sheet 

Check out the chapters on workspaces for more specific info on copy & paste to and from that 
workspace. 
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7. Brainstorm space 
This chapter explains how you may want to run a brainstorming session before drilling into the 
details of functionality and configuration. 

7.1 How to run a brainstorming session 

The Brainstorm space is for collecting or generating a list of ideas, opinions, or facts. Items can be 
discussed, marked up with Sticky dots and sorted into folders. 

You only have to specify the Brainstorm question (or instruction) and the workspace is ready to 
go. You may, however, want to 

 review the settings and 

 refine the instruction 

before you open the workspace for participants. Once the instruction and the settings are clear, 
brainstorming usually follows the following steps: 

1. Open the workspace for participants 

2. Brainstorm the list of ideas (or opinions, or facts etc.) 

3. Sort items (‘ideas’) into folders (optional) 

4. Review and clean up the list (optional) 

5. Close the workspace 

Elaboration of this process is, of course, possible, for instance, by enabling commenting on ideas 
at some stage or by marking up ideas with Sticky dots. Most Hosts prefer, however, to prioritize 
ideas by Rating as soon as possible and then focus further effort on the contributions most rele-
vant for their purpose. 

For what works best, also check out the 'Golden Rules for brainstorming' below. 

Step 1 - Open the workspace 

To start brainstorming, you must open the workspace for participants preferably with the red 
'open/close' switch of the Brainstorm toolbar. Unless you have other workspaces open in parallel, 
opening will auto-navigate (pull) participants from the Welcome space to the Brainstorm work-
space. 

Step 2 - Build the list 

Participants enter and post their ideas (or whatever you asked for) with the input box which sits 
at the bottom of the screen. Contributions are immediately visible to all. You will notice how - 
within minutes - the flow of ideas inspires new ideas which is exactly how brainstorming should 
work.  
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Brainstorming in progress 

As Host, you may want to 

1. Intervene if participants merely dump single words instead of making themselves clear 

Say something like 'I see a lot of single words which don't mean a lot to me. Click on your 
idea and edit it. Write a full sentence so everybody can understand what you mean.’  

Tip: Consider 'seeding' your list with one or two well-formulated ideas. Participants are 
likely to follow that pattern! 

2. Wait for the last 'drop' 

Ideas come in waves. If you can afford the time, do not shut down the brainstorming on 
the first sign of things slowing down. Unless your happy with a dump of the obvious, give 
your people some time to read other contributions, reflect and then take off at a tangent. 

Check out the 'Golden rules for brainstorming' below. 

Step 3 - Sort ideas into folders (optional) 

Brainstorming with XLeap is fast and can give you pretty long lists of ideas (items)! Sorting ideas 
into a set of folders often makes sense for understanding the wealth of contributions and, if you 
want to eliminate duplicates or otherwise clean up the list, sort them by category. If for no other 
purpose, this creates several shorter lists which are easier to manage. 

Before you and your group can sort ideas, you must create the folders. 
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Brainstorm – Host creating folders 

To create folders, 

1. click the handle  of the left-hand 'folder frame’. 

2. enter and post the names of new folders in field 'new folder'  

3. flip bottom switch ‘Display folders’ to make folders visible for participants 

4. jointly review the list of folders as in ‘Do we have ideas which require another category?’ 

5. ask participants to sort the list by dragging ideas from 'Unsorted' to the relevant folder 

When you create the folders depends entirely on the situation. If the categories (or themes) are 
clear from the beginning, you can add the folders ahead of the session and reveal them to partic-
ipants just in time. If you find the time while participants are brainstorming the list, you can add 
folders as you see themes emerging on that list. If you are busy brainstorming with your team 
stay with that. Then make the (empty) folder frame visible and ask something like 'Please look at 
the list. Any categories or themes that jump out to you?' and build the list of folders with your 
team. 

Note that, by default, only the Host can create and edit folders. 

Note further that while fast, sorting still takes some time. You may want to save your participants 
that time if you do not need to process that list further in that session (by, e.g., Rating) in which 
case you or a colleague could do this just as well after the session. 
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Step 4 - Review and clean up the list (optional) 

Hosts often review the results of brainstorming with the group. For this, they 

   share their screen and walk the participants through the folders, or 

   talk participants through the folders using the toolbar's 'focus' button. 'Focus' pulls par-
ticipants to the item or view the Host has selected. 

Try this out and find your style. 

The review can serve many purposes but most common are the purposes of (1) getting a shared 
overview of the material produced and (2) getting the list into shape for a subsequent step in the 
collaborative process. 

Getting a shared overview. For this, it is often sufficient for the group to go through the folders 
and look for ideas that sit clearly in the wrong folder. Since categories (themes) usually overlap 
and many ideas will consequently fit more than one folder, it is rarely a good use of time to argue 
in which other folders an idea could also sit.  

It hardly ever makes sense to copy ideas to multiple folders. 

Cleaning up the list. Cleaning up usually means that you want to clarify what is unclear and elim-
inate duplicate contributions. Clarification of unclear ideas may involve anything from simple ed-
iting to, should a contribution be ambiguous, creating copies and then editing the original item to 
give one meaning and the copy to give the other meaning. Sometimes you may even want to split 
a contribution if the contributor has rolled two ideas into one post.  

Eliminate duplicates by dragging the 'duplicate' onto the 'original' item. Confirmation of the 
'merge' dialogue will turn the 'duplicate' into a comment on the 'original'. 

Doing this ad nauseam is usually a bad idea, so keep the time and your purpose in mind. Fortu-
nately, you can kill all three birds with one stone while walking (or talking) participants through 
the folders. Simply say something like,  

"As we go through the list, look out for ideas 

1. that clearly belong to another folder, 

2. which are unclear or 

3. are a duplicate of another idea. 

Screen sharing. As Portable Servers cannot provide screen sharing, use a projector or the room’s 
‘big screen’ for that.  

If you want to keep the big screen running and preserve the privacy of your computer, connect a 
second computer to the projector and sign is as a participant. 
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Shout out the item number and what is wrong with it. We'll then agree what to do." 

Veto rule for merging. Merging duplicates is much faster than deleting them because it is less 
contentious. Still, some participants enjoy arguing, which is seldom worth the time. Speed things 
up by applying the veto rule: If one participant thinks that two ideas are not the same, accept that 
they are probably different. Simply keep in mind that out of that long list, if you follow up with a 
prioritizing 'cut-off' vote, most ideas will not make the short list and be left behind anyway. Save 
your time for the items which make the short list. 

Moreover, when discussing ideas, their folder, and their differences, keep an eye not just on the 
time but also on anonymity. It is good practice to talk of contributions as if nobody specific has 
written them. Participants owning up with something like 'I've written that idea' is bad form. It 
puts pressure on the other participants to also 'out' themselves, which undercuts the assurance of 
anonymity which is so powerful and important for getting the right kind of contributions and keep-
ing an open mind.  

Step 5 - Close the workspace 

Close the Brainstorm workspace by flipping the green toolbar switch to ‘off’ (red). Unless another 
workspace is (already) open, this will auto-navigate participants to the Welcome space. 

Copy content. If you want to process the results of brainstorming in another workspace, for in-
stance, a Rating sheet, proceed as follows 

 If all your ideas sit in one folder, simply mark up all ideas and copy them to the clipboard 
 If you have sorted ideas into folders mark up all folders and copy them to the clipboard 

In the target workspace, a disambiguation dialogue will ask whether you want to paste the folders 
or their content. 

Collect participants. XLeap provides an elegant way for moving participants directly from one 
workspace to the next: You can leave participants in the Brainstorm workspace while copying the 
ideas to, for instance, a Rating sheet. When done, open the Rating sheet for participants and con-
firm the ‘Collect participants’ dialogue. This will close the Brainstorm workspace at the same time 
as opening the Rating sheet for them, pulling participants directly into the Rating sheet as the 
only open workspace. 

Try this out and develop your style. 

7.1.1 Golden rules for brainstorming 

While there are very many very specific scenarios for using the Brainstorm workspace, there are 
some general rules to consider: 

Give example items. Will your instruction (question) produce the contributions you require? Ide-
ally give an example as a "seed" item on the list so that participants can emulate the pattern. For 
example: You are asking for reasons why something is the way it is. Your example item might read 
"BECAUSE Sponge Bob lives in Bikini Bottom." Delete seed items once brainstorming is under way. 
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Do not prejudice the outcome. If you are shooting for a fresh view, for what people really think 
or for creative, out-of-the-box thinking, do not tell people (in an introductory presentation) what 
that view should be, what you expect them to be thinking and what you would consider out-of-
the-box. Give them an open question and a blank page. Then hold your breath and shut up. If you 
have ideas of your own, and you think they are good, enter them to the list just like everybody 
else. 

Provide anonymity. If you want spontaneous, honest contributions and others to build on them 
without personal or tribal prejudice, provide full anonymity. While anonymity will not guarantee 
full disclosure, it is invariably a prerequisite for truly honest contributions. Anything less than full 
anonymity comes at a price and should, therefore, only be selected for good reason: The tagging 
of contributions with ‘team’ or ‘group’ info, protects individual anonymity and thus honesty. How-
ever, such tags may result in contributions with the ‘wrong’ tag getting less than a fair hearing. 
Ask for people to put their names to contributions only if you really must know and you are willing 
to accept lying by silence, window dressing and personal prejudice as the inevitable price. 

Protect anonymity (discourage 'outing'). When discussing the meaning of an idea some partici-
pants may identify themselves as the contributor. Discourage such "outing" as it undermines an-
onymity and puts (subtle) pressure on other participants to do the same. When it happens, say 
something like, "Thank you. But for the sake of anonymity and a smooth process, let us keep our 
authorship private. Even if a contribution is yours, discuss it as if it were somebody else's." 

Think of categories in advance. Often groups will rely on the Host to have an idea how a long list 
of items can be broken down into categories. This expectation is understandable as Hosts should 
have an idea what they are asking for, what contributions would look like and what type of cate-
gorization (theming) would be useful. Thinking about categories for responses is also a useful 
thought experiment for testing your brainstorming question. 

Do not over-engineer category folders. In most cases, the purpose of categorization is limited to 
(1) helping participants understand an idea ("Ah, this is about communication"), (2) grouping re-
lated ideas in the same folder and thereby (3) facilitating the identification of duplicates. If the 
above is all you are trying to achieve, resist the ambition to find a set of categories that are all at 
the same level of abstraction and that do not overlap. Instead, work on content or take a break! 

Do not create duplicates. Most ideas will fit into more than one category. Create duplicates only 
if, for instance, you want to follow-up on ‘Marketing’ ideas differently than on ‘Sales’ ideas. If 
both copies of the contribution end up in the same follow-up workspace (e.g., a Rating sheet) they 
will at best be redundant. If your participants are bent on clean categories, say something like 
"We sort ideas, to better understand them, not to achieve perfect categorization. For instance, 
most quality issues are also cost issues. People issues are also communication issues and many 
communications issues are also systems issues. We do not want to copy items to multiple folders 
as we would merely produce duplicates. We don't want those in the subsequent Rating." 

Avoid Rating methods vulnerable to duplicates. If you do not have the time to diligently eliminate 
duplicate items in Brainstorm, do not rate the outcome with Rating methods vulnerable to dupli-
cates. Rating methods ‘budget allocation’, ‘rank order’ or ‘multiple selection’ require the diligent 
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elimination of duplicates. Fortunately, rating by ‘numerical scale’ does not. Here, similar items 
will simply sit next to each other in the results table. Relevant duplicates can then be merged 
quickly in the next activity or are left behind when copying. In short, do not waste time on elimi-
nating duplicates of items of whom over 90% will not make the shortlist and can therefore be 
ignored. 

7.2 Functionality of the Brainstorm space 

The Brainstorm workspace offers several important features and functions which mostly sit in the 
toolbar. 

7.2.1 Brainstorm toolbar 

 Navigator 

Opens the Navigator as a shortcut to other workspaces of the process. 

 Process designer 

Exits the workspace for the Process designer tool. 

 Delete 

Moves the selected objects to trash from where it can be restored within 10 days. 

 Restore from trash 

Opens the trash can from which deleted content can be restored or removed irrevocably. Deleted 
content is purged from trash automatically after 10 days. 

 Copy menu 

Offers options 

 Copy to clipboard (Ctrl+c) 

 Paste (Ctrl+v) 

 Import wizard (for pasting or uploading external content) 

 Download workspace content to disk 

 Sticky dot control 

Opens the menu of Sticky dot controls such as Start/Stop allocation if Sticky dots have been spec-
ified for the workspace. 

 Sort by Sticky dots 
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Provides options for sorting folders or ideas 'by Sticky dots' once dots have been allocated to 
these items. 

 Select mode 

Enables checkboxes for selecting items. Required for multi-selection on touch devices. 

 Focus participants 

Focuses - on confirmation - all participants on the item selected by the Host. If participants are in 
a different workspace or view, participants are auto navigated (pulled) to the Host's view. 

Focus is only available when there are participants in the session. It will open a closed workspace 
just in time to allow participants to enter. 

Always warn your participants before you focus so that they can complete what they are doing 
before they are whisked to somewhere else. 

 Open/close for participants 

Opens (or closes) the workspace for participants. If no other workspace is open for them at the 
time of opening, participants are navigated (pulled) automatically to the workspace. 

 Facilitation notes 

Facilitation notes are stage directions to yourself or other Hosts who may run the session or use 
that template. Stage directions can be given as text or as an attached presentation or video. 

Such notes can be added to any element of the agenda. Typically, notes that apply to the whole 
session – as opposed to a step in or section of the process – are entered for the Welcome space. 

The ‘plus’ on the icon signals that Facilitation notes remain to be created. 

Workspace settings 

Opens the settings of the workspace which are organized in 'tabs' 

 Basic settings 

 Anonymity 

 Sticky dots 

 Prompts 

 View 

 Privileges 

Close with DONE. 
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 Log out 

Exits XLeap in an orderly fashion. Proper log-out tells the system that you have left intentionally 
saving efforts to restore the connection to your device. It informs the other participants directly 
that you are no longer in the session. 

 Help 

The 'Help' menu gives access to the relevant page in online help, gives access to the 'next steps' 
instruction that is displayed in the empty workspace, opens XLeap’s support page and informs 
you of the version and release of XLeap. 

7.2.2 Brainstorm status bar 

The bottom status bar provides 

 Session participants 

The Session participants panel shows who is in the session and holds several ancillary controls for 
the Host. 

 Live chat 

Opens a simple chat which serves as a backup communication channel that runs across work-
spaces. Hosts can switch off Live chat from within the panel. 

Enable/Disable participant input 

Disables input and editing by participants in that frame, i.e., for ideas or comments, respectively. 

The Host's editing privileges are not affected. 

Screen sharing. As Portable Servers cannot provide screen sharing, use a projector or the room’s 
‘big screen’ for that.  

If you want to keep the big screen running and preserve the privacy of your computer, connect a 
second computer to the projector and sign is as a participant. 
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7.2.3 Other Brainstorm functionality 

Left-hand ‘folder frame’ 

 Expand folder frame 

The left-hand ‘folder frame’ provides a handle by which it can be expanded. Open this side panel 
to create folders. By default, the 'folder frame' is private to the Host who can share it with partic-
ipants via switch 'Display folders' which sits at the bottom of the frame. 

Display folders 

By default, folders are visible only to the Host who can display them to participants when the 
brainstorming process calls for it. 

Hiding folders while participants are in the workspace will hide all folders which are not open for 
the Host at that moment. Participants who find themselves in a folder which is now closed to 
them are navigated automatically to the topmost open folder. 

Miscellaneous functions 

 Open discussion frame 

When the Host enables ‘Discussion’ in the Basic settings tab of Brainstorm, idea items show a 
‘MORE’ button by which the commenting frame for that idea is opened. 

 Merge ideas 

Hosts can ‘merge’ ideas by dragging the 'duplicate' on the 'original' item and confirming the merge 
dialogue. The merged idea (the duplicate) becomes a comment on the idea which sits in a specific 
zone of the discussion (commenting) frame. Merged ideas are indicated on the idea. 

7.3 Brainstorm instruction 

The 'Main instruction' for the Brainstorm workspace is typically phrased as a question. It is usually 
specified when the Brainstorm space is added to the session process. 

Click edit  to change that instruction, add a 'detailed instruction' or add attachments to it. 

Clickable links. As Portable Servers run in network environments that do not provide Internet con-
nectivity, Internet links are not supported and treated as plain text. 
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Brainstorm instruction – Edit mode 

7.3.1 Main instruction 

The Main instruction is critical for the outcome of your brainstorming session. Since wording mat-
ters, please take half a minute to reflect on the following examples: 

 "What could possibly help with ...?"  
prompts a no-holds-barred brainstorming which is likely to produce creative and fruitful 
ideas 

 "What do you think would help with ...?"  
is likely to produce more reflected ideas as participants are asked to identify with what 
they say 

 "What should we do about ...?"  
is likely to produce a longish list of feasible if unoriginal actions 

 "Please give your recommended solution for ...!"  
is likely to produce no more than one suggestion per participant 

You will have probably heard it before: There is an art in asking the right question. As a rule, use 
words like 'could', 'would' and 'possibly' if you want unfiltered, spontaneous contributions. 

7.3.2 Instruction details 

Use the detailed instruction to give additional information such as 

 Elaboration of the main question  
Example: "Please focus on solutions that directly address the stated problem"  
Example: "Please don't hold back. Even the most outlandish or incomplete ideas are wel-
come!" 

 Assumptions under which the main instruction shall be understood or answered.  
Example: "Let's assume we have some money to throw at it." 

 Process, i.e., how the participants shall address the task  
Example: "Make sure to review ideas on the list before entering a new one to avoid dupli-
cates" 
Example: "Use the commenting panel (select to comment) to enrich existing ideas"  
Example: "Please fire away and let yourself be inspired by what is already on the list!" 
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Putting such instructions in writing has the benefit of them being documented the automatic re-
port. However, do not overdo it. 

7.3.3 Attachments to the instruction 

Attachments enable you to include whatever you want in an instruction. Graphic files and videos 
will play in the attachment viewer - provided they are browser compatible (test this!). Other files 
are offered for download. 

7.4 Settings of the Brainstorm space 

Open the settings for the workspace with the cogwheel  toolbar button.  

The settings of the Brainstorm space are split across several toolbar-tabs. In most cases, the de-
faults should work for you. 

7.4.1 Brainstorm – Basic settings 

 

Brainstorm settings – Tab ‘Basics’ 

Title (optional) 

By default, XLeap uses the Main instruction to designate the workspace. If you enter a title, that 
will be used instead of the instruction on the workspace element in the Process designer tool and 
in the Session report. A separate title can be useful where the instruction (question) is long or you 
want to stress the outcome of a task, e.g., 'Possible solutions for issue X' rather than the question 
you ask to get that outcome, e.g. 'What could possibly be a solution for issue X'. 

Switch 'Discussion' (default: off) 

Enable participants to comment on ideas to capture all available input when you can get it. Note 
that with XLeap, unlike traditional brainstorming, commenting is not disruptive. 

If it is important that commenting covers certain aspects, specify 'prompts' to which participants 
shall respond when commenting. 

7.4.2 Brainstorm – Anonymity settings 

The 'Anonymity' settings tab offers four options: 

1. Completely anonymous (default) 

2. Anonymous with 'team' info 
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3. Anonymous with ‘group info’ 

4. Named by contributor 

Be aware, that  

1. any tightening of anonymity applies to existing contributions irrevocably 

 Switching from ‘named’ to ‘anonymous’ or ‘with team/group info’ deletes all name 
tags 

 Switching from ‘with team/group info’ or to ‘anonymous’ removes all team or 
group tags 

2. Any reduction of anonymity only applies to new contributions 

 Anonymous items are not retroactively fitted with team, group, or name tags 

 Items tagged with ‘team info’ or ‘group info’ do not suddenly become ‘named’ 

7.4.2.1 Completely anonymous (default) 

 

Brainstorm settings – Tab ‘Anonymity’ set to ‘completely anonymous’ (default) 

Option ‘Completely anonymous’ means that contributions do not reveal their contributor. Choose 
this setting to minimize self-censorship and to encourage open-mindedness. 

In XLeap, anonymity is the default since, if you want to learn all the facts (or ideas), anonymity 
makes that much more likely. 

Controls 'Participants see' 

With complete anonymity, you can restrict what participants see to 

1. All contributions (Default) 

Which means that participants see all contributions directly. 

2. Only their contributions 

Which lets participants only see their own contributions. Note that 

o as Host, you remain free to choose to see all contributions or just your own. 

o contributions which have been rendered anonymous even at the technical level 
(e.g., by that participant logging off) can no longer be recognized as anybody's 
'own' contributions. 
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o if you enable this restriction after participants have already responded to the con-
tributions of others, such 'referenced' contributions will remain visible to maintain 
context. 

7.4.2.2 Anonymous with team info 

 

Brainstorm settings – Tab ‘Anonymity’ set to ‘with team info’ for 3 teams 

With option ‘Anonymous with team info’ the Host creates a list of at least two 'teams' (de-
mographics such as 'Sales', 'Marketing', 'R&D'). On entering the workspace, participants pick their 
'team', so that their contributions can be tagged with that information. 

Tagging by 'team' protects personal anonymity. Choose this setting where the benefit of knowing 
the contributor's perspective outweighs potential downsides such as tribal prejudice. For exam-
ple: While it may be great for you to know that an idea was contributed by the Marketing team 
this may come at the price of preventing members of the R&D team from building on such an idea 
because there is no love lost between those two departments. 

In short, as prejudice may run between 'teams' without you even being aware, you should have a 
reason for tagging contributions with ‘team info’. 

Switch ‘Prefix ‘team info’ (Default: off) 

This option lets you display the team tag in front of the contribution, e.g.,  

Marketing: Lorem ipsum caesar cafe latte 

instead of 

Lorem ipsum caesar cafe latte | Marketing 

Small teams. Be careful not to undercut anonymity by choosing too-small demographics as 
'teams'. If there are only two persons in a team (let alone one!), say, 'marketing', and the other 
participants know who they are, there can be no pretense of anonymity. To preserve trust, avoid 
very small teams. 
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Be aware that prefixing the team puts the stress on, e.g., ‘Marketing says’ as opposed to ‘by the 
way, this is from a Marketing person’. 

Controls 'Participants see' 

With 'team info', you can restrict what participants see to 

1. All contributions (Default) 

Which means that participants see all contributions directly. 

2. Only their contributions 

Which lets participants only see their own contributions. Note that 

o as Host, you remain free to choose to see all contributions or just your own. 

o contributions which have been rendered anonymous even at the technical level 
(e.g., by that participant logging off) can no longer be recognized as anybody's 
'own' contributions. 

o if you enable this restriction after participants have already responded to the con-
tributions of others, such 'referenced' contributions will remain visible to maintain 
context. 

3. Only their team's contributions 

Which lets participants see only their team's contributions. 

You can tighten this setting by preventing participants from exiting and picking another team 
when they return to the workspace. This makes it harder for teams to cheat by copying from 
each other. 

On the other hand, you can allow participants to change perspective and see the contributions 
of other teams. This can be useful for going through the results while maintaining team per-
spectives rather than simply reveal all contributions across teams. Note that 

o as Host, you can always choose any team's perspective or view all contributions 
across teams. 

o if you enable this restriction after participants have already responded to the con-
tributions of other teams, such 'referenced' contributions will remain visible to 
maintain context. 
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7.4.2.3 Anonymous with group info 

 

Brainstorm settings – Tab ‘Anonymity’ set to ‘with group info’ for 4 participant groups 

Option ‘Anonymous with group info’ differs from ‘Anonymous with team info’ (see above) by 

 Referencing groups (instead of teams) if participant groups have been set up for the ses-
sion 

 Option “Colorize group tags” (default=off) 

Since, unlike teams which are specific to a workspace, participant groups are defined for the ses-
sion, any changes made by ADMINISTER GROUPS will apply throughout the session. 

7.4.2.4 Named by contributor 

 

Brainstorm settings – Tab ‘Anonymity’ set to ‘named by contributor’ 

Option ‘Contributions are named by contributor’ adds the name of the contributor to each con-
tribution. 

Go for named contributions only when the benefit of knowing 'who said it' outweighs the benefits 
of anonymity, namely disclosure and open-mindedness. 

Switch ‘Prefix name (Default: off) 

This option lets you display the name of the contributor in front of the contribution, e.g.,  

Anna Orange: Lorem ipsum caesar cafe latte 

instead of 

Lorem ipsum caesar cafe latte | Anna Orange 
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Be aware that prefixing the name of the contributor puts the stress on, e.g., ‘Anna Orange says’ 
as opposed to ‘by the way, this is from Anna Orange’. 

Controls 'Participants see' 

With named contributions, you can restrict what participants see to 

1. All contributions (Default) 

Which means that participants see all contributions directly. 

2. Only their contributions 

Which lets participants only see their own contributions. Note that 

o as Host, you remain free to choose to see all contributions or just your own. 

o if you enable this restriction after participants have already responded to the con-
tributions of others, such 'referenced' contributions will remain visible to maintain 
context. 

7.4.3 Brainstorm settings – Sticky dots 

The 'Sticky dots' tab is for enabling and configuring the 'Sticky dots' feature which is then con-
trolled from the toolbar. The use of Sticky dots in a Brainstorm session is explained further below. 

 

Brainstorm settings – Tab ‘Sticky dots’ with 3 types of dot 

The Sticky dots tab lets you specify 

1. Sticky dots by color, quantity per participant and meaning 

2. Allocation targets, i.e., the objects dots can be stuck on 

3. Sort control, i.e., whether only the Host (you) or all participants can sort folders and ideas 
'by Sticky dots' 

Sticky dot control becomes available in the Brainstorm toolbar when at least one dot is de-
fined with a quantity > zero. 
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Brainstorm with sticky dots 

7.4.3.1 Specify Sticky dots 

Hosts can specify up to five different types of sticky dots as to their color, quantity and meaning. 
They can also allow or prevent cumulation of multiple dots of the same type on one target item. 

By default, only one type of dot is offered for specification. Add more dot types with button ADD 
ANOTHER STICKY DOT. 

 Color  
Select the color of the Sticky dot from the drop down. XLeap's default color scheme emu-
lates the traffic light metaphor, i.e., ‘Green’ meaning something positive like "Go", "Good" 
or "Like", ‘Yellow’ meaning something intermediate like "hold" or "unclear" and so on. 
Change the color scheme if the default does not work for your purpose or cultural back-
ground. 

 Quantity 
Specify the number of Sticky dots each participant can (but need not!) allocate. Any num-
ber > zero enables the Sticky dot control in the toolbar. 

 Meaning 
Sticky dots may mean anything from the popular "Like" (whatever that may mean in the 
context) to very specific qualifications such as "non-negotiable" or "more info needed" or 
"strong argument". The "meaning" of the sticky dots is given on the Sticky dot bar from 
which the dots are dragged to their targets. 
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 Allow multiple allocations  
Switch ON to allow participants to allocate several dots of the same type to one item 
(folder, idea, or comment). 

Be aware that participants can stick different dots on one item in any case, as that may 
make perfect sense and the system does not check for logic. Example: If Green means "Like" 
and Yellow means "more info" then Hosts should be clear in their instruction whether par-
ticipants may ask for "more info" on comments (or ideas) they "like" or if they should only 
"like" items which are perfectly clear and on which they do not require "more info". 

7.4.3.2 Specify allocation targets 

Define on which objects sticky dots can be 'stuck': 

 Folders (Default: no)  
Participants can stick (drag & drop) sticky dots on folders. 

 Ideas (Default: yes)  
Participants can stick (drag & drop) sticky dots on ideas. 

 Comments (Default: no)  
Participants can stick (drag & drop) sticky dots on comments, i.e., contributions in the 
commenting panel of an idea. 

7.4.3.3 Specify sort control 

By default, sorting by sticky dots is reserved for the Host. Select 'Participants sort independently' 
to delegate sorting to users. 

'Sticky dot sort control' becomes available in the toolbar once sticky dots have been allocated. 

Note that unlike folders and ideas, comments cannot be sorted 'by Sticky dots' since their place is 
fixed in the discussion thread. Many comments would lose their meaning if placed out of that 
context. 

7.4.4 Using sticky dots 

Usually, sticky dots are allocated as a separate step in a brainstorming session. Hosts control the 
allocation and display of sticky dots via the Sticky dots control drop-down of the toolbar. The 
controls become available when at least one type of sticky dot has been specified with a quantity 
> zero. 

While allocation is in progress, participants can reallocate their points by dragging & dropping 
them directly onto another eligible item or withdraw their points from an item by returning them 
to their Sticky dots bar which sits below the workspace instruction above content. 

Sticky dots control offers the options that are relevant in the situation: 
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There are two fundamental modes in which to use Sticky dots: ‘Private’ allocation and ‘Joint’ al-
location. 

7.4.4.1 Private allocation 

Private allocation is a discrete process step in which participants can see their own allocations but 
are blind to the allocations of others. The sentiment of the group only becomes clear when allo-
cation is stopped, and results are displayed. 

Use private allocation when participants shall make up their own mind rather than follow others. 

7.4.4.2 Joint allocation 

Joint allocation is a fluid process where the current opinion of the group is visible to all through-
out. Participants can reallocate the sticky points they have placed. "Stop and show allocation" 

 

Start 'private' allocation 
Starts allocation as a private activity in which participants allocate their set of sticky 
dots each 'by themselves' seeing only their own allocations. 

Recommended if participants shall give their view uninfluenced by others. 

 

Start 'joint' allocation  
Starts allocation as a joint activity in which participants allocate their set of sticky dots 
individually but allocations are immediately visible to all. 

Recommended if participants - for whatever reason - shall be aware of the overall situ-
ation, i.e., the sentiment of the group as it builds or unfolds. 

 

Stop and show allocation 
Ends allocation and, if allocation was 'private', reveals the results to all. 

 

Hide sticky dots 
The Sticky dot bar and allocated dots are hidden (not removed!). 

 

Show allocation 
Unhides the Sticky dot bar and allocated dots. 

 

Remove selectively 
If you have selected items in the list, a dialogue will ask you which sticky dots you 
want to remove from these items. Removed dots are returned to the Sticky dots bar. 

 

Clear Sticky dots 
Returns all Sticky dots to the Sticky dots bar. 
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merely disables (re)allocation but has no effect on the display of results as these have been visible 
all the time. 

Joint allocation is useful for negotiation processes or consensus building where participants can 
reallocate (or withdraw) sticky dots as the conversation progresses. Example: Participants can 
withdraw their sticky dots "Require more info" once sufficient information has accumulated on 
the flagged items. 

7.4.4.3 Mixed scenarios 

Hosts will sometimes use the two modes in combination, for instance 

1. Start private allocation to get a true picture where participants stand 

2. Stop and show allocation to discuss results 

3. Ask participants to "Please provide information on the highlighted items" 

4. Start joint allocation so that individuals can retract their requests for "more information" 
when their requirements are satisfied 

Other use scenarios include a successive removal of dots from items by the Host as part of a fa-
cilitated process. Example: 

1. Start private allocation to get a true picture of where participants stand 

2. Stop and show allocation to discuss results 

3. Sort by sticky dot 

4. Discuss items starting at the top 

5. Host removes sticky dots once the item has been "done" under that aspect; the item drops 
from the top of the list 

In this scenario, removal by the Host returns the sticky dots to the participants' sticky dot bars. 
However, this is of no consequence as (re)allocation is disabled.  

7.4.4.4 Sticky dot logic 

When manipulating ideas and comments, sticky dots behave as follows: 

 If items carrying sticky points are deleted, the allocated points are returned to the relevant 
participants' Sticky dot bars 

 If an idea with dots is merged as a duplicate and becomes a comment of the "original" 
idea 

o AND comments are a valid 'allocation target', the sticky dots remain stuck to what 
is now a comment 
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o AND comments are not a valid 'allocation target', the sticky dots of the duplicate 
are added to those of the ‘original’ idea as the duplicate is now considered a part 
(or synonym) of that idea 

Tip: You can "trick" the system into a certain behavior by temporarily enabling or 
disabling comments as an 'allocation target' for sticky dots: Enable to let merged 
ideas keep their dots. Disable to aggregate dots at the idea level. 

 If comments (ideas) with dots are moved (by drag & drop) to become ideas (folders) 

o AND the higher-level entity (idea or folder) is a valid 'allocation target', sticky dots 
remain attached to what is now an idea or folder 

o AND the higher-level entity (idea or folder) is not a valid 'allocation target', Sticky 
dots are removed and returned to the Sticky dots bar. 

 If the quantity of sticky dots is reduced or allocation targets are disabled in the settings, 
this will only affect not-yet allocated sticky dots. Allocated dots 

o remain allocated 

o cannot be reallocated by participants to other items but only be returned to the 
Sticky dots bar where they "vanish" 

o can be deleted by the Host highlighting the relevant items and selecting "Remove 
selectively" from the Sticky dots control menu 

 Sticky dots are not copied along when their item (i.e., folder, idea, or comment) is copied 
to another XLeap workspace or the operating system's clipboard. 

 Sticky dots are duplicated when an item carrying sticky dots is duplicated within a work-
space. This increases the number of sticky dots in circulation and - if one of the duplicates 
is subsequently deleted - causes the allocating participants to end up with more than their 
originally assigned number of sticky dots when these extra sticky dots are "returned" to 
the Sticky dot bar. Once again: Produce duplicate items only if you must. They are hardly 
ever worth the hassle!  

 If you have restricted the items participants can see, for instance, to contributions of their 
'team', that restriction only applies to the contributions, not allocated sticky dots: Partici-
pants will only see the contributions of their 'team’, but all dots allocated to those contri-
butions, regardless of who allocated those dots. 
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7.4.5 Brainstorm settings - Prompts 

Commenting on ideas by participants can be structured with prompts. 

 

Brainstorm settings – Tab ‘Prompts’ with 2 prompts already specified 

For this, Hosts create the required prompts in the 'Prompts' tab of Brainstorm settings. Depending 
on your purpose and style, your prompts may be fully formed questions such as "Is this feasible - 
could we do it if we really wanted?" or flag an aspect by a single word, e.g., 'Feasibility'. 

 

Host commenting on idea – with prompts 

You can set up prompts prior to enabling the discussion. If you set up prompts, you should be 
aware of the following: 

1. Prompts apply to all ideas 

Since the idea of Brainstorm is that you cannot know the ideas in advance, all prompts 
show uniformly in the commenting frames of all ideas. 
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If you know the topics you want to discuss and want participants to reflect different aspects 
for individual topics, use the DeepDive space which - unlike Brainstorm - lets you specify 
'specific prompts' per topic. 

2. Prompts are 'binding' 

If you create prompts, comments must reference (respond to) a prompt. This may require 
you to set up a 'catch all' prompt such as 'Other comments'. 

3. Prompts are 'of' that workspace 

If you copy and paste the content of a prompted discussion to another workspace, 
prompts lose their special properties. They are treated like regular 1st-level comments. 

Comments that do not reference a prompt 

In a 'prompted' discussion, it should not be possible for participants to create comments except 
in response to a prompt or another comment. 

There are, however, two ways in which '1st-level comments', i.e., comments that do not reference 
a prompt or other comment may appear in a prompted discussion: 

1. Comments already exist when you create prompts 

2. Content is pasted to a prompted discussion 

In such cases, the comments which do not reference a prompt are listed below the 'prompted' 
discussion: 

 Participants can respond to such comments. 

 Hosts can move such comments under a relevant prompt by drag & drop if that makes 
sense. 

7.4.6 Brainstorm settings - View 

Note that the filtering of content, i.e., whether participants see all or just a subset of contributions, 
is controlled in the 'Anonymity' settings tab as the available options depend on the chosen ano-
nymity mode. 

 

Brainstorm settings – Tab ‘View’ with default settings 
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7.4.6.1 Coloring of folders 

By default, Brainstorm folders are monochrome (blue). 

Enable "Color folders" to 

1. color folders automatically 

2. edit the color of individual folders with EDIT in the folder’s context menu  

7.4.6.2 Numbering 

Brainstorm offers three numbering schemes: Chronological, hierarchical and 'no numbering'. 

1. Chronological numbering (Default) 

With chronological numbering ideas and comments are numbered consecutively when 
they are created. Folders are not numbered. 

Items keep their numbers when they are moved about by drag and drop. Deletions leave 
gaps in the sequence of numbers. Persistent numbering makes it easy to reference ideas 
and comments by their number simply because they do not change. However, it may not 
look pretty. 

RENUMBER NOW assigns numbers as if ideas had been created in their current order. 

Switch ‘Keep numbers on paste’ (Default: off)  
lets keep numbers persistent across workspaces. Items copied from other workspaces will 
keep their number unless that number is already taken. 

2. Hierarchical numbering 

Hierarchical numbering assigns numbers according to the position of the relevant item 
(including folders) in the hierarchy. For example 

1. First folder  
1.1 First idea in first folder  
1.1.1 First comment on first idea in first folder  
1.1.1.1 First response to first comment on first idea in first folder 

and so on. 

Since numbers are defined by position, they change whenever an item is moved, inserted, 
or deleted. Consequently, there is no explicit renumbering and items of other workspaces 
cannot keep their number on paste. 

3. No numbering 

Numbers are assigned chronologically but remain hidden. 

7.4.6.3 Timestamps 

Show timestamps if it matters when exactly a contribution was made (Default: off). 
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Specify whether time stamps shall be updated when an item is edited (Default: no) 

7.4.6.4 Compact view 

Enable compact view (Default: off) to reduce the space (‘padding’) between items. 

Compact view shows more ideas simultaneously which is useful for, e.g., finding duplicates. It can, 
however, require higher concentration by participants.  

7.4.7 Brainstorm settings – Privileges 

In the ‘Privileges’ tab of workspace settings Hosts can 

1. Delegate granular editing privileges to all participants 

2. Appoint individual participants as fully privileged 'Content editors' 

 

Brainstorm settings – Tab ‘Privileges’ with default settings 

7.4.7.1 Editing privileges for all participants 

In the Brainstorm workspace, editing privileges can be fine tuned for folders, ideas, and com-
ments. 

1. Folders 

By default, folders are 'owned' by the Host. Participants can merely use folders as ‘drop 
targets’ when categorizing ideas. 

Hosts can delegate the following privileges: 

 Create folders (Default: no)  
Enables the folder-frame functionality for adding folders for participants. 

 Edit folders (Default: no)  
Enables the EDIT button in the floating toolbar of folders for participants. 

 Delete folders (Default: no)  
Enables the DELETE button for folders in the toolbar of participants.  
Enablement necessarily also allows the deletion of ideas and comments in folders. 
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 Reorder folders (Default: no)  
Allows participants to drag folders into a different sequence. 

 Copy and paste folders (Default: no)  
Lets participants copy and paste folders via the toolbar or by keyboard shortcuts.
  
Enablement necessarily also allows the copying and pasting of ideas and comments 
in folders. 

 Promote ideas to folders (Default: no)  
Lets participants create folders by dragging or pasting ideas to the list of folders 
(the 'folder frame'). 

Be aware that switch 'Show folders' overrides the folder settings of the privileges tab. The 
settings described above come into force (only) when you make folders visible to partici-
pants. 

2. Ideas 

By default, ideas are 'owned' by the contributor. Participants can only edit and delete their 
own ideas. This means that they cannot edit any ideas once ideas are rendered anonymous 
at the technical level, i.e., when they log off or the Host closes the workspace. 

Hosts can delegate the following privileges: 

 Edit all ideas (Default: no)  
Enables the EDIT button in the floating toolbar of ALL ideas for participants. 

 Delete all ideas (Default: no)  
Enables the DELETE button for ideas in the toolbar of participants.  
Enablement necessarily also allows the deletion of comments on ideas. 

 Sort ideas into folders (Default: yes)  
Lets participants drag ideas into folders. 

 Reorder ideas (Default: no)  
Allows participants to drag ideas into a different sequence. 

 Merge ideas (Default: no)  
Participants can merge ideas, so that the 'duplicate' becomes a comment on the 
'original'. 

 Copy and paste ideas (Default: no)  
Lets participants copy and paste ideas via the toolbar or by keyboard shortcuts.  
Enablement necessarily also allows the copying and pasting of comments on ideas. 

 Promote comments to ideas (Default: no)  
Lets participants create ideas by dragging or pasting comments to the list of ideas 
(the 'ideas frame'). 
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Be aware that switch 'Participant input' of the status bar overrides the idea settings of the 
privileges tab. The settings described above come into force (only) when participant input 
is enabled for ideas.  

3. Comments 

By default, comments are 'owned' by the contributor. Participants can only edit, delete 
and re-reference their own comments. This means that they cannot edit any comments 
once their contributions are rendered anonymous at the technical level, i.e., when they 
log off or the Host closes the workspace. 

Hosts can delegate the following privileges: 

 Edit all comments (Default: no)  
Enables the EDIT button in the floating toolbar of ALL comments for participants. 

 Delete all comments (Default: no)  
Enables the DELETE button for comments in the toolbar of participants. 

 Reorder all comments (Default: no)  
Allows participants to drag anybody's comment to a different place in the discus-
sion thread. 

 Copy and paste comments (Default: no)  
Lets participants copy and paste comments via the toolbar or by keyboard 
shortcuts. 

Be aware that switch 'Participant input' of the status bar overrides the comment settings 
of the privileges tab. The settings described above come into force (only) when participant 
input is enabled for comments. 

7.4.7.2 Import/Export 

By default, options 'Download' and 'Import wizard' of the copy & paste toolbar menu are reserved 
for the Host. 

 Participants may import items (Default: no)  
enables the 'Import wizard' for participants. Restrictions on the creation of folders, ideas 
or comments do not apply to imports. 

 Participants may export items (Default: no)  
enables the 'Download' option for participants 
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7.4.7.3 Content Editor 

If you want to give full privileges to some participants while restricting the rest, appoint 'Content 
Editors'. 

Content editors have all privileges, i.e., as if all switches of the 'Edit' tab were ON. 

Content editors must be recognizable by their username (email address). If you want to appoint 
participants ahead of the session, predefine such participants in the ‘Session participants’ panel. 
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8. Rating spaces 
XLeap Rating serves for assessing a list of items by specific criteria. Rating consists of 3 interrelated 
workspaces: 

 Rating sheet  
which serves for making the assessment by a specific criterion and rating method 

 Results table  
which is created automatically and aggregates the individual ratings and presents them 
for analysis 

 Results chart  
which can be added if required and presents the data of a results table graphically 

Rating can serve many purposes. However, most ratings fall into two categories:  

1. Prioritization 

These are ratings by a ‘knock-out’ criterion, i.e., a property an item (idea, opinion, fact) 
must have to a high degree to be worthy of further consideration. 

Technically, such prioritization occurs by a regular (one-criterion) Rating sheet with its Re-
sults table. 

2. Multi-criteria analysis 

These are assessments on multiple criteria for purposes such as risk assessment or utility 
analysis.  

When an ordinary Rating on a single criterion is extended by further criteria, Hosts must 
decide whether Participants shall rate by a series of regular (one-criterion) Rating sheets or 
by a Multi-criteria rating sheet. 

XLeap automatically creates  

 a Multi-criteria results table which shows results for all criteria 

 a Multi-criteria results chart for graphic analysis of up to 3 criteria. 

Hosts can add extra tables and charts as required. 
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8.1 Overview of prioritization on one criterion 

To prioritize a list of items by one criterion, for example, ‘Importance’ or ‘Urgency’, or ‘Effective-
ness’, Hosts add a Rating via the 'plus' button of the Process designer. This adds a set of two 
workspaces to the process: 

1. The Rating sheet 

2. The corresponding Results table 

Hosts can add Results charts if they prefer graphic analysis of the results. 

Rating sheet, table and chart are separate spaces which can be configured and opened separately. 
Depending on the purpose of the session, Hosts can open or close the table and the chart one 
after the other, in parallel or not at all. 

8.1.1 Preparation of the Rating sheet 

Initial configuration of the Rating sheet usually occurs in the Process designer where Hosts select 
the 

1. Rating method  
for example, numerical scale 0 - 10 

2. Criterion 
by which the rating shall occur, for example, 'Importance', 'Effectiveness' or 'Urgency' 

This initial configuration of the Rating sheet in the Process designer 

 automatically generates the Rating instruction, for example, 'Please rate the items by Im-
portance'. 

 pre-configures the corresponding Results table and, if so, chart 

Hosts can refine the initial configuration by entering the workspace and opening the settings  
from its toolbar. 

The Rate items, i.e., the ideas, opinions, facts, options or whatever shall be rated, can be added 
in advance or, if they are generated by an earlier step of the same session, copied from that work-
space just in time. 

8.1.2 Rating 

The process of Rating is simple and - most certainly to the participants - self explaining: 

1. The Host opens the Rating sheet for participants 

2. Participants go through the list and rate the items as instructed 

3. Participants post the Rating sheet 

4. The Host closes the Rating sheet 
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before reviewing the results by table or chart. 

8.1.3 Results analysis 

It is good practice to postpone results analysis until after the Rating is closed. Which is why XLeap, 
on entering the results table or chart while rating is still in progress, presents a progress meter 
rather than the incoming results. You can change this default behavior in 'View' settings tab of 
the Rating sheet if your purpose requires. 

Results analysis usually asks 3 questions 

1. Which items have scored very highly (the 'Top X')? 

2. Which items do not warrant further consideration? 

3. Where do we disagree? 

For this, Hosts either  

 open the Results table or chart for participants and talk them through it, or 

 share their screen and walk them through the analysis. 

8.2 Overview of Multi-criteria analysis 

While rating by one criterion is excellent for creating a shortlist of items, such a one-dimensional 
view is often not good enough for informing a decision. For instance, measures which are rated 
as 'highly effective' must also be 'feasible' and should ideally fit 'organizational culture' (the way 
you do things). In such a case, you might want to rate your items on 'Effectiveness', 'Feasibility' 
and 'Cultural fit'. 

Or, if you are looking for broad solutions which solve several issues A, B and C, you may want to 
rate your options by their (positive) effect on "Issue A", "Issue B", "Issue C" and add other relevant 
criteria such as 'Feasibility' and '(political) Palatability' or whatever may interest you. 

Technically, Hosts have the choice of letting participants apply the different criteria 

1. sequentially with one rating sheet per criterion, or 

2. in one shot by setting up a Multi-criteria rating sheet 

Sequential rating combines the benefits of greater discriminatory power with lower cognitive 
load: While working through the first Rating sheet, participants only need to think of that crite-
rion, e.g., 'Importance', then turn to the next rating sheet and apply that criterion, e.g., 'Urgency' 
to all items, and so on for further criteria. Sequential rating is preferable in most circumstances. 

Screen sharing. As Portable Servers cannot provide screen sharing, use a projector or the room’s 
‘big screen’ for that.  
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One-shot multi-criteria rating means that the Rating sheet asks participants to rate each item on 
all criteria, e.g., 'Importance', 'Urgency' and 'Feasibility' before progressing to the next item. This 
can be convenient but requires higher levels of concentration. You should also be aware that ap-
plying multiple criteria simultaneously may produce unconscious and conscious (political) cross-
over between criteria. 

8.3 Regular (one-criterion) Rating sheet 

 

Host’s view of Rating sheet with numeric scale 0 - 10 

8.3.1 How to use one-criterion Rating sheets 

8.3.1.1 Preparation of the Rating sheet 

Preparation of the Rating sheet is fast and easy - assuming you are clear what you want to achieve. 
If you are not clear, the very process of configuring the Rating sheet may help you sort the inevi-
table issues of logic and purpose. 

Do not get carried away with the possibilities. While rating a long list on two or three criteria as is 
required for risk assessment is usually fine, participants will not appreciate having to rate many 
items on many criteria and usually they are right to feel that way. Only likely (highly prioritized) 
items should warrant full-fledged utility analysis. Only add criteria which really add to your analy-
sis. 
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In preparation of rating, Hosts must 

1. Specify the criterion and the rating method 

2. Decide on the level of anonymity 

3. Review the rating instruction 

4. Enter (or copy & paste) the items to be rated 

8.3.1.1.1 Criterion and Rating method 

The criterion is the property you want to rate the items on. This could be "Importance" because 
you do not want to waste time on anything that is unimportant, or "Urgency" because first things 
must come first, or "Effectiveness" because it does not make sense to discuss measures that do 
not have great impact on the issue, and so on. 

The Rating method is the method by which participants express their ratings. The most popular 
(and default) rating method is 'numerical scale' 0 to 10 with many more scales available. Beyond 
numeric(al) scales, XLeap offers all customary rating methods, i.e., ‘Estimate’, ‘Multiple selection’, 
‘Rank order’ and ‘Budget allocation’. 

Most Hosts specify the criterion and method of a rating directly when they add it in the Process 
designer. Criterion and rating method can be changed in the Basic settings tab of the Rating sheet. 
Check out that chapter (below) on the suitability of different rating methods for specific purposes. 

Commenting. If you want or require participants to comment on their ratings, specify this in the 
‘Commenting’ tab of Rating sheet settings 

8.3.1.1.2 Anonymity 

By default, rating is completely anonymous. You can tag ratings with 'team' or ‘group’ information 
by selecting the relevant option in the Anonymity settings tab. 

8.3.1.1.3 Rating instruction 

The default rating instruction is computed from the selected rating method and the criterion fol-
lowing the pattern 'Please rate by [criterion]'. 

You can change this to something more expressive by editing the instruction in the Rating sheet 
workspace.  
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8.3.1.1.4 Rate items 

You can create rate items 'manually' by posting them via the bottom input box. 

 

Rating sheet – Active input box for creating rate items 

Often, you will copy and paste rate items from another tool, for examples, ideas from a Brain-
storm space. 

If you want to bring across folders from the Brainstorm,  

1. copy folders from the folder frame of Brainstorm 
2. paste folders to the folder frame of the Rating sheet 

Randomization of items. The order of rate items on Rating sheets is randomized by default. Ran-
domization cancels out distortions by items sitting near the top or the bottom of the list or directly 
after another item. Since every participant receives a differently sorted Rating sheet, there is little 
point in sequencing items in your view of the Rating sheet. 

Disable randomization in the View settings tab only for good reason. 

Merging of duplicates. If you have duplicate rate items, you may want to eliminate them prior to 
rating by dragging and dropping the 'duplicate' item on the 'original' item. On confirmation, the 
duplicate becomes a comment on the 'original' which remains in the list. Eliminate duplicates 
carefully if you use a rating method such as 'multiple selection' or 'budget allocation' which are 
sensitive to duplicates or if you have a fixed quorum of items to take forward after rating. 

Fortunately, rating by 'numerical scale' is indifferent to duplicates: similar ideas will receive similar 
ratings and sit next to each other in the results table. When looking for the 'top ten' items, you 
must simply be aware that you may have to go further down the list because, for instance, top-
scoring items 3, 4 and 5 as well as 7 and 8 are duplicates and should be counted as 1 idea. In our 
example, we would not count items 4, 5 and 8 towards the quorum of "ten", take forward 13 
items from the Results table and reduce to 10 by merging the duplicates in the Rating sheet 

Folders. You can structure the rating sheet (or subsequently, the results table) by folders. 

For this, expand the folder frame, create folders, and sort the items into the folders. Switch 'Sort 
rate items' makes the folders visible on the rating sheet. When folders are visible, randomization 
of items is limited to the relevant folder. 

Note: To maintain the categorization of ideas, copy the folders holding the ideas of a Brainstorm 
space from that space’s ‘folder frame’ to the folder frame of the rating sheet  
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In practice, folders on the rating sheet usually add very little. However, they can be useful for 
analysis in the results table and the results chart. 

Tip: Use folders in analysis but do not convolute the Rating sheet by displaying folders unless for 
good reason. 

8.3.1.2 The process of rating on one criterion 

The rating process is straight forward 

1. Open the Rating sheet for participants 

2. Make sure the instruction is understood 

3. Let participants rate the items and submit their rating sheets 

4. Close the Rating sheet for participants 

Hosts can participate in rating or abstain simply by not submitting their Rating sheet. 

Rating with XLeap is fast. Do not try to go faster by rushing your participants as you do not want 
anyone to complain that the results are less than solid as "we didn't have time to think about it". 

Unless you have enabled ‘resubmission’ in the Basic settings tab, participants are prevented from 
submitting their ratings more than once. 

Close the Rating sheet workspace before you access the Results table or chart. 

8.3.2 Functionality of Rating sheets 

Rating sheets offer several important features and functions which mostly sit in the toolbar. 

8.3.2.1 Rating sheet toolbar 

 Navigator 

Opens the Navigator as a shortcut to other workspaces of the process. 

 Process designer 

Exits the workspace for the Process designer tool. 

 Reset rating 

Reset of the Rating clears all submitted results and selections. This is useful if important changes 
must be made to the set-up of the Rating sheet (rate method, criterion, new rate items) after 
rating has started or if it becomes clear that (some) participants have made their ratings based 
on a misunderstanding or assumptions they should not have made. 

Should you test your Rating sheet ahead of a session, make sure to clear all such test data before 
rating in earnest. 
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 Delete 

Moves the selected objects to trash from where it can be restored within 10 days. 

 Restore from trash 

Opens the trash can from which deleted content can be restored or removed irrevocably. Deleted 
content is purged from trash automatically after 10 days. 

 Copy menu 

Offers options 

 Copy to clipboard (Ctrl+c) 

 Paste (Ctrl+v) 

 Import wizard (for pasting or uploading external content) 

 Select mode 

Enables checkboxes for selection of multiple items (folders, ideas, comments). Required on touch 
devices. 

 Open/close for participants 

Opens (or closes) the workspace for participants. If no other workspace is open for them at the 
time of opening, participants are navigated (pulled) automatically to the workspace. 

 Facilitation notes 

Facilitation notes are stage directions to yourself or other Hosts who may run the session or use 
that template. Stage directions can be given as text or as an attached presentation or video. 

Such notes can be added to any element of the agenda. Typically, notes that apply to the whole 
session – as opposed to a step in or section of the process – are entered for the Welcome space. 

The ‘plus’ on the icon signals that Facilitation notes remain to be created. 

Workspace settings 

Opens the settings of the Rating sheet which are organized in 'tabs' 

 Basic 

 Anonymity 

 View 

 Commenting 
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Close with DONE. 

 Log out 

Exits XLeap in an orderly fashion. Proper log-out tells the system that you have left intentionally 
saving efforts to restore the connection to your device. It informs the other participants directly 
that you are no longer in the session. 

 Help 

The 'Help' menu gives access to the relevant page in online help, gives access to the 'next steps' 
instruction that is displayed in the empty workspace, opens XLeap’s support page and informs 
you of the version and release of XLeap. 

8.3.2.2 Rating sheet status bar 

The bottom status bar provides 

 Session participants 

The Session participants panel shows who is in the session and holds several ancillary controls for 
the Host. 

 Live chat 

Opens a simple chat which serves as a backup communication channel that runs across work-
spaces. Hosts can switch off Live chat from within the panel. 

Enable/Disable Hosts input box  

The input box is required for creating rate items ‘manually’. 

Since only the Host can create and edit rate items, this switch has no effect on participants. 

Screen sharing. As Portable Servers cannot provide screen sharing, use a projector or the room’s 
‘big screen’ for that.  

If you want to keep the big screen running and preserve the privacy of your computer, connect a 
second computer to the projector and sign is as a participant. 
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8.3.2.3 Other Rating sheet functionality 

Left-hand ‘folder frame’ 

 Expand folder frame 

Opens the 'folder frame', a side panel by which folders can be created and maintained. Folders 
can be created manually or by copying folders with their content from a Brainstorm workspace. 

Folders can be useful when analyzing the results of the rating. 

Sort rate items 

The 'folder frame' is private to the Host who can structure the Rating sheet 'by folder' via switch 
'Sort rate items' (default = OFF) which sits at the bottom of the folder frame. 

Do this only for good cause, as structuring ‘by folder’ can bias the rating, for example, by partici-
pants trying to balance ratings, selections, or budget allocations across folders instead of rating 
each item on its merits. A randomized ‘flat-list’ Rating sheet will usually give you the ‘truest’ result.  

Miscellaneous functions 

 Show prior comments 

When the Host enables ‘Show prior comments’ in the View settings tab of the Rating sheet, rate 
items show a ‘MORE’ button by which participants can open the commenting frame to review 
comments made on that item in a previous workspace. 

 Merge rate 

Hosts can ‘merge’ rate items by dragging the 'duplicate' on the 'original' item and confirming the 
merge dialogue. The merged item (the duplicate) becomes a comment on the item which sits in 
a specific zone of the discussion (commenting) frame. Merged items are indicated on the rate 
item. 

8.3.3 Rating instruction 

The default instruction is computed based on the rating method and the criterion, for example 
"Please rate by [criterion]" when the method and the criterion are set in the Process designer. 

Click edit  to change that instruction, add a 'detailed instruction', verbalize scale values, or add 
attachments. 

Clickable links. As Portable Servers run in network environments that do not provide Internet con-
nectivity, Internet links are not supported and treated as plain text. 
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Rating instruction – Edit mode 

8.3.3.1 Main rating instruction 

Hosts can edit and replace the automatic instruction by something livelier and more specific. For 
instance, you may want to replace 'Please rate by effectiveness' with 'How effective are these 
possible solutions in solving our issue?' Just be aware that once you have edited the instruction, 
changes of the criterion will no longer be reflected in the instruction automatically. 

8.3.3.2 Instruction details 

Extend the instruction by additional information such as assumptions you'd want participants to 
make, for instance, when rating possible solutions to a problem, "Assume it is doable. This is about 
us wanting to do it or not." Or, if it is about feasibility, "Assume we want to do it. This is on whether 
we could do it if we really wanted to."  

Add 'stage directions' if necessary, for instance, 'Please go fast and give your first spontaneous 
reaction' if that is what you want rather than a reflected opinion. 

8.3.3.3 Verbalization of scale values 

When rating by numeric scale, the instruction widget provides for the verbalization of scale val-
ues. Verbalization helps participants interpret the numerical values both in the Rating sheet and 
when analyzing results. 

The 'Examples' drop-down offers customary verbalizations for frequency, intensity, probability, 
quality, and agreement. The examples should cover most cases. You are welcome to develop your 
own style. 

Rating by scale label. Rate items for numeric scales with no more than 6 values such as “0 to 5” 
or “-1 +1” can provide text instead of numerical buttons. For example: 

 

Rate item with text buttons instead of numerical buttons 
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Please be aware that: 

 Text buttons with a lot of text can become difficult on small screens (phones) 

 Results tables and charts are computed by the underlying numerical scale values 

8.3.3.4 Attachments to the instruction 

If you need something more than just text to set the scene for a rating, add attachments. Graphic 
files and videos will play in the attachment viewer - provided they are browser compatible (test 
this!). Other files are offered for download. 

8.3.4 Rating sheet settings 

Open the settings of the Rating sheet with the cogwheel button  of the toolbar. 

8.3.4.1 Rating sheet settings – Basic 

8.3.4.1.1 Title (optional) 

By default, XLeap uses the Main instruction to designate the workspace. If you enter a title, that 
will be used instead in the Process designer and the Session report. A separate title can be useful 
where the instruction (question) is long or to stress the outcome of a task, e.g., 'Solutions by ef-
fectiveness' rather than the question you ask to get that outcome, e.g. 'How effective are these 
solutions for problem X?'  

8.3.4.1.2 Criterion 

The criterion is the property you are rating the items on. Click the 'Examples' drop-down for pop-
ular criteria. When choosing the criterion for the purpose of prioritization, think of the property 
items (ideas, facts, opinions, whatever you are rating) must have in great measure to be worthy 
of further consideration. For instance, if you are looking for solutions, you probably do not want 
to discuss measures which have little effect on the issue as these would hardly qualify as 'solu-
tions'. In this case 'Effectiveness' would be a good criterion. 

When formulating your criterion, keep it short and do not get hung up by grammar. For instance, 
if you struggle to find that one solid criterion by which to shortlist ideas after a truly creative 
brainstorm, you may come down on 'promising' because that is exactly what you want to identify 
by rating: The most promising ideas. 'Promising' is, of course, a bit awkward when processed into 
the automatic instruction and 'Please rate by promisingness' is just awful. 

In such a case, remember that a short criterion is needed merely as a column header in the results 
table. For this 'promising' is just fine. Simply replace the automatic instruction by what you really 
ask for, for instance, 'How promising are these ideas?'    

8.3.4.1.3 Rating method 

XLeap supports all customary rating methods: 

1. Numeric(al) scale 
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2. Rank order 

3. Multiple selection 

4. Estimate 

5. Budget allocation 

8.3.4.1.3.1 Numerical scale 

Rating by numerical scale asks participants to assign a specific scale value to each item. The value 
expresses how much that item exhibits a certain property, the 'criterion'. Scale values can be as-
signed any number of times. If participants think many items are, for example, 'Extremely im-
portant' they are free to express that. 

Depending on the scale you use, participants can be quite granular in their assessment. For in-
stance, on a scale of 0 to 10, by selecting scale value '8', participants can express that about 20% 
of that property are missing vs. scale value '10'. This makes for significantly more accurate assess-
ments than multiple selection, where all you learn about non-selected items is just that, i.e. 'Not 
among the top X'. 

Be aware, that '0' means NOT. This means that you should select scales which include that value 
if participants should be able to express that. For example, if you ask people to rate measures by 
effectiveness 

 Scale 1 - 10 would presuppose that all items have at least some (positive) effect 

 Scale 0 - 10 would allow some items to have no (positive) effect at all but could not express 
counter productiveness 

 Scale -5 to +5 would allow to express very strong effectiveness, very strong negative ef-
fectiveness and, by selecting 'zero', neutral effectiveness, i.e., neither positive nor nega-
tive. 

When using a bi-polar numerical scale, you will usually choose a positive property for the criterion, 
in our example 'effectiveness'. You could use the applicable antonym when verbalizing scale val-
ues. There is no need to be overly scientific. What really matters is that your participants 'get' the 
question. For instance, 'counter productive' may not be the exact antonym of 'effectiveness' but 
most participants will know exactly what you mean. 

Abstentions. Abstentions allow participants to say, 'I do not know'. If you do not allow absten-
tions, you are effectively asking participants to give you their best guess. 

When considering if to allow abstentions consider the following. 

If you want to assess a situation or the suitability of measures and your participants have very 
different degrees of insight in the matter, you usually do not want to dilute expert opinion by best 
guesses. In this case, you should not just allow abstentions but ask participants to abstain where 
they can only guess. If this results in many abstentions on many items, this tells you that there 
are few in the 'room' who trust their opinion in the matter. 
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This is different for making as opposed to just informing decisions. If you use Rating as a decision-
making tool, you may want decision makers to have an opinion as it is quite normal that decisions 
must be taken under conditions of uncertainty. Put differently, in a group of 10 executives, what 
would a top score of '10' signify if it were made up of three submitted ratings and 7 abstentions? 

8.3.4.1.3.2 Rank order 

Use ‘rank order’ to force participants to establish priorities for a limited number of items. 

With ‘rank order’ participants bring rate items into a definite order of preference on a given cri-
terion. This is done by dragging the item that fulfills the criterion most strongly to the top of the 
list. Then the second strongest item takes second place and so on. This rates every item relatively 
to all others on the list. Unlike numerical scale, no two items can receive the same value.  

Typically, ‘rank order’ comes into play when rating by ‘numerical scale’ has produced an incon-
clusive result. Groups sometimes identify more "top priorities" than they can possibly manage. In 
such a situation ‘rank order’ simulates reality where participants cannot agree that everything is 
important but must make up their mind what they spend their time (or resource) on or not. In 
such a situation, Hosts may ask, for instance, "On our list, we only have top priorities. Now in 
reality, what would have to take precedence over everything else? Drag that item to the top. 
What would have to come second? and so on." 

Hosts should be aware that the cognitive load of ‘rank order’ is high. Few people can bring more 
than 20 items into a clear order of preference. If you expect participants to take this seriously, do 
not ask for more than is possible. 

Abstention. With 'Rank order', abstention on individual items is not possible since an item's posi-
tion on the list inevitably implies a rank. This means that participants can only abstain by not 
submitting their Rating sheet. 

Instruction. Depending on the diligence of the group, you may want to add a 'stage direction' for 
participants to pay attention throughout the list, for instance, "All items are scored by their posi-
tion. Do not just focus on top-ranking items but rank all items carefully." 

8.3.4.1.3.3 Multiple selection 

Use ‘multiple selection’ to force a choice by participants when 

 the number of items 

 the cognitive load (the level of exhaustion) 

 the time available 

do not allow for the use of ‘rank order’. 

With multiple selection, participants select a given number of list items based on the given crite-
rion. No further differentiation is possible or required. 

Downsides to consider. When rating occurs anonymously, participants cannot see the selections 
of the other participants. As a result, selections are likely to be spread across many alternatives. 
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Propositions may attract a relative majority and still not be selected by a strong majority of the 
participants. This poses a problem: Do these non-selections imply objection (a vote against) or 
would the ‘winners’ have been selected by a broad majority if only more selections had been 
possible? 

Even more critically, ‘multiple selection’ will only produce ‘true’ results if clear-cut alternatives 
are put to the vote. Very similar items may result in votes being distributed across several (near) 
duplicates. Instead of identifying a winner, the vote may misleadingly yield several very similar 
duds which are trumped by a mediocre item which only existed once. To avoid misleading results, 
a thorough elimination of duplicates is important. 

Selections: Specifies the number of items a participant may (must) select. This number must be 
high enough to produce some meaningful clusters but must not be too high to defeat the purpose 
of forcing a choice. When setting the number of selections, the following rules of thumb may be 
helpful: 

1. Divide the number of rate items by ten 

2. Then check that the sum of all selections (by all participants) is at least equal to the num-
ber of list items 

3. If required, increase the number of selections so it meets that quorum 

Examples: 

1. There are 100 items on the list and 9 participants. Division of items by ten gives 10 selec-
tions. 10 selections times 9 participants give a total number of 90 selections which is lower 
than the number of items. The number of selections per participant should be increased 
to 12 so that the total number of selections (108) exceeds the number of items (100). 

2. There are 100 items on the list and 28 participants. Division of items by ten gives 10 selec-
tions. 10 selections times 28 participants give a total number of 280 selections which is 
higher than the number of items. The number of selections per participant should be 10. 

Abstention. For multiple selection, abstention means that participants need not make the speci-
fied number of selections, i.e., can select fewer items. 

8.3.4.1.3.4 Estimate 

Estimate serves to get the best guess of a group regarding one dimension of a list of items, for 
example, the cost in dollars of a set of measures, or the effort in man days or the time to comple-
tion in months. 

Check the 'Examples' drop-down for possible dimensions. 

Abstention. Since 'Estimate' typically shoots for an informed opinion, allow abstentions for par-
ticipants to express 'no idea'. 

8.3.4.1.3.5 Budget allocation 

Use 'budget allocation' to find out how the group would allocate a limited resource. 
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Participants allocate a scarce resource (e.g., US $ or personnel days) to alternative uses. Since the 
resource is limited by the available 'budget', allocation to one rate item reduces the budget that 
is available for other items. Hosts should be aware that, while technically simple, budget alloca-
tion is demanding in its prerequisites: 

 Duplicate rate items should be eliminated as they result in the splitting of resources across 
several items which are essentially identical. 

 Complementary actions which can only be taken in concert because of logical interde-
pendencies (A only makes sense with B) should be presented as one item. 

Consider letting participants comment on their allocations to point out such dependencies 
or express assumptions they are making. 

Resource. For rate method 'Budget allocation' the 'Resource' takes the place of the 'Criterion' of 
other rate methods. The 'Resource' names what is to be allocated, e.g., (thousand) dollars, man 
days or energy units. 

Budget defines how many units of the resource can be allocated. 

Abstention. Abstention means that participants need not exhaust the budget. 

Instruction. The main instruction for budget allocation could follow one of the following patterns: 

 "Allocate the budget for maximum effect on [whatever]" 

 "How much should we spend on the propositions given below?" 

The detailed instruction should spell out any assumptions participants should make or any other 
clarification that may be required. Such clarification can make all the difference. Compare, for 
instance, "This is extra funding on top of the regular annual budget" versus "This is the total fund-
ing available. Unfunded activities will be discontinued." 

8.3.4.1.4 Allow Resubmission 

By default, participants submit their Rating sheet once. On submission, their ratings are rendered 
anonymous and the Rating sheet is disabled. 

In this default mode, changes of opinion, for instance, in consequence of a discussion or the 
presentation of new facts would be captured by a second (repeat) Rating. Such a second 'snap-
shot' of participant opinion would start from scratch with a ‘blank’ Rating sheet. Results could be 
compared with the snapshot taken before the discussion or presentation, if so, in a Multi-criteria 
results table or chart. 

Hosts who want to gauge changes of opinion more fluidly over time can allow resubmission. With 
resubmission ON, participants can resubmit their Rating sheet repeatedly thereby overwriting 
their previous submission. In this mode, the original results table and chart change over time. 
Participants only need to resubmit when they have changed their mind. 

While resubmission is great to see opinions change and consensus evolve over time, Hosts should 
be aware of the following: 
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 Resubmission cannot be enabled after Rating sheets have already been submitted and 
rendered anonymous. 

 For resubmission, XLeap must maintain the authorship index for submitted ratings until 
re-submission is switched off or the workspace is closed. This means that XLeap's custom-
ary assurance that the authorship index of ratings is deleted on submission does not hold 
true (and is not given) for re-submittable ratings. 

 Participants can resubmit (changed) ratings only for as long as the Rating sheet remains 
open. Closing of the Rating sheet renders all submitted ratings anonymous. On reopening, 
returning participants who have already submitted their ratings would be prevented from 
submitting again as the system would  

o know that they have already rated 
o not know which set of ratings to overwrite 

 The Session report will only document the results of the Rating as they stand when the 
report is produced. If you require snapshots of how opinion changes 

o Run multiple regular Ratings instead of one re-submittable Rating, or 
o Create reports or export results at certain points in the process 

8.3.4.2 Rating sheet settings - Anonymity 

 

Rating sheet settings –Anonymity tab set to tagging ‘with team info’  

The 'Anonymity' settings tab of Rating sheets offers three options. 

1. Completely anonymous (default) 

Meaning that rating sheets are rendered completely anonymous on submission* and do 
not reveal anything about the contributor. 

*If you enable 'resubmission' of the rating sheet, anonymity is guaranteed vs other users. 
However, technically, to overwrite the correct previous submission, the system keeps track 
of submissions until the Host disables resubmission or closes the session. 
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2. Anonymous with team info 

Lets Hosts create a list of 'teams' (demographics such as 'Sales', 'Marketing', 'R&D'). On 
entering the workspace participants pick their 'team' so that their contributions can be 
tagged with that information. 

Tagging by 'team' protects personal anonymity but it lets you analyze ratings 'by team' via 
the 'Team comparison' feature of Results tables and charts. Such analysis 'by team' or 'be-
tween teams' or a specific team vs the 'total' rating by all participants yields valuable in-
sights: Does consensus (dissent) run across 'teams' or between teams? How do priorities 
differ between, e.g., 'marketing' and 'sales'? 

Note: For team-comparison to work in Multi-criteria tables and charts, anonymity settings 
must be shared by (be identical for) all Rating sheets of that multi-criteria analysis. 

3. Anonymous with group info 

Except for referencing groups (instead of teams) tagging with group info works like tagging 
with ‘team info’. 

Since, unlike teams which are specific to a workspace, participant groups are defined for 
the session, any changes made by ADMINISTER GROUPS will apply throughout the session. 

Protection of anonymity 

Anonymity is immensely important to participants and a key to honest results you can trust. 
Which is why XLeap protects anonymity in any way it can and defaults to 'maximum protection'. 

For instance, by default, XLeap does not allow Hosts or groups to watch incoming results and 
provides a 'progress meter' instead. Revealing the results to all at the same time provides a level 
playing field. It also protects the anonymity of those who submit their Rating sheet early or last. 

There can, of course, be good reasons to deviate from XLeap's default settings. If you do, for in-
stance, by letting participants see incoming results, be aware that this can weaken anonymity 
and, consequently, trust. As a minimum, wait until three participants have submitted their Rating 
sheets. Also do not ask who has not yet submitted, if participants can then see how the last in-
coming ratings affect the overall results. 

Small teams. Be careful not to undercut anonymity by choosing too-small demographics 
as 'teams'. If there are only two persons in a team (let alone one!), say, 'marketing', and 
the other participants know who they are, there can be no pretense of anonymity. To pre-
serve trust, avoid very small teams. 
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8.3.4.3 Rating sheet settings - View 

The ‘View’ tab of Rating sheet settings holds controls for the presentation of information on the 
Rating sheet and for the accessibility of results on submission of the Rating sheet. 

 

Rating sheet settings – View tab with default settings 

8.3.4.3.1 Show incoming results 

To provide a level playing field, XLeap prevents access to the results while Rating is in progress by 
displaying a progress meter in place of the results. 

Enable switch "Show incoming results" to 

 Disable the progress meter for that rating 

 Allow access to the results while rating is still in progress 

Note that 

 you must still open the Results table or chart for participants to access. 

 by this setting, participants can see the current state of play before they submit their rat-
ing. 

Switch ‘Show results on submission’ 

Enable switch "Show results on submission" to allow participants to access results directly AFTER 
they have submitted their Rating sheet. 

This can be useful in 'anytime' sessions, i.e., sessions which run over an extended time frame in 
which participants contribute at will, as it gratifies participants by showing them the results they 
have contributed to as is standard practice in web surveys. 

Avoid showing results on submission if you intend to analyze results in the group as this may 

 steal your own thunder by satisfying the curiosity of participants ahead of time 

 leave participants with different impressions of the results as these change over time 
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8.3.4.3.2 Folders 

 

Rating sheet structured by color-coded folders (Host’s view) 

Folder options concern color-coding and appending or prepending the folder name to the item 
text. 

1. Color code folders 

Enable the color coding of folders if required. 

EDIT  the color of folders in the folder frame of the Rating sheet. It affects folders 

1. in the Rating sheet (if sorted by folder) 

2. in Results tables and Multi-criteria tables (if structured by folder) 

3. in Results charts and Multi-criteria charts (if structured or aggregated by folder) 

2. Append / prefix folder name 

If you do not want to structure your Rating sheet by folder but want to inform users of 
an item's 'category', you can append or prefix the folder to the item text. Note that 
this setting 

 Applies to all Rating sheets of a Multi-criteria analysis 

 Is overridden by enabling switch ‘Sort rate items’ of the folder frame 

8.3.4.3.3 Numbering of rate items 

Rating sheets offer 3 numbering schemes: 'By position', 'Keep numbers' and 'No numbering'. 
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1. Numbering by position (Default) 

Numbering 'by position' numbers items consecutively from top to bottom. Since, by de-
fault, Rating sheets list the items in random order, this means that 'item 5' of one partici-
pant will usually be different from 'item 5' of another participant. 

When rating is in progress, numbering by position helps participants assess how far down 
they are on the list. This facilitates abstract conversations on progress, for instance, when, 
with an eye to the progress meter, Hosts say something like, "I can see that most of you 
are about halfway through the list." 

Rank order. On Rating sheets with rating method 'Rank order', position numbers are hid-
den by default to avoid confusion between item number (on the left) and the rank number 
(on the right). 

2. Keep number 

Under this numbering scheme 

 rate items are numbered chronologically on the Host's Rating sheet 

 items of another workspace keep their number when pasted to the Rating sheet 
unless their number is already taken 

 items on participants' Rating sheets have the same number as on the Host's sheet 
regardless of randomization 

Identical numbering across Rating sheets facilitates the conversation on individual items 
because 'item 37' will mean the same item for everyone. 

Tip: Choose scheme "Keep numbers" if you intend to clarify the Rating sheet and its items 
in detail before rating begins. Then switch to numbering 'by position' when you kick off the 
rating.  

3. No numbering 

Rate items are not numbered. 

8.3.4.3.4 Prior comments 

Rate items can be extended by a MORE button  which displays earlier comments on that item 

Enable switch ‘Show prior comments’ (Default: off) if you 

 have pasted Brainstorm ideas or DeepDive topics to the Rating sheet 'with comments' 

AND 

 believe this extra info adds value. Some participants may feel obliged to take in all offered 
information before rating which may require extra time. 
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8.3.4.4 Rating sheet settings - Commenting 

You can allow or require participants to comment on their ratings.  

 

Rating sheet – Commenting tab set to request but nor require comments 

 

Rating sheet – Rate item with numeric scale extended by ‘short’ field for commenting 

Enable switch ‘Request comments on rating’ only if you expect this to add significant value.  

This is usually NOT the case for prioritizing long lists as most commenting would be wasted on 
low priority items. Here you do much better (get more useful info per minute spent) by running a 
subsequent DeepDive on highly prioritized or controversial items.  

Comments can add great value when rating a limited number of highly prioritized items where 
different assumptions matter. Comments can also be useful for participants to point out interde-
pendencies between items, for example, when allocating budgets. 

Make commenting mandatory – possibly even for abstentions – only for very good reason. 

Edit the ‘prompt’ of the commenting field to make clear when and how you expect participants 
to comment. 

Enlarge the commenting field (Default: ‘small for short comments’) to ‘regular’ or even ‘large’ if 
you are asking for detailed explanations. Be aware that this is purely psychological as the com-
menting field will accept any length of text that can be reasonably expected, however large you 
make it look.  

Review comments on ratings in the Results table for that criterion by clicking the MORE button 
on rate items. 

8.4 Results tables for one criterion 

When Hosts add Rating sheets in the Process designer, the corresponding Results table is created 
automatically. Add extra Results tables, for instance, if you want to include a differently sorted 
table in the Session report. Add Results charts for graphic analysis. 
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8.4.1 How to analyze results for one criterion 

8.4.1.1 Accessibility of Results tables 

By default, the results of any Rating are only accessible after rating has ended by the Rating sheet 
being closed. 

While Rating is in progress, the Host or any participant entering the Results table will not see the 
current state of the results but an anonymous ‘progress meter’ which gives the status of the rating 
process. Most participants will control their curiosity if you explain that this restriction provides a 
level playing field, not just in the rating process but also in analysis. It is fairer to all if nobody 
knows the state of play when they submit their ratings. It is also fairer that the results are revealed 
to all at the same time rather than giving some the advantage to prepare their interpretation of 
how the results should be read. 

To access the Results, simply 'close' the Rating sheet. 

That said, if you have good cause to enable access to the results while rating is in progress, you 
can do so by selecting the relevant option in the View settings tab of the Rating sheet. 

8.4.1.2 Joint or individual analysis of results 

If you use Rating for prioritization or decision making by the group, you will want to analyze results 
in the group. 

For this you can choose between 

1. Sharing your screen  
and walking the group through the table 

2. Opening the table  
for participants to enter and peruse the table individually 

If you have the time, you can combine both approaches by giving participants a couple of minutes 
of free range before walking (or talking) them through the table for joint analysis in the group.  

When talking participants through the table, use the 'Focus' button  to draw attention to spe-
cific items and transmit your view of the table (sorting, team comparison, scroll position etc.) to 
the group. 

Screen sharing. As Portable Servers cannot provide screen sharing, use a projector or the room’s 
‘big screen’ for that.  
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Results table – Default view sorted by mean 

When going through the results, you may want to watch out for the following: 

1. Which items have scored highly? 

Usually, top-scoring items warrant further attention. 

2. Which items are irrelevant? 

If the group agrees that items are ‘not effective', 'unimportant' or 'not promising', you 
probably do not want to spend time on them, even if they are somebody's hobby horse or 
stock arguments. 

3. Where do we disagree? 

Depending on your purpose, items rated very high by several participants and very low by 
others can be the most interesting of the lot. On the other hand, if you are looking for 
potential fixes and you have identified some highly effective and feasible solutions, you 
may want to focus on those rather than on controversial ideas that might also work but 
only after building consensus. 

8.4.1.3 Sorting the table 

By default, Results tables are sorted by the mean rating in descending order, putting the highest 
rated items at the top of the table. 

Sorting can be controlled in two ways: 

1. Persistently 
by specifying the sort order in the Basic settings tab. This setting determines how the table 
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is sorted on entering and in the Session report. Add extra results tables in the Process 
designer if you want the report to give the results of rating sorted by mean and, for in-
stance, sorted by normalized standard deviation (SD). 

2. Temporarily 
by clicking on the header of a table column. This temporary sorting has no effect on how 
others see the table when they enter it or how the table is printed.  

Hosts can apply their temporary sorting to the view of participants with FOCUS . 

8.4.1.4 Standard deviation  

Standard deviation is an indicator of consensus in the group. The SD value given in XLeap is 'nor-
malized' for the rating method by which the rating has occurred. 

Thanks to this adjustment, values 

 below '0.2' indicate general consensus to strong consensus in the group. '0.0' means iden-
tical rating by all. 

 above '0.3' indicate strong dissent (controversy) between participants. '0.5' means maxi-
mum dissent. 

By default, the threshold for highlighting 'strong dissent' is set to 0.3. Adjust this value in the View 
settings tab for sensitivity analysis. 

8.4.1.5 Scale values 

For ratings by numeric scale, display details  to see how often any value was assigned. 

These details help you analyze items whose mean rating is  

 above average  

 with high standard deviation  

Such items will have been rated very highly by part of the group while scoring very low with other 
members of the group. An exploration of the reasons for such divergent assessments such as 
differences in information or assumptions can yield valuable insights. 
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Results table – Numerical scale with expanded details 

8.4.1.6 Team/group comparison 

If rating occurred with ‘team’ or group info, results can be reviewed by team (group) and be com-
pared between teams (groups). 

Select the relevant teams or groups with the applicable comparison widget of the status bar to 
find out whether consensus or dissent run across or between those demographics and how spe-
cific perspectives influence perceptions. 

Note that you can specify team (group) comparison also for the Session report. Export to Excel 
produces all relevant views of the table - including by ‘team' (group) - as separate worksheets. 

8.4.2 Functionality of Results tables for one criterion 

Results tables offer several important features and functions which mostly sit in the toolbar. 

8.4.2.1 Results table toolbar 

 Navigator 

Opens the Navigator as a shortcut to other workspaces of the process. 

 Process designer 

Exits the workspace for the Process designer tool. 
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 Copy menu 

Offers options 

 Copy to clipboard (Ctrl+c) 

 Download rating results to disk (Excel) 

 Select mode 

Enables checkboxes for selecting items. Required for multi-selection on touch devices. 

 Focus participants 

Focuses - on confirmation - all participants on the item selected by the Host. If participants are in 
a different workspace or view, participants are auto navigated (pulled) to the Host's view. 

Focus is only available when there are participants in the session. It will open a closed workspace 
just in time to allow participants to enter. 

Always warn your participants before you focus so that they can complete what they are doing 
before they are whisked to somewhere else. 

 Open/close for participants 

Opens (or closes) the workspace for participants. If no other workspace is open for them at the 
time of opening, participants are navigated (pulled) automatically to the workspace. 

 Facilitation notes 

Facilitation notes are stage directions to yourself or other Hosts who may run the session or use 
that template. Stage directions can be given as text or as an attached presentation or video. 

Such notes can be added to any element of the agenda. Typically, notes that apply to the whole 
session – as opposed to a step in or section of the process – are entered for the Welcome space. 

The ‘plus’ on the icon signals that Facilitation notes remain to be created. 

Workspace settings 

Opens the settings of the Results table which are organized in 'tabs' 

 Basic settings  

 View 

 Export 

Close with DONE. 
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 Log out 

Exits XLeap in an orderly fashion. Proper log-out tells the system that you have left intentionally 
saving efforts to restore the connection to your device. It informs the other participants directly 
that you are no longer in the session. 

 Help 

The 'Help' menu gives access to the relevant page in online help, gives access to the 'next steps' 
instruction that is displayed in the empty workspace, opens XLeap’s support page and informs 
you of the version and release of XLeap. 

8.4.2.2 Results table status bar 

The bottom status bar provides 

 Session participants 

The Session participants panel shows who is in the session and holds several ancillary controls for 
the Host. 

 Live chat 

Opens a simple chat which serves as a backup communication channel that runs across work-
spaces. Hosts can switch off Live chat from within the panel. 

Display by folder 

Structures the Results table by folder meaning that sorting applies within folders. Useful if you 
want to find out what items scored highest/lowest or were controversial in each category. 

Show team results  

If rating was ‘with team info’, the status bare provides a drop-down for Hosts to select which 
team-results should be shown as separate line items.  

8.4.3 Other Results table functionality 

 Comments on rating 

If comments on rating were enabled, line items show a ‘MORE’ button by which comments for 
that item can be reviewed. 

Screen sharing. As Portable Servers cannot provide screen sharing, use a projector or the room’s 
‘big screen’ for that 
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   Show details  

If rating was by numerical scale, click on the ‘details’ handle displays/hides table columns which 
show how often each scale value was assigned. 

8.4.4 Settings of Results tables for one criterion 

Open the settings with the cogwheel  button of the toolbar. In most cases, the default settings 
should work for you. 

8.4.4.1 Results table settings - Basic 

Title (optional) 

By default, XLeap uses the criterion of the Rating sheet to designate the first results table which 
is created automatically with the Rating sheet. If you enter a title, that will be used instead in the 
Process designer and the Session report. 

If you add extra results tables, these will require a title, as they usually serve different and more 
specific purposes than just giving the score on the criterion of that rating. 

 

Results table  – Basic settings tab 

Sorting 

The sort widget sets the persistent sorting of the table, i.e., how it is sorted on entry (also of 
participants) and how it is sorted in the report. The widget lets you sort the table by 

 Mean (Default) 

i.e., the average rating of the group. Sorting by 'Mean - Descending' puts the top scoring 
items at the top of the table. 

 Standard Deviation (SD) 

i.e., the (normalized) measure of consensus in the group. 'Standard deviation - Descend-
ing' puts the most controversial items at the top of the table. SD values at or below 0.2 
indicate general to strong consensus while values at or above 0.3 indicate strong dissent. 

 Source Order 

meaning the order of the items on the Host's Rating sheet. 
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8.4.4.2 Results table settings - View 

In the 'View' settings tab, you control the appearance of the Results table. 

 

Results table  – View settings tab 

8.4.4.2.1 Delegate structuring of table by folder 

By default, the Host (you) controls the 'Structuring by folder' of results tables. The Host's prefer-
ence determines the way participants see the table. 

Switch 'Delegate to participants' (Default: OFF) enables (or hides) that control for participants. If 
enabled, the Host's setting merely becomes the default setting of the participants. Obviously, 
such delegation only matters if you (plan to) open the Results table for participants to peruse it 
independently. 

8.4.4.2.2 Mark up dissent 

By default, high values for standard deviation are marked up in the Results table. Disable, if you 
do not want to draw attention to dissent. 

The default threshold value for 'strong dissent' is 0.3. Adjust this value, for instance, for sensitivity 
analysis. If you lower the threshold to, say, 0.28, does that increase the red flags dramatically? In 
this case, there may be more dissent than meets the eye immediately. Or do most 'red flags' go 
away if you raise the threshold slightly? In this case, the graphic impression of many red flags may 
overdramatize the situation. Check this out. 

For an explanation of how XLeap normalizes Standard Deviation as an indicator of consensus that 
works across rating methods, see further below. 

8.4.4.2.3 Show folders 

By default, Results tables do not give the folder of rate items which you may have brought across 
when copying Brainstorm items to the Rating sheet. 

To inform users of an item's category when the results table is not 'structured by folder' (see 
above), Hosts can display the folder name 

 in a 'separate folder column' (Default: OFF), or 

 appended to the item text (Default: OFF), or 
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 prefixed to the item text (Default: OFF) 

8.4.4.2.4 Note on (normalized) Standard Deviation (SD) 

The Standard Deviation of a data set is used to support blanket statements about how much var-
iation from the average (mean) value exists.  

An indicator of ‘consensus’ 

A high standard deviation among ratings on a particular issue means that the individual ratings 
submitted were quite different from each other; a low or zero standard deviation indicates that 
they were all similar or identical. When applied to Rating results, a high standard deviation implies 
a contentious issue, while a low standard deviation implies consensus. 

Formula 

The usual formula employed for Standard Deviation is to square* the difference of each value to 
the mean value, add up all squared values, divide by the number of values and take the square 
root**. The dimension of the resulting value is the same as that of the data set itself; for instance, 
the average height of adult men in the U.S. is said to be 70", with a standard deviation of 3". 
Mathematically, this means that about two thirds of all men are between 67" and 73" tall. 

Normalization 

The magnitude of the standard deviation is usually linked to the magnitude of the values in the 
data set. Since XLeap offers different rating methods (e.g., "Assign scale value from 0 to 10", or 
"Distribute $10,000 among these seven items") and can display their results side by side, this 
means that adjacent standard deviation values would not be comparable: both magnitude and 
dimension can differ between two successive Rating activities. In our example, the same item 
would probably appear far more contentious in the second Rating activity, simply because the 
magnitude of possible results ranges from 0-10000 rather than from 0-10. To make these values 
more comparable, XLeap always normalizes the ‘standard deviation’ values in result tables by di-
viding them by the maximum possible distance between ratings (10 in the first case and 10,000 in 
the second). This means that the displayed figures always range from 0 to 0.5 and are dimension-
less numbers. 

Examples 

If there were one rating of '0' and one rating of '10' for the same issue, the displayed value would 
be the theoretical maximum (0.5), where according to the original formula it would be ten times 
larger (5.0); for two ratings of '5' the value would remain zero. In the second Rating, if one rating 
were submitted as '0' and one as '10,000', the normalized standard deviation would also be 0.5, 
implying that the item is just as contentious by the second as by the first criterion. The original 
formula would have yielded the much larger value 5,000 even though opinions are equally divided 
on both counts. 

* The squaring step ensures that deviations above and below the mean are properly taken into 
account rather than canceling each other out. 
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** Taking the square root brings the value back to an area typical for the rating method. 

8.4.4.3 Results table settings - Export 

The 'Export' settings tab of results tables lets you delegate downloading of the table to Excel to 
participants. 

Export table ON enables the download button in the toolbar of participants. 

8.5 Results charts for one criterion 

Unlike Results tables which are created automatically with every Rating sheet, Results charts are 
created automatically only for Multi-criteria analysis. 

The reason for this is simple: The results of ratings on a single criterion are usually straight for-
ward. They are usually analyzed in the Results table which delivers all relevant information. The 
automatic addition of charts would convolute the process unnecessarily. 

 

Results chart – Team comparison for ‘Total’/Team ’Marketing’/Team ’Sales’ 

So, if you want to visualize the data of a Results table simply click ADD CHART on the Results table 
element in the Process designer tool. For rating method 'Budget allocation' this will create a pie 
chart. All other rating methods produce bar charts. 
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8.5.1 How to analyze graphic results for one criterion 

8.5.1.1 Accessibility of the chart 

By default, the results of any Rating are only accessible after it is over. 

While Rating is in progress, the Host or any participant entering the Results chart will not see the 
current state of the results but an anonymous ‘progress meter’ which gives the status of the rating 
process. Most participants will control their curiosity if you explain that this restriction provides a 
level playing field, not just in the rating process but also in analysis. It is fairer if nobody knows 
the state of play when they submit their ratings. It is also fairer that the results are revealed to all 
at the same time rather than giving some the advantage who can prepare their spin on how the 
results should be read. 

To access the Results, simply 'close' the Rating sheet. 

That said, if you have good cause to enable access to the results while rating is in progress, you 
can do so by selecting the relevant option in the View settings tab of the Rating sheet. 

8.5.1.2 Analysis 

For a joint, facilitated analysis, it is easiest to share your screen and walk participants through the 
chart. 

Alternatively, open the chart for participants for them to browse independently. Use 'FOCUS'  
to draw attention to specific items. FOCUS will apply your settings regarding team (group) com-
parison etc. to participants which means that you can use it to provide (force) a shared view of 
the chart when needed. 

 Select one or several items in the item list to highlight the corresponding graphic item (bar 
or piece of pie) and vice versa. 

 Click 'outside' or press 'Esc' to reset selection (deselect all). 

 If rating has occurred by ‘team’ or group, view results for each team (group) or compare 
teams via the applicable comparison widget in the bottom status bar. 

 If items have been categorized in folders, 

o Bar charts can be 'structured' by folder, i.e., show results for one folder, then the 
next and so on 

o Pie charts let you aggregate results 'by folder', i.e., the pieces of the pie show allo-
cation of all items in each folder 

Screen sharing. As Portable Servers cannot provide screen sharing, use a projector or the room’s 
‘big screen’ for that 
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 Mouse-over individual data points (bars, pieces of pie) to display that item's mean rating 
and standard deviation (SD). 

8.5.1.3 Follow-up 

It often makes sense to take top-rated items forward to a DeepDive space (e.g., "Why is this so 
important/urgent/effective?) or for analysis by other criteria (e.g., "Are these 'highly effective' 
measures also 'feasible', 'affordable' and 'safe'?"). 

For this, select the relevant items and copy them to the clipboard via the toolbar's 'Copy'  
menu or with keyboard shortcut 'ctrl+c'. Then enter the target workspace, in our example a 
'DeepDive' or a 'Rating sheet' of that Multi-criteria analysis and paste the items via the 'Copy' 
menu or with shortcut 'ctrl+v'. 

8.5.2 Functionality of Results charts for one criterion 

Results charts offer several important features and functions which mostly sit in the toolbar. 

8.5.2.1 Results chart toolbar 

 Navigator 

Opens the Navigator as a shortcut to other workspaces of the process. 

 Process designer 

Exits the workspace for the Process designer tool. 

 Copy menu 

Offers options 

 Copy to clipboard (Ctrl+c) 

 Download rating results to disk (Excel) 

 Select mode 

Enables checkboxes for selecting items. Required for multi-selection on touch devices. 

 Focus participants 

Focuses - on confirmation - all participants on the item selected by the Host. If participants are in 
a different workspace or view, participants are auto navigated (pulled) to the Host's view. 

Focus is only available when there are participants in the session. It will open a closed workspace 
just in time to allow participants to enter. 

Always warn your participants before you focus so that they can complete what they are doing 
before they are whisked to somewhere else. 
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 Open/close for participants 

Opens (or closes) the workspace for participants. If no other workspace is open for them at the 
time of opening, participants are navigated (pulled) automatically to the workspace. 

 Workspace settings 

Opens the settings of the Results chart which are organized in 'tabs' 

 Basic settings  

 View 

Close with DONE. 

 Log out 

Exits XLeap in an orderly fashion. Proper log-out tells the system that you have left intentionally 
saving efforts to restore the connection to your device. It informs the other participants directly 
that you are no longer in the session. 

 Help 
The 'Help' menu gives access to the relevant page in online help, gives access to the 'next steps' 
instruction that is displayed in the empty workspace, opens XLeap’s support page and informs 
you of the version and release of XLeap. 

8.5.2.2 Results chart status bar 

The bottom status bar provides 

 Session participants 

The Session participants panel shows who is in the session and holds several ancillary controls for 
the Host. 

 Live chat 

Opens a simple chat which serves as a backup communication channel that runs across work-
spaces. Hosts can switch off Live chat from within the panel. 

Show team results  

If rating was ‘with team info’, the status bare provides a drop-down for Hosts to select which 
team-results should be shown as separate line items.  

 Bar chart: Display by folder 

Structures the Bar chart by folder meaning that sorting applies within folders. Useful if you want 
to find out what items scored highest/lowest or were controversial in each category. 
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 Pie chart: Number of pieces 

Lets you define how many pieces the pie chart shall display - the remaining items to be summa-
rized as 'Other'. 

 Pie chart: Aggregate by folder 

Switch ON to have the pieces of the 'pie' give the budget allocation for the whole category, i.e., 
the sum of allocations for all items of a folder. 

8.5.3 Settings of Results charts for one criterion 

Open the settings with the cogwheel  button of the toolbar. In most cases, the default settings 
should work for you. 

8.5.3.1 Results chart settings - Basic 

Title (optional) 

By default, XLeap uses the criterion of the Rating sheet to designate the results chart. If you enter 
a title, that will be used instead in the Process designer and the Session report. 

 

Results chart – Basic setting for bar chart with specified title 

Sorting 

Except for pie charts which are always sorted by 'mean allocation’, the sort widget sets the per-
sistent sorting of the chart, i.e., how it is sorted on entry (also of participants) and how it is sorted 
in the report. The widget lets you sort the table by 

 Mean (Default) 

i.e., the average rating of the group. Sorting by 'Mean - Descending' puts the top-scoring 
items at the top of the chart. 

Screen sharing. As Portable Servers cannot provide screen sharing, use a projector or the room’s 
‘big screen’ for that.  
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 Standard Deviation (SD) 

i.e., the (normalized) measure of consensus in the group. 'Standard deviation - Descend-
ing' puts the most controversial items at the top of the chart. Note that 

o Sorting by 'SD' does not change the 'meaning' of the individual bar. The length of 
a bar still corresponds to 'mean rating', not the value for 'SD'. Mouse-over the rel-
evant bar to display the value for 'SD'. 

o SD values at or below 0.2 indicate general to strong consensus while values at or 
above 0.3 indicate strong dissent. 

 Source Order 

i.e., the order of the items on the Host's Rating sheet. 

 Pie chart 

Rating by 'Budget allocation' produces a pie chart. 

If participants are not required to spend the budget in full, you can choose to display the 'unspent 
budget' as a piece of the pie. In this case, the full pie represents the full budget that could have 
been allocated as opposed to the budget that was allocated. 

8.5.3.2 Results chart settings – View 

 

Results chart – View settings tab for pie chart with defaults 

8.5.3.2.1 Delegate 'structure chart' controls 

The controls for structuring the chart sit in the status bar.  

 

Status bar chart controls 

In the 'view' settings tab, Hosts decide whether they make these controls available also to their 
participants. 
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 Display by folder 

If items are assigned to a category 

 because they were copied to the Rating sheet from a Brainstorm workspace where 
they were sorted into folders 

 because they were categorized into folders on the Rating sheet 

bar charts can be structured by folder meaning that items are grouped by folder and 
sorted within their folder. 

By default, structuring is controlled by the Host, meaning that the Host's setting controls 
how participants see the chart. Delegate this control to your participants if that serves 
your purpose better. 

 Pieces in pie / Folder aggregation 

This setting applies to Ratings by ‘budget allocation’ which are shown as pie charts. 

Pieces of pie. Determines how many items are represented as specific ‘pieces’ of the pie 
with the rest being displayed in summary piece ‘other’. 

Folder aggregation. If items are assigned to a category 

 because they were copied to the Rating sheet from a Brainstorm workspace where 
they were sorted into folders 

 because they were categorized into folders on the Rating sheet 

when budget allocation is aggregated by folder, the number of pieces of the pie represent 
folders and the sum of allocations to items within them. 

By default, the Host's setting determines both the number of 'pieces' displayed in the pie 
and whether these pieces represent individual items or folders. Delegate this control to 
your participants if that serves your purpose better.1 

8.5.3.2.2 Folder info 

By default, Results charts do not give the folder of rate items which you may have brought across 
when copying Brainstorm items to the Rating sheet. 

To inform users of an item's category when the results chart is not 'structured' or 'aggregated' by 
folder (see above), Hosts can 

 append the folder name to the item text (Default: OFF), or 

 prefix the folder name before the item text (Default: OFF) 
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8.5.3.2.3 Numbering 

Results charts support the following numbering schemes: 

 by 'Rank' (Default) 

Items are numbered by their rank as defined by the sort criterion independently of any 
categorization. If results are displayed 'by folder', items of that folder are numbered by 
their overall rank. 

 by 'Rank in folder' 

If the chart is structured 'by folder' (not applicable to Budget allocation), items are num-
bered by their rank in the folder independently of their overall score. This means that 
numbering will begin with '1' in each folder and that number '1' identifies more than one 
item. 

When the chart is not structured 'by folder', numbering automatically reverts to overall 
rank. 

 'as in Rating sheet' 

The number of items in the chart is the same as on the Host's (!) Rating sheet regardless 
of rating results. 

In results charts, numbers link the items to their data points. They cannot be suppressed. 

8.6 Multi-criteria Rating sheet 

You create a Multi-criteria rating sheet in the Process designer  

1. With button ADD CRITERION on a one-criterion Rating sheet element 
2. Selecting option ‘New criterion in this Rating sheet’ in the confirmation dialogue 

The arguments for sequential rating by multiple regular Rating sheets vs. rating ‘in one shot’ with 
a Multi-criteria rating sheet have been discussed in the context of building a process and are not 
repeated here. 

8.6.1 How to use Multi-criteria rating sheets 

The use of Multi-criteria rating sheets differs from regular (one-criterion) rating sheets primarily 
by  

 Hosts specifying all criteria in a more complex Rating sheet 

 participants rating and submitting all criteria in one shot  

In preparation of rating with a Multi-criteria Rating sheet , Hosts 

1. Specify the criteria, rating methods and instructions 

2. Decide on the level of anonymity across criteria 
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3. Enter (or copy & paste) the items to be rated, exactly as in a regular Rating sheet 

The rating process is familiar from regular ratings. Hosts 

1. Open the Rating sheet for participants 

2. Make sure all criteria and instructions are understood 

3. Let participants rate the items and submit their rating sheets 

4. Close the Rating sheet for participants 

Hosts can participate in rating or abstain simply by not submitting their Rating sheet. 

8.6.2 Functionality of Multi-criteria rating sheets 

Functionality of Multi-criteria rating sheets resembles the functionality of regular (one-criterion) 
Rating sheets EXCEPT for  

1. the rate items which 

 hold the instructions, scale labels and rate widgets for all criteria 

 must be expanded by click on the item to reveal the rate widgets 
2. not supporting rating method Rank order 

Participants navigate the Rating sheet either by click on buttons PREVIOUS and NEXT or by scroll-
ing and expanding items by click on the item. 

 

Multi-criteria rating sheet – Host’s view with item expanded for rating 
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8.6.3 Rating instruction 

The rating instruction in Multi-criteria rating sheet differs from the instruction of a regular Rating 
sheet by being 

 limited to one (‘main’) instruction per criterion there being no ’instruction details’ or at-
tachments to the instruction 

 specified in the Basic settings tab of the Multi-criteria Rating sheet 

8.6.4 Multi-criteria rating sheet settings 

Open the settings of the Multi-criteria rating sheet with the cogwheel button  of the toolbar. 

8.6.4.1 Multi-criteria rating sheet settings – Basic 

8.6.4.1.1 Title (optional) 

By default, XLeap uses the multiple criteria to designate the Multi-criteria Rating sheet. If you 
enter a title, that will be used instead in the Process designer and the Session report. A separate 
title can be useful to express the purpose or outcome of the multi-criteria analysis, for instance 
‘Effectiveness in addressing root causes’ or ‘Assessment of risks’. 

 

Multi-criteria rating sheet – Basics tab for configuration of multiple criteria 

8.6.4.1.2 Configuration of multiple criteria 

In the Basics settings tab of a Multi-criteria rating sheet, each criterion is configured with 

 Rating method 

 Abstentions setting (Default: no) 

 Resubmission setting (Default: no) 

 Scale labels 

 (Computed) instruction (only ‘main’ instruction, no details, no attachments) 
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just as in the Basic settings tab of a regular Rating sheet. 

Each criterion is contained in a foldable section. 

ADD CRITERION adds another criterion while REMOVE CRITERION does that. 

Sequence. Change the sequence of criteria with the ‘up’ and ‘down’ arrows on the right. 

Rating methods. For easy analysis of results 

 use the same rating method and, if so, numerical scale across all criteria 

 choose criteria so that high scores ‘point’ in the same direction. For example: Rating items 
on 

– ‘Effectiveness’ and ‘Certainty’ (or safety) would be easy to interpret in a table or 
chart because a score of 10 would be good in both cases. Very effective and cer-
tain items would show in the top right ‘magic’ quadrant of a Results chart 

–  ‘Effectiveness’ and ‘Risk’ would be more difficult as high effectiveness is good 
but high risk is undesirable. This makes interpretation much harder. A score of 
‘10’ across criteria could mean ‘maximum effectiveness at no risk’ or ‘totally inef-
fective with extreme risk’. Spare yourself the trouble. 

Rank order. Rank order is not supported by Multi-criteria rating sheets but works well in se-
quential Multi-criteria analysis. 

8.6.4.2 Multi-criteria rating sheet settings – Anonymity 

Anonymity settings work exactly as for regular (one-criterion) Rating sheets. 

8.6.4.3 Multi-criteria rating sheet settings - View 

View settings work exactly as for regular (one-criterion) Rating sheets. 

8.6.4.4 Multi-criteria rating sheet settings - Commenting 

Settings for commenting on ratings work exactly as for regular (one-criterion) Rating sheets. 

8.7 Multi-criteria results tables 

When Hosts extend a regular rating on one criterion by another criterion in the Process designer 
tool, this automatically creates a Multi-criteria results table and a Multi-criteria results chart for 
that table. Hosts can add more tables and charts at will, typically to include multiple views of the 
data in the Session report. 
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8.7.1 How to analyze Multi-criteria tables 

8.7.1.1 Accessibility of the table 

If you have opted for ‘sequential’ multi-criteria analysis with separate Rating sheets for each cri-
terion, you can analyze the results of completed ratings while rating on other criteria has not yet 
started or is still in progress. Columns 

 whose single results table or chart would be barred by a 'progress meter' 

 or are calculated based on such a column 

will simply show a label, 'in progress'. 

To access the Results for that criterion, simply 'close' that Rating sheet. 

If you have good cause to enable access to the results while rating is in progress, you can do so by 
selecting the relevant option in the 'View' settings tab of the relevant Rating sheet. 

8.7.1.2 Display of information 

The Multi-criteria table displays the results for all criteria side-by-side. 

 For a summary score across all criteria, display right-hand column 'All criteria' 

 For a summary value for each criterion, display bottom row 'Mean of column' 

To see quickly which items score highest/lowest for any criterion, click on the relevant column 
header. 

If you have voted 'by team', use the team comparison widget of the bottom status bar to see how 
teams are aligned or differ in their assessments. 

Highlight high (normalized) Standard Deviation to spot controversy. If specific items are contro-
versial regarding multiple criteria, this may indicate a lack of (shared) understanding of that item. 

If your table is inherently complex, reduce complexity initially by hiding columns, then reveal 
more data as the ‘story’ unfolds and you dig deeper. Columns can be hidden or displayed with a 
switch in the column header when you open 'Table settings' with the cogwheel toolbar button. 

Once you are familiar with the basics, explore advanced features like 

 Color coding   
which lets you analyze patterns based on and sensitivity to certain thresholds 

 Calculated columns  
which let you calculate indicator values such as 'risk' from, for example, assessments of 
'impact' and 'probability'. 
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Decision making 

If you are trying to reach a decision in the group, Multi-criteria analysis will often provide a robust 
basis for that decision, especially, if you have run your analysis after a DeepDive concerning the 
relevant criteria. 

However, the table will not make the decision for you. Use it as a basis for reaching a conclusion. 
That conclusion will depend on whether you are looking for a 'broad' solution, i.e., something that 
scores well across all criteria, or whether one criterion is clearly more important than the others 
which merely need to be 'satisfied' (good enough), not optimized. 

You can configure your table to compute the different weights of criteria for you. Often, your 
group will prefer to do such weighting implicitly in the conversation based on the raw results. 

Multi-criteria analysis is, of course, also an excellent way of presenting the opinion of the group 
to decision makers outside the 'room'. 

8.7.2 Functionality of Multi-criteria tables 

The functionality of Multi-criteria results tables differs from the functionality of regular (one-cri-
terion) Results tables as follows. 

 Workspace settings 

Settings of the Multi-criteria table offers additional ‘tabs’ 

 Color coding  

 Calculated columns 

Close with DONE. 

 Rearrange columns 

By default, columns are given in order of the Ratings they represent. Rearrange columns by drag-
ging the column header to a different position. 

 Show/hide columns 

By default, columns for Ratings are shown while calculated column "All criteria" is hidden. Enter 
table settings via the toolbar to reveal the 'Show column' switches in the column headers. 

Note that the column by which the table is sorted cannot be hidden. 

8.7.3 Settings of Multi-criteria tables 

Open the settings with the cogwheel button  of the toolbar. 

Show/hide columns. OPEN SETTINGS not only reveal the settings tabs but also the switches for 
showing or hiding table columns. 
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Multi-criteria results table – Column headers with switch ‘Show column’ 

By default, all columns are shown except for summary column ‘All criteria’ which gives the mean 
rating of items across all criteria. 

The ‘sort column’ cannot be hidden. 

8.7.3.1 Multi-criteria table settings - Basic 

 

Multi-criteria results table settings – Basic tab with default settings 

8.7.3.1.1 Title (optional) 

By default, XLeap uses the criteria of the Multi-criteria analysis to designate the Multi-criteria 
results table. If you enter a title, that will be used instead in the Process designer and the Session 
report. 

If you use multiple Multi-criteria results tables in your Multi-criteria analysis, e.g., with different 
thresholds for Color coding or different formulas for calculated columns, then your title should 
highlight those differences.  

8.7.3.1.2 Sorting 

The sort widget sets the persistent sorting of the table, i.e., how it is sorted on entry (also of 
participants) and how it is sorted in the report. The widget lets you sort the table by 

 Criterion (Default: criterion of first rating) 

i.e., the results of the different ratings contained in that Multi-criteria analysis. Sorting by 
'Criterion A - Descending' puts the top scoring items of that rating at the top of the table. 

The table can only be sorted by a visible column: 

1. Sorting by a hidden column (columns where switch 'Show' is OFF) automatically 
unhides that column (switch 'Show' is flipped to ON). 

2. Hiding ('Show'=OFF) a column by which the table is sorted will revert to default 
sorting, i.e., to sorting by the leftmost visible criterion. 
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 Mean of all Criteria 

i.e., by the mean rating across all criteria which is computed in a separate column to the 
right of the criteria columns. Sorting by 'All criteria - Descending' puts the items which 
have scored highest across criteria at the top of the table. 

Please note that the explanatory power of this column is limited if your analysis combines 
different rating methods. 

 Calculated column 

i.e., by the values of a 'Calculated column'. Sorting by 'Calculated Column A - Descending' 
puts the items with the highest calculated value at the top of the table. 

 Source Order 

i.e., the order of the items on the Host's Rating sheet. 

8.7.3.2 Multi-criteria table settings - View 

In the 'View' settings tab, you control the general appearance of the Multi-criteria results table. 
These general settings are complemented by the extended controls of tabs ‘Color coding’ and 
‘Calculated columns’ described below. 

 

Multi-criteria results table settings – View tab with default settings 

8.7.3.2.1 Delegate structuring of table by folder 

By default, the Host (you) controls the 'Structuring by folder' of results tables. The Host's prefer-
ence determines the way participants see the table. 

Switch 'Delegate to participants' (Default: OFF) enables that control for participants. If enabled, 
the Host’s setting merely becomes the default setting of the participants. Obviously, such delega-
tion only matters if you (plan to) open the Results table for participants to peruse it inde-
pendently. 

8.7.3.2.2 Show Standard Deviation 

By default, the Multi-criteria table displays the (normalized) Standard Deviation (if it can be cal-
culated for the rating method). Hide the SD value (initially) to reduce the complexity of the table. 

Note that for Multi-criteria tables, the highlighting of dissent is controlled in settings tab 'Color 
coding'. 
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8.7.3.2.3 Folder info 

By default, Results tables do not give the folder of rate items which you may have brought across 
when copying Brainstorm items to the Rating sheet. 

To inform users of an item's category when the results table is not 'structured by folder' (see 
above), Hosts can display the folder name 

 in a 'separate folder column' (Default: OFF), or 

 appended to the item text (Default: OFF), or 

 prefixed to the item text (Default: OFF) 

8.7.3.3 Multi-criteria table settings – Color coding 

 

Multi-criteria results table settings – Color coding enabled for ratings and SD values 

Color coding cells based on variable thresholds facilitates the analysis of complex multi-criteria 
tables by 

 revealing patterns 

 enabling sensitivity analysis. 

8.7.3.3.1 Color coding of rating values 

Enable color coding of rating values (the score) and select the type of threshold you want to apply. 

1. Color coding 'by Value range %' (default) 

This expresses the threshold relative to the value range of the rating. This is useful 
when analyzing results across multiple rating methods with different scales. 

For example, in a rating with possible values ranging from 0 - 10, "top 20%" will identify 
and highlight all values 8.0 or higher. Ratings on a scale of 0 - 5 would highlight values 
of 4.0 or higher. 

Choose 'by value range %' if you want to highlight all high/medium/low scores regard-
less of rating method. 
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Multi-criteria results table – Color coding of ratings, SD, and calculated column (Host’s view) 

2. Color coding 'by Value threshold' 

This sets thresholds as (absolute) values irrespective of rating method or numerical 
scale. 

For example, "High ratings ≥ 8" identifies and highlights values 8.0 or greater as 'high' 
regardless of rating method. If rating occurs on a numeric scale of 0 - 10, values 8.0 
through 10.0 would be highlighted. In budget allocation any allocation at or above 8 
units would be highlighted as ‘high’ while for ratings on a scale of 0 - 5 even a perfect 
score of "5" (=100%) would fail to meet the threshold. 

Absolute thresholds (only) work well if you use one rating method across all criteria 
(i.e., ratings, columns) of the table - as is recommended. 

3. Color coding 'by Rank range %' 

This expresses the thresholds not in terms of the value of the cell (the mean rating) 
but by the rank associated with that value in the list of items. Moreover, the rank is 
not expressed by an absolute number but by a percentage of all items listed in the 
table. 

For example, in a table of 50 items, "Top ranking 20%" identifies the "Top 10" items. 
In a list of 200 items, "Top 20%" would identify the "Top 40" items. 

Note that any highlighting based on rank (rather than values) will identify items as 
"Top" even if their score is mediocre. "Top X%" simply means the best X% on the list by 
that criterion.  
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4. Color coding 'by Rank' 

This expresses the thresholds as absolute values for the rank regardless of the number 
of items on the list or the actual rating on that criterion. 

This is like the Olympics: The best 3 athletes get a medal no matter how good they 
were, or how many athletes competed. However, unlike the Olympics, XLeap will high-
light more than X results if multiple values qualify for that rank.  

Be aware of the difference between "Rank number" and "Rank". A high rank comes 
with a low rank number, e.g., "1. Rank". A low rank comes with a high number, e.g., 
"299. rank". Therefore, top ranks are identified by rank numbers lower than the 
threshold. 

The default color scheme for rating values is 

 dark blue (high scores) 

 medium blue (intermediate scores) 

 light blue (low scores) 

Click on the color indicators to adjust the color scheme to your methodology or purpose. 

8.7.3.3.2 Color coding of Standard Deviation 

Normalized Standard Deviation (SD) is a measure of consensus. 

Enable color coding of (normalized) Standard Deviation to spot patterns of consensus and dissent 
directly. 

Thresholds for (normalized) SD are set as absolute values within the range of 0.0 (no SD = absolute 
consensus) to 0.5 (maximum SD = complete dissent). 

By default 

 the top range is defined as ≤ 0.2 indicating 'general consensus' 

 the bottom range is defined as ≥ 0.3 indicating 'strong dissent' 

Adjust these thresholds for your purpose. For instance, you may wish to lower the threshold for 
consent to 0.1 to indicate 'rock solid consensus' rather than just 'general consensus'. 

The default color scheme for SD values is 

 green (low SD indicating consensus) 

 yellow (intermediate SD indicating some dissent) 

 red (high SD warning of strong dissent) 

Click on the color indicators to adjust the color scheme to your methodology or purpose. 
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8.7.3.4 Multi-criteria table settings – Calculated columns 

Calculated columns serve for the calculation of indicator values based on rating results, the classic 
example being 'risk' which is often computed by multiplying the score on 'impact' with the score 
on 'likelihood'. 

Calculation can occur by 

 simple weighting, i.e., multiplying the values of a table column with a constant, the 
'weight' 

 free formula, i.e., computing values involving various operators, column values and con-
stants 

Calculated cells can be color coded with individual color schemes. 

ADD COLUMN on the 'calculated column' tab creates a new weighted column. 

1. Name the column 

2. Specify an explanatory subtitle if required 

3. Move the column into place by dragging the column header into the desired position 

To EDIT  or DELETE  calculated columns, select the relevant column with the 'select column' 
widget and click the applicable button sitting behind the widget. 

8.7.3.4.1 Weighted column 

By default, ADD COLUMN creates a weighted column. 

For a weighted column, specify 

1. The base column, i.e., the column whose values shall be weighted 

2. The 'weight', i.e., the constant factor by which the values of the base column shall be mul-
tiplied 

3. The decimals (default 2) of the weighted value in the new column 

 

Multi-criteria results table settings – ‘Calculated columns’ tab for weighted column with color coding 
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Example: Value of base column = 10; Weight = 0,375; Decimals = 2 will produce a weighted value 
of 3.75 

8.7.3.4.2 Free formula 

If simple weighting is not good enough, enable entry of a "Free formula" by that switch. 

Free formula ON enables the functionality required for composing a free formula which involves 

1. Columns 
i.e., already existing columns which can be either 'results columns' or 'calculated columns'. 
Columns whose use would produce a circular reference are grayed out. 

2. Constants 
i.e., a fixed numerical value (Default value = -1.0) 

3. Operators 
i.e., + , — , * , / , ( , ) 

 

Multi-criteria results table settings – ‘Calculated columns’ tab with free formula and color coding 

Formulas are built from left to right by clicking on what comes next in the staging area below the 
formula field. Since the rules of arithmetic apply, there are restrictions on what element you can 
add next. For example, 

Often, after having added a weighted column, the base column is no longer required for analysis. 
If so, hide the base column by setting its 'Show' switch to OFF. 

Alternatively, tell the story by showing the rating (results) column, then revealing and explaining 
the weighted column. Then reduce complexity by hiding the rating column when the significance 
of the weighted column is understood. 
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 If the formula field is empty, you can add an 'open' bracket '(' or a column or a constant 
but not +, -, *, / or ). 

 If the last element of the formula is a column or constant you can add a 'close' bracket ')' 
or operators +, -, * or / but not another column or constant or '(' 

 If the last element in the formula is +, -, *, / or 'open bracket' '(', you can only add a column 
or constant or another 'open bracket' '('     

and so on. 

Constants require specification once you have added them to the formula. For negative values 
prefix a 'minus' with the keyboard. Note that negative constants or column values are automati-
cally interpreted as 'in brackets', e.g., '-1.5' is interpreted as (-1.5). 

You can edit your formula in three ways 

1. Delete unwanted elements starting from the end of the formula (click on the 'X'), then 
rebuild the formula by adding the elements you want. 

2. Replace elements by selecting another element that could sit in its place from the drop-
down. 

3. Insert brackets. For this, select an element of the formula and click the relevant bracket in 
the staging area. If the selected element is 

o a column or constant, '(' is inserted before, ')' is inserted after 

o +, -, * or /, ')' is inserted before, '(' is inserted after 

You cannot edit or move brackets. Simply delete'X' the unwanted bracket and place a new one. 

Brackets must come in pairs. 'Hanging' brackets, i.e., open brackets that lack a closing bracket or 
vice versa, are marked up in red. 

8.7.3.4.3 Color coding of calculated columns 

Color coding of calculated columns works like the color coding of results columns except that it 
applies individually to that calculated column meaning that you can apply 

 custom thresholds 

 separate color schemes 

to each calculated column. 

Free formulas serve the purpose of real-time analysis with the group in the session. If you need 
more sophisticated calculations than supported by the formula editor, export the table to Excel via 
the toolbar's copy menu and do what you must in Excel while your participants enjoy a coffee 
break. 
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You can use this feature also for specific color coding of rating results. For this, simply define a 
calculated column that equals the relevant results column (e.g., by simple weighting with factor 
1), then hide the original (base) results column and color code the calculated column as required.    

8.7.3.5 Multi-criteria table settings - Export 

The 'Export' settings tab of results tables lets you delegate downloading of the table to Excel to 
participants. 

Export table ON enables the download button in the toolbar of participants. 

8.8 Multi-criteria results charts 

When Hosts extend a regular rating on one criterion by another criterion in the Process designer 
tool, this automatically creates a Multi-criteria results table and the corresponding Multi-criteria 
results chart. Hosts can add more tables and charts at will, typically to include multiple views of 
the data in the Session report. 

8.8.1 How to analyze Multi-criteria charts 

 

Multi-criteria results chart – Displaying results for 2 criteria (Host’s view) 

8.8.1.1 Information displayed in the chart 

Charts on multiple criteria display data points or 'bubbles' in a coordinate system. By default, the 
first rating (criterion) of the Analysis is displayed on the X-axis, the second on the Y-axis and the 
third determines bubble size (Z). You can change this mapping in the 'basic' settings tab. 
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If your Multi-criteria analysis involves more than three ratings or you have added calculated col-
umns to the underlying results table, you may want to analyze that data by multiple charts. For 
this, click ADD CHART on the relevant Multi-criteria results table in the Process designer tool. 

If there are many items in your Multi-criteria analysis, the diagram may get crowded with data 
points overlapping which is why the chart defaults to 15 items per chart. The sort criterion of the 
chart determines which items come first.  

 Adjust the sort criterion in the chart’s Basic settings tab. 

 Set the number of items in the 'View control' widget which sits below the chart. 

 Delegate 'View control' to participants in the View settings tab. 

Bubble size. Be aware that in contrast to the exact positioning of data points on the X- and Y-axes, 
Bubble size (‘Z’) gives only a relative approximation of the mean value of the third criterion as in 
‘bigger is higher’. Mouse-over to get the exact values or set up an extra 2-dimensional chart. 

Since bubble size cannot be negative, such values are normalized. For example: If rating results 
range from -3.2 to +4.5 the difference between these values is 7.7. Normalization occurs by trans-
posing the smallest value to '0' (smallest bubble) with '7.7' as the highest value (largest bubble). 
Map values for bi-polar ratings against the X- or Y-axis if this is not good enough for your purpose. 

Rating in progress. Be aware that Multi-criteria charts may look funny while rating is still in pro-
gress. For instance, when rating on the Y-criterion is still in progress all data points will sit ‘on’ the 
X-axis by default. You can change this by enabling display for incoming results in the View settings 
tab of the relevant Rating sheet. 

8.8.1.2 Analysis with the group 

For a joint, facilitated analysis, it is easiest to share your screen and walk participants through the 
chart. 

Alternatively, open the chart for participants for them to browse independently. Use 'Focus'  
to draw attention to specific items. 'Focus' also communicates your ‘View control’ settings regard-
ing team (group) comparison etc. which means that you can use it to provide (force) a shared view 
of the chart when needed. 

 Select one or several items in the item list to highlight the corresponding data point and 
vice versa. 

 Click 'outside' or press 'Esc' to reset selection (deselect all). 

 If rating has occurred ‘by team’, view results for each team (group) or compare de-
mographics via the applicable comparison' widget in the bottom status bar. 

Screen sharing. As Portable Servers cannot provide screen sharing, use a projector or the room’s 
‘big screen’ for that 
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 If items have been categorized in folders, you can view results by folder 

 Mouse-over individual data points to display that item's mean rating and (normalized) 
Standard Deviation (SD). 

8.8.1.3 Decision making 

Multi-criteria charts provide an easily accessible basis for making decisions in the group, espe-
cially, if you have run your Multi-criteria analysis after a DeepDive on the relevant criteria. 

However, the chart will not make the decision for you. Use it as a basis for focusing the conversa-
tion on the relevant items and reaching a conclusion by such a conversation. 

That said, results charts can be almost too suggestive: If there is that one fat data point in the top 
right corner, surely that must be the decision! Well, maybe. However, if your group has merely 
been asked to inform the decision of management rather than make the decision, you may not 
want to encourage assumptions about what that decision will be. 

In short, as charts can be quite suggestive as to 'obvious conclusions', refrain from graphic analysis 
when it is not up to the group to draw such conclusions. In such cases, you may want to present 
your participants with a quick glance at the Multi-criteria results table instead and say something 
like: 

"Thank you for this wealth of data. It should give management all the information they 
need for their decision." 

8.8.2 Settings of Multi-criteria charts 

Open the settings of the Multi-criteria chart with the cogwheel  button of the toolbar. 

8.8.2.1 Multi-criteria chart settings - Basic 

 

Multi-criteria results chart settings – Basics tab with default settings 

8.8.2.1.1 Title (optional) 

By default, XLeap uses the mapping of axes to criteria to designate the results chart. If you enter 
a title, that will be used instead in the Process designer and the Session report.  

8.8.2.1.2 Axis attribution 

By default, Multi-criteria charts map 
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 The first rating against the X (horizontal) axis 

 The second rating against the Y (vertical) axis 

 The third criterion to 'bubble size' (Z). 

Change this attribution as required. Note that 'bubble size' merely gives results relative to each 
other. Since bubble size cannot be negative, such values are normalized. For example: If rating 
results range from -3.2 to +4.5 the difference between these values is 7.7. Normalization occurs 
by transposing the smallest value to '0' (smallest bubble) with '7.7' as the highest value (largest 
bubble). 

8.8.2.1.3 Sorting 

The sorting of the chart determines which items are displayed on the first (second, third, and so 
on) page of the chart. The sort widget offers sorting by 

 Mean of all criteria (Default) 

i.e., by the mean rating across all criteria which is computed in the underlying results table. 
Sorting by 'All criteria - Descending' puts the items which have scored highest across cri-
teria on the first 'page' of the Multi-criteria chart. 

Please note that the explanatory power of 'Mean of all criteria' is limited if your analysis 
combines different rating methods. 

 Criterion X 

i.e., the results of the different ratings contained in that Multi-criteria analysis. Sorting by 
'Criterion A - Descending' puts the top scoring items of that rating on the first 'page' of the 
Multi-criteria chart. 

 Calculated column X 

i.e., by the values of a 'Calculated column' of the underlying table. Sorting by 'Calculated 
Column A - Descending' puts the items with the highest calculated value on the first 'page' 
of the Multi-criteria chart. 

 Source Order 

i.e., the order of the items on the Host's Rating sheet. 

8.8.2.2 Multi-criteria chart settings - View 

In the 'View' tab, you control the general appearance of the Multi-criteria results table. 
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Multi-criteria results chart settings – Basics tab with default settings 

8.8.2.2.1 Delegation of controls 'Items per chart / 'by folder' 

By default, the Host (you) controls 

 how many items are displayed per page of the chart 

 whether items are displayed ‘across folders’ or 'by folder' 

The Host's preference also determines how participants see the chart. 

Switch 'Delegate to participants' (Default: OFF) enables (or hides) that control for participants. 
When enabled, the Host’s preference merely becomes the default setting of the participants. Ob-
viously, such delegation only matters if you (plan to) open the Results chart for participants to 
peruse it independently. 

8.8.2.2.2 Folder info 

Rate items may 'remember' their folder from categorization in the Brainstorm workspace or in 
the Rating sheet. To inform users of an item's category when the chart is not displayed 'by folder' 
(see above), Hosts can display the folder name 

1. appended to the item text (Default: OFF), or 
2. prefixed to the item text (Default: OFF) 

8.8.2.2.3 Numbering 

Multi-criteria charts support the following numbering schemes: 

 by 'Rank' (Default) 

Items are numbered by their rank as defined by the sort criterion independently of any 
categorization. If results are displayed 'by folder' items of that folder are numbered by 
their overall rank. 

 by 'Rank in folder' 

If the chart is displayed 'by folder', items are numbered by their rank in the folder inde-
pendently of their overall score. This means that numbering will begin with '1' in each 
folder and that number '1' identifies more than one item.  

When the chart is not displayed 'by folder', numbering automatically reverts to overall 
rank. 

 'as in Rating sheet' 
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The number of items in the chart is the same as on the Host's (!) Rating sheet regardless 
of rating results. 

In results charts, numbers link the items to their data points. They cannot be suppressed. 
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9. DeepDive space 

 

DeepDive – Topic view as seen by Host 

This chapter explains how you may want to use the DeepDive space for ‘getting to the bottom of’, 
‘drilling into’ or simply discussing one or multiple topics before explaining the details of function-
ality and configuration. 

9.1 How to take a deep dive 

Once you have specified the instruction (or question) for the deep dive you can proceed directly 
to creating the topics as described below. You may, however, want to review the workspace set-
tings and refine the instruction before you specify the topics. 

9.1.1 Set up the topics 

You enter the DeepDive space in ‘topic view’ which presents all topics as colored ‘bubbles’. 

It is the Host's privilege to create the topics which are to be discussed. Hosts can do this when 
preparing for the session or, if topics are the outcomes of an earlier step in the session, for in-
stance, ideas highly prioritized in a vote, just in time. 

Create topics 

 manually, one at a time, with the 'plus' button of the toolbar  

or  
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 copy (Ctrl+c) and paste (Ctrl+v) items from, for instance, a Results table to the  
DeepDive workspace. Anything copied to the ‘topic view’ of a DeepDive becomes 
a ‘topic’. 

There are no limits to what you can discuss. Fundamentally, topics come in two flavors:  

1. Topics are (more or less) independent questions 

In this case your instruction need not say more than "Please discuss the topics below" 

2. Topics are a set of ideas or facts that have relevance for a given situation or task 

In this case, the instruction will usually hold the question or aspect under which these 
items shall be discussed, for example, "Why are these facts important?" or "Why can't we 
agree on the effectiveness of these measures?" 

Prompts. Specify prompts to encourage participants to cover all important aspects of a given 
question and topic. 

Duplicates. To avoid redundancy, merge topics that would produce very similar arguments (re-
dundancy) and should therefore be discussed as one topic. Merge topics by dragging and drop-
ping the 'duplicate' on the topic you want to keep.  

Rephrase. If necessary, edit topics so that they are fit for discussion. 

9.1.2 Discuss (multiple) topics in 5 steps 

Once the instruction and the settings are clear and the topics are specified, a deep dive usually 
unfolds over the following steps: 

1. Open the workspace for participants 

2. Review the instruction and the topics with the group 

3. Discuss 

4. Review contributions 

5. Close the workspace 

Step 1 - Open the workspace 

To start the deep dive, you must open the workspace for participants with the red 'open' switch 
of the DeepDive toolbar. Unless you have other workspaces open in parallel, opening will auto-
navigate (pull) participants to the DeepDive space. 

Step 2 - Review the instruction and the topics 

In this step, which may be very brief, the Host checks with the group that the instruction and the 
topics are clear. Hosts will usually tell (or agree with) participants how much time they have for 
the discussion and give them a 'heads up' on the expected outcome and intended follow-up. If 
you are new to XLeap, you may want to try the following pattern: 
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1. Outcome: "After 20 minutes, we should have a shared awareness of the perspectives and 
positions in the room on all topics." 

2. Process: "Please start with the topics that matter most to you or where you know more 
than others. Then make sure your perspectives and positions are represented in the other 
topics. If somebody else has already said it, there is no need to repeat it." 

3. Follow-up: "After our discussion, we'll move on to Rating each topic on 3 criteria: "Feasi-
bility", "Effectiveness" and "Urgency". 

4. Clarification: "Now please check the instruction (question) and the topics. Is the wording 
clear? Are there topics we should combine (merge) to discuss them as one topic?" 

The use of the workspace should not need much explanation. If you want to show participants 
around, share your screen with a projector or ‘big screen’. 

Step 3 - Discuss 

Once participants are clear about the task, they will select and ENTER the discussion panel of that 
topic. 

In the discussion panel, participants can reply to the Host's instruction (question) directly or click 
on an existing comment or prompt to RESPOND to it. Responses are indented to the referenced 
contribution (or prompt). 

 

DeepDive – Discussion in progress with Host contributing 

Participants move between topics either by 
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 closing the current discussion panel to return to the "topic view" where they select and 
open another topic 

 browsing through topics by opening the "next" or "previous" topic shown to the left and 
right of the discussion panel 

Navigation between topics is aided by item counters on the topics. These counters give the total 
number of contributions and how many of those contributions are unread. For example, 10 / 5 
would mean that that topic holds 10 comments 5 of which were made after you last entered that 
topic. 

Hosts should check from time to time that all topics are being covered. If participants seem to 
mass in just a few topics, say something like  

"You all seem to be focused on topics A, B and C which is great. However, we must under-
stand all 12 topics. Please complete your contribution and then pick one of the neglected 
topics. Being first means that you can set the tone for that discussion!" 

Indicate from time to time how much time is left before you must move on. 

Step 4 - Review contributions 

Given that the discussion is covered in the automatic Session report, you can skip this step (or 
keep it very brief) if there is no follow-up activity that builds on the discussion. 

If you follow up on the discussion in the session, for instance, because you held the discussion in 
preparation of a vote, you want to reserve some time in which participants can review contribu-
tions and take in all arguments made or questions asked. 

For such a perusal by participants, say something like  

"In about 3 minutes, we'll move on to Rating the topics on "Importance", "Urgency" and 
"Feasibility". Please spend the remaining time to go through the topics and take note of 
all arguments (contributions) you have not read so far. For this, I'll disable the input boxes. 
Please send any remaining contributions now."  

When the contributions are in, disable input with the switch in the status bar. 

Alternatively, you may want to share your screen and walk participants through the topics, high-
lighting whatever is of interest, for instance, strong arguments for or against or contributions that 
show the spread of opinion. 

Screen sharing. As Portable Servers cannot provide screen sharing, use a projector or the room’s 
‘big screen’ for that 
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Step 5 - Close the workspace 

Close the DeepDive space by flipping the green toolbar switch to off (red). Unless another work-
space is already open, this will auto-navigate participants to the Welcome space. 

Collect participants. XLeap provides an elegant way for moving participants directly from one 
workspace to the next: You can leave participants in the DeepDive space while copying the topics 
to, for instance, a Rating sheet for Multi-criteria analysis. When done, open the Rating sheet for 
participants and confirm the ‘Collect participants’ dialogue. This will close the DeepDive space at 
the same time as opening the Rating sheet, pulling participants directly into the Rating sheet as 
the only open workspace. 

Try this out and develop your style. 

9.1.3 Golden rules for diving deep 

While there are very many very specific use scenarios for the DeepDive workspace, there are 
some general rules to consider: 

Merge related topics. It is tedious to repeat arguments one has already made - only under a dif-
ferent headline! If, for instance, you have copied your topics from a Results table and rate items 
were already checked for duplicates in a preceding Brainstorm, this does not mean you should 
not look again after pasting those items as topics into DeepDive. This is because at different steps 
in the process, merging serves different purposes. For example: It often makes sense to keep 
roughly similar ideas (solutions, problems, causes, facts) apart for the purpose of rating. If those 
differences are not that important, those items will end up with similar scores pretty much next 
to each other in the Results table. So, when you copy the 'top X' items from a Results table to a 
DeepDive, you are quite likely to find roughly similar items among your topics. Merge them to 
reduce redundant arguments. Edit the remaining topic to make this transparent at first glance, if 
necessary. 

Provide anonymity. Anonymity settings are more important in DeepDive than almost anywhere 
else. Anonymity will ensure that contributions are not only made without fear of ridicule or retri-
bution but also understood and responded to with a minimum of prejudice. If you need to know 
where arguments are coming from, go for tagging by 'team' while maintaining personal anonym-
ity. Tagging by ‘team' or group usually has little (negative) effect on disclosure but may be enough 
to trigger prejudice and tribalism: After all, any red-blooded marketing (sales) person will know 
what to expect of an argument made by a sales (marketing) person! Or, if it is from 'our' side or a 
'friendly' side, should one really challenge that argument as illogical or wrong on the facts? And 
so on. 

Go for a named discussion only if that extra information ("Who said this?") outweighs the draw-
backs of non-disclosure (contributions not made or facts misrepresented) and personal prejudice 
(things misunderstood or ignored or supported regardless of merit). 
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Protect anonymity (discourage 'outing'). When reviewing the discussion, some participants may 
identify themselves as the contributor of a comment. Discourage such ‘outing’ as it undermines 
anonymity and puts (subtle) pressure on other participants to do the same. When it happens, say 
something like, "Thank you. But for the sake of anonymity and a smooth process, let us keep our 
authorship private. Even if a contribution is yours, discuss it as if it were somebody else's." 

Do not prejudice the outcome. If you are shooting for a fresh view, for what people really think 
or for creative, out-of-the-box thinking, do not tell people (in an introductory presentation) what 
that view should be, what you expect them to be thinking and what you would consider out-of-
the-box. Give them an open question and a blank page. Then hold your breath and shut up. If you 
have ideas and arguments of your own, and you think they are good, contribute to the deep dive 
and let them fly on merit as everybody else must. 

9.2 Functionality of the DeepDive space 

The DeepDive workspace offers several important features and functions which mostly sit in the 
toolbar. 

9.2.1 DeepDive toolbar 

 Navigator 

Opens the Navigator as a shortcut to other workspaces of the process. 

 Process designer 

Exits the workspace for the Process designer tool. 

 Add specific prompt 

If enabled in settings tab ‘Prompts’, you can add specific prompts to individual topics. 

 Add topic 

Adds a topic to the workspace. 

 Delete 

Moves the selected objects to trash from where they can be restored within 10 days. 

 Restore from trash 

Opens the trash can from which deleted content can be restored or removed irrevocably. Deleted 
content is purged from trash automatically after 10 days. 
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 Copy menu 

Offers options 

 Copy to clipboard (Ctrl+c) 

 Paste (Ctrl+v) 

 Import wizard (for pasting or uploading external content) 

 Download workspace content do disk 

 Sticky dot control 

Opens the menu of Sticky dot controls such as Start/Stop allocation if Sticky dots have been spec-
ified for the workspace. 

 Sort by Sticky dots 

Provides options for sorting topics once dots have been allocated to these items. 

 Select mode 

Enables checkboxes for selecting items. Required for multi-selection on touch devices. 

 Focus participants 

Focuses - on confirmation - all participants on the item selected by the Host. If participants are in 
a different workspace or view, participants are auto navigated (pulled) to the Host's view. 

Focus is only available when there are participants in the session. It will open a closed workspace 
just in time to allow participants to enter. 

Always warn your participants before you focus so that they can complete what they are doing 
before they are whisked to somewhere else. 

 Open/close for participants 

Opens (or closes) the workspace for participants. If no other workspace is open for them at the 
time of opening, participants are navigated (pulled) automatically to the workspace. 

 Facilitation notes 

Facilitation notes are stage directions to yourself or other Hosts who may run the session or use 
that template. Stage directions can be given as text or as an attached presentation or video. 

Such notes can be added to any element of the agenda. Typically, notes that apply to the whole 
session – as opposed to a step in or section of the process – are entered for the Welcome space. 

The ‘plus’ on the icon signals that Facilitation notes remain to be created. 
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Workspace settings 

Opens the settings of the DeepDive space which are organized in 'tabs' 

 Basic settings 

 Anonymity 

 Sticky dots 

 Prompts 

 View 

 Privileges 

Close with DONE. 

 Log out 

Exits XLeap in an orderly fashion. Proper log-out tells the system that you have left intentionally 
saving efforts to restore the connection to your device. It informs the other participants directly 
that you are no longer in the session. 

 Help 

The 'Help' menu gives access to the relevant page in online help, gives access to the 'next steps' 
instruction that is displayed in the empty workspace, opens XLeap’s support page and informs 
you of the version and release of XLeap. 

9.2.2 DeepDive status bar 

The bottom status bar provides 

 Session participants 

The Session participants panel shows who is in the session and holds several ancillary controls for 
the Host. 

 Live chat 

Opens a simple chat which serves as a backup communication channel that runs across work-
spaces. Hosts can switch off Live chat from within the panel. 
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Enable/Disable participant input 

Disables input and editing by participants. The Host's editing privileges are not affected. 

9.2.3 Other DeepDive functionality 

Left-hand ‘folder frame’ 

 Merge topics 

Hosts can ‘merge’ topics by dragging the 'duplicate' on the 'original' item and confirming the 
merge dialogue. The merged topic (the duplicate) becomes a comment on the topic which sits in 
a specific zone of the discussion panel. 

9.3 DeepDive instruction 

The 'Main instruction' for the DeepDive space is often phrased as a question. It is usually specified 
when the DeepDive space is added to the session process. 

Click edit  to change that instruction, add a 'detailed instruction' or add attachments to it. 

9.3.1 Main instruction 

The Main instruction is critical for the outcome of your deep dive discussion. It must suit the topics 
you have set up or expect to add during the session, for example, by copying highly rated items 
from a Results table. This means that instructions can range from very generic to highly specific. 

If your topics are questions, a generic instruction will do. For example, if your topics are something 
like, "Why is man on this planet?", "Is Panspermia a valid theory?", "Why are solar storms not 
measured in Beaufort?", "What could Sponge Bob learn from Mr. Krabs?" your instruction could 
be plain vanilla as in, "Please discuss." 

Screen sharing. As Portable Servers cannot provide screen sharing, use a projector or the room’s 
‘big screen’ for that.  

If you want to keep the big screen running and preserve the privacy of your computer, connect a 
second computer to the projector and sign is as a participant. 

Clickable links. As Portable Servers run in network environments that do not provide Internet con-
nectivity, Internet links are not supported and treated as plain text. 
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If, however, you want to discuss a set of items for a specific purpose, your instruction should hold 
a specific question. For example, if, back in the early 1960s, your team were faced with policy 
choices such as "Put a man on the moon", "Stage the moon landing in a studio", "Talk down the 
importance of space", "Let's claim Gagarin's stunt was filmed in a studio" your instruction could 
hold several questions, for instance, "Why should we (not) take the actions below? What would 
it cost? Reflect on effectiveness, feasibility and side effects!" 

Whatever combination of instruction/topics you choose, you may want to ask yourself: 

 Will it produce the required outcome? What exactly? 

 Does it make the most of the people participating in that session? 

 Where do participants come from? Do they need a change of perspective (clear their 
minds) from a previous activity? If so, how can I facilitate them focusing on the new task? 
Do we need a coffee break or an energizer or an introductory presentation? 

 How deep do I want this to go? Do I need an exhaustive argument or is it good enough to 
identify the different perspectives and positions in the ‘room’? 

 How much time do we have/need for this? 

9.3.2 Instruction details 

Use the detailed instruction to give additional information such as 

 Elaboration of the main question  
Example: "Please focus on practical issues. Could this be implemented?" 

 Assumptions under which the main instruction shall be understood or answered.  
Example: "Let's assume we have some money to throw at it. For now, money is no issue." 

 Process, i.e., how the participants shall address the task  
Example: "Don't work all the topics. Please focus on where you are most concerned or 
have most to say. Skim the rest." 

Putting such instructions in writing has the benefit of them being included the automatic Session 
report. That said, don’t overdo it. 

9.3.3 Attachments to the instruction 

Attachments enable you to include whatever you want in an instruction. Graphic files and videos 
will play in the attachment viewer - provided they are browser compatible (test this!). Other files 
are offered for download. 
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9.4 Settings of the DeepDive space 

Open the settings for the workspace with the cogwheel  toolbar button.  

The settings of the DeepDive space are split across several toolbar-tabs. In most cases, the de-
faults should work for you. 

9.4.1 DeepDive settings - Basic 

 

DeepDive settings – Tab ‘Basics’ 

Title (optional) 

By default, XLeap uses the Main instruction to designate the workspace. If you enter a title, that 
will be used instead of the instruction on the workspace element in the Process designer tool and 
in the Session report. A separate title can be useful where the instruction (question) is long or to 
stress the outcome of a task, e.g., 'Feasibility and consequences of policy options' rather than the 
question you ask to get that outcome, e.g. 'Why should we (not) take the actions below? What 
would it cost? ...'   

9.4.2 DeepDive settings - Anonymity 

The 'Anonymity' settings tab offers four options: 

1. Completely anonymous (default) 

2. Anonymous with 'team' info 

3. Anonymous with group info 

4. Named by contributor 

Be aware, that  

1. any tightening of anonymity applies to existing contributions irrevocably 

 Switching from ‘named’ to ‘anonymous’ or ‘with team/group info’ deletes all name 
tags 

 Switching from ‘with team/group info’ or to ‘anonymous’ removes all team or 
group tags 

2. Any reduction of anonymity only applies to new contributions 

 Anonymous items are not retroactively fitted with team, group, or name tags 

 Items tagged with ‘team info’ or ‘group info’ do not suddenly become ‘named’ 
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9.4.2.1 Completely anonymous (default) 

 

DeepDive settings – Tab ‘Anonymity’ set to ‘completely anonymous’ (default) 

Option ‘Completely anonymous’ means that contributions do not reveal their contributor. Choose 
this setting to minimize self-censorship and to encourage open-mindedness. 

In XLeap, anonymity is the default since, if you want to learn all the facts (or ideas), anonymity 
makes that much more likely. 

Controls 'Participants see' 

With complete anonymity, you can restrict what participants see to 

 All contributions (Default) 

Which means that participants see all contributions directly. 

 Only their contributions 

Which lets participants only see their own contributions. Note that 

1. as Host, you remain free to choose to see all contributions or just your own. 

2. contributions which have been rendered anonymous even at the technical level 
(e.g., by that participant logging off) can no longer be recognized as anybody's 
'own' contributions. 

3. if you enable this restriction after participants have already responded to the con-
tributions of others, such 'referenced' contributions will remain visible to maintain 
context. 

9.4.2.2 Anonymous with team info 

 

DeepDive settings – Tab ‘Anonymity’ set to ‘with team info’ for 3 teams 
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With option ‘Anonymous with team info’ the Host creates a list of at least two 'teams' (de-
mographics such as 'Sales', 'Marketing', 'R&D'). On entering the workspace, participants pick their 
'team', so that their contributions can be tagged with that information. 

Tagging by 'team' protects personal anonymity. Choose this setting where the benefit of knowing 
the contributor's perspective outweighs potential downsides such as tribal prejudice. For exam-
ple: While it may be great for you to know that an argument was contributed by the Marketing 
team this may come at the price of preventing members of the R&D team from even considering 
the argument on its merits because there is no love lost between those two departments. 

In short, as prejudice may run between 'teams' without you even being aware, you should have a 
good reason for tagging contributions with ‘team info’. 

Switch ‘Prefix ‘team info’ (Default: off) 

This option lets you display the team tag in front of the contribution, e.g.,  

Marketing: Lorem ipsum caesar cafe latte 

instead of 

Lorem ipsum caesar cafe latte | Marketing 

Be aware that prefixing the team puts the stress on, e.g., ‘Marketing says’ as opposed to ‘by the 
way, this is from a Marketing person’. 

Controls 'Participants see' 

With 'team info', you can restrict what participants see to 

4. All contributions (Default) 

Which means that participants see all contributions directly. 

5. Only their contributions 

Which lets participants only see their own contributions. Note that 

o as Host, you remain free to choose to see all contributions or just your own. 

o contributions which have been rendered anonymous even at the technical level 
(e.g., by that participant logging off) can no longer be recognized as anybody's 
'own' contributions. 

o if you enable this restriction after participants have already responded to the con-
tributions of others, such 'referenced' contributions will remain visible to maintain 
context. 

6. Only their team's contributions 

Which lets participants see only their team's contributions. 
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You can tighten this setting by preventing participants from exiting and picking another 
team when they return to the workspace. This makes it harder for teams to cheat by cop-
ying from each other. 

On the other hand, you can allow participants to change perspective and see the contri-
butions of other teams. This can be useful for going through the results while maintaining 
team perspectives rather than simply reveal all contributions across teams. Note that 

 as Host, you can always choose any team's perspective or view all contributions 
across teams. 

 if you enable this restriction after participants have already responded to the contri-
butions of other teams, such 'referenced' contributions will remain visible to main-
tain context. 

9.4.2.3 Anonymous with group info 

 

DeepDive settings – Tab ‘Anonymity’ set to ‘with group info’ for 4 participant groups 

Option ‘Anonymous with group info’ differs from ‘Anonymous with team info’ (see above) by 

 Referencing groups (instead of teams) if participant groups have been set up for the ses-
sion 

 Option “Colorize group tags” (default=off) 

Since, unlike teams which are specific to a workspace, participant groups are defined for the ses-
sion, any changes made by ADMINISTER GROUPS will apply throughout the session. 

9.4.2.4 Named by contributor 

 

DeepDive settings – Tab ‘Anonymity’ set to ‘named by contributor’ 
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Option ‘Contributions are named by contributor’ adds the name of the contributor to each con-
tribution. 

Go for named contributions only when the benefit of knowing 'who said it' outweighs the benefits 
of anonymity, namely disclosure and open-mindedness. 

Switch ‘Prefix name (Default: off) 

This option lets you display the name of the contributor in front of the contribution, e.g.,  

Anna Orange: Lorem ipsum caesar cafe latte 

instead of 

Lorem ipsum caesar cafe latte | Anna Orange 

Be aware that prefixing the name of the contributor puts the stress on, e.g., ‘Anna Orange says’ 
as opposed to ‘by the way, this is from Anna Orange’. 

Controls 'Participants see' 

With named contributions, you can restrict what participants see to 

3. All contributions (Default) 

Which means that participants see all contributions directly. 

4. Only their contributions 

Which lets participants only see their own contributions. Note that 

o as Host, you remain free to choose to see all contributions or just your own. 

o if you enable this restriction after participants have already responded to the 
contributions of others, such 'referenced' contributions will remain visible to 
maintain context. 

9.4.3 DeepDive settings – Sticky dots 

The 'Sticky dots' tab is for enabling and configuring the 'Sticky dots' feature which is then con-
trolled from the toolbar. The use of sticky dots in a DeepDive session is explained further below. 

 

DeepDive settings – Tab ‘Sticky dots’ with 3 types of dot 
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The Sticky dots tab lets you specify 

1. Sticky dots by color, quantity per participant and meaning 

2. Allocation targets, i.e., the objects dots can be stuck on 

3. Sort control, i.e., whether only the Host (you) or all participants can sort folders and ideas 
'by Sticky dots' 

Sticky dot control becomes available in the DeepDive toolbar when at least one dot is defined 
with a quantity > zero. 

9.4.3.1 Specify Sticky dots 

Hosts can specify up to five different types of sticky dots as to their color, quantity and meaning. 
They can also allow or prevent cumulation of multiple dots of the same type on one target item. 

By default, only one type of dot is offered for specification. Add more dot types with button ADD 
ANOTHER STICKY DOT. 

 Color  
Select the color of the Sticky dot from the drop down. XLeap's default color scheme emu-
lates the traffic light metaphor, i.e., ‘Green’ meaning something positive like "Go", "Good" 
or "Like", ‘Yellow’ meaning something intermediate like "hold" or "unclear" and so on. 
Change the color scheme if the default does not work for your purpose or cultural back-
ground. 

 Quantity 
Specify the number of Sticky dots each participant can (but need not!) allocate. Any num-
ber > zero enables the Sticky dot control in the toolbar. 

 Meaning 
Sticky dots may mean anything from the popular "Like" (whatever that may mean in the 
context) to very specific qualifications such as "non-negotiable" or "more info needed" or 
"strong argument". The "meaning" of the sticky dots is given on the Sticky dot bar from 
which the dots are dragged to their targets. 

 Allow multiple allocations  
Switch ON to allow participants to allocate several dots of the same type to one item (topic 
or comment). 

Be aware that participants can stick different dots on one item in any case, as that may 
make perfect sense and the system does not check for logic. Example: If Green means "Like" 
and Yellow means "more info" then Hosts should be clear in their instruction whether par-
ticipants may ask for "more info" on comments (or topics) they "like" or if they should only 
"like" items which are perfectly clear and on which they do not require "more info". 
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9.4.3.2 Specify allocation targets 

Define on which objects sticky dots can be 'stuck': 

 Topics (Default: no)  
Participants can stick (drag & drop) sticky dots on topics. 

 Comments (Default: yes)  
Participants can stick (drag & drop) sticky dots on comments, i.e., contributions to the 
discussion. 

9.4.3.3 Specify sort control 

By default, sorting by sticky dots is reserved for the Host. Select 'Participants sort independently' 
to delegate sorting to users. 

'Sticky dot sort control' becomes available in the toolbar once sticky dots have been allocated. 

Note that sorting 'by Sticky dots' is limited to topics. Comments cannot be sorted since their place 
is fixed in the discussion thread. Many comments would lose their meaning if placed out of that 
context. 

9.4.4 Using sticky dots 

Usually, sticky dots are allocated as a separate step in a DeepDive session. Hosts control the allo-
cation and display of sticky dots via the Sticky dots control drop-down of the toolbar. The controls 
become available when at least one type of sticky dot has been specified with a quantity > zero. 

While allocation is in progress, participants can reallocate their points by dragging & dropping 
them directly onto another eligible item or withdraw their points from an item by returning them 
to their Sticky dot bar which sits below the workspace instruction above content. 
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Sticky dot control offers the options that are relevant in the situation: 

There are two fundamental modes in which to use sticky dots: ‘Private’ allocation and ‘Joint’ allo-
cation. 

9.4.4.1 Private allocation 

Private allocation is a discrete process step in which participants can see their own allocations but 
are blind to the allocations of others. The sentiment of the group only becomes clear when allo-
cation is stopped, and results are displayed. 

Use private allocation when participants shall make up their own mind rather than follow others. 

 

Start 'private' allocation 
Starts allocation as a private activity in which participants allocate their set of sticky 
dots each 'by themselves' seeing only their own allocations. 

Recommended if participants shall give their view uninfluenced by others. 

 

Start 'joint' allocation  
Starts allocation as a joint activity in which participants allocate their set of sticky dots 
individually but allocations are immediately visible to all. 

Recommended if participants - for whatever reason - shall be aware of the overall situ-
ation, i.e., the sentiment of the group as it builds or unfolds. 

 

Stop and show allocation 
Ends allocation and, if allocation was 'private', reveals the results to all. 

 

Hide sticky dots 
The Sticky dot bar and allocated dots are hidden (not removed!). 

 

Show allocation 
Unhides the Sticky dot bar and allocated dots. 

 

Remove selectively 
If you have selected items in the list, a dialogue will ask you which sticky dots you 
want to remove from these items. Removed dots are returned to the Sticky dots bar. 

 

Clear Sticky dots 
Returns all Sticky dots to the Sticky dots bar. 
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DeepDive ‘Sticky dots’ on topics 

9.4.4.2 Joint allocation 

Joint allocation is a fluid process where the current opinion of the group is visible to all through-
out. Participants can reallocate the sticky points they have placed. "Stop and show allocation" 
merely disables (re)allocation but has no effect on the display of results as these have been visible 
all the time. 

Joint allocation is useful for negotiation processes or consensus building where participants can 
reallocate (or withdraw) sticky dots as the conversation progresses. Example: Participants can 
withdraw their sticky dots "Require more info" once sufficient information has accumulated on 
the flagged items. 

9.4.4.3 Mixed scenarios 

Hosts will sometimes use the two modes in combination, for instance 

1. Start private allocation to get a true picture where participants stand 

2. Stop and show allocation to discuss results 

3. Ask participants to "Please provide information on the highlighted items" 

4. Start joint allocation so that individuals can retract their requests for "more information" 
when their requirements are satisfied 

Other use scenarios include a successive removal of dots from items by the Host as part of a fa-
cilitated process. Example: 

1. Start private allocation to get a true picture of where participants stand 
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2. Stop and show allocation to discuss results 

3. Sort topics by sticky dot 

4. Discuss topics starting at the top 

5. Host removes sticky dots once the item has been "done" under that aspect, the topic drops 
from the top of the list 

In this scenario, removal by the Host returns the sticky dots to the participants' sticky dot bars. 
This is of no consequence as (re)allocation is disabled. 

9.4.4.4 Sticky dot logic 

When manipulating topics and comments, sticky dots behave as follows: 

 If items carrying sticky points are deleted, the allocated points are returned to the relevant 
participants' Sticky dot bars 

 If a topic with dots is merged as a duplicate 

o AND comments are a valid 'allocation target', the sticky dots remain stuck to what 
is now a comment 

o AND comments are not a valid 'allocation target', the sticky dots of the duplicate 
are added to those of the "original" topic as the duplicate is now considered a part 
(or synonym) of that topic 

 If the quantity of sticky dots is reduced in the settings, this will only affect not-yet allocated 
dots. Allocated dots 

o remain allocated 

o cannot be reallocated by participants to other items but only be returned to the 
Sticky dots bar where they "vanish" 

o can be deleted by the Host highlighting the relevant items and selecting ‘Remove 
selectively’ from the Sticky dots control menu 

 If an 'allocation target' is disabled in the settings, this will only affect not-yet allocated 
sticky dots. Allocated dots 

o remain allocated 

o cannot be reallocated by participants to other items but only be returned to the 
Sticky dots bar where they "vanish" 

o can be deleted by the Host highlighting the relevant items and selecting ‘Remove 
selectively’ from the Sticky dots control menu 

 Sticky dots are not copied along when their item (i.e., topic or comment) is copied to an-
other XLeap workspace or the operating system's clipboard. 
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 Sticky dots are duplicated when an item carrying sticky dots is duplicated within a work-
space. This increases the number of sticky dots in circulation and - if one of the duplicates 
is subsequently deleted - causes the allocating participants to end up with more than their 
originally assigned number of sticky dots when these extra sticky dots are returned to the 
Sticky dot bar. Once again: Produce duplicate items only if you must. They are hardly ever 
worth the hassle!  

 If you have restricted the comments participants can see, for instance, to contributions of 
their 'team', that restriction only applies to the contributions, not allocated Sticky dots: 
Participants will only see the contributions of their 'team’, but all dots allocated to those 
contributions, regardless of who allocated those dots. 

9.4.5 DeepDive settings - Prompts 

Prompts make sure that the deep dive covers all important aspects. 

 

DeepDive settings – Tab ‘Prompts’ with specific prompts enabled 

For this, Hosts create the required prompts in the 'Prompts' tab of DeepDive settings. Depending 
on your purpose and style, your prompts may be fully formed questions such as "Is this feasible - 
could we do it if we really wanted?" or flag an aspect by a single word, e.g., 'Feasibility'. 

When specifying prompts for a deep dive, you should be aware of the following: 

1. Prompts entered in the 'Prompts' tab apply to all topics 

If you want prompts to apply to all topics uniformly, enter them in the prompts tab. Such 
prompts not only appear automatically in all existing topics but also in topics you add later. 

2. Enable ‘specific prompts’ if you want prompts for a specific topic 

Switch on "Specific prompts" to enable button ‘Add prompt’  in the toolbar of the dis-
cussion panels. Prompts added with this button only apply to that topic. 
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3. Prompts are 'binding' 

If you create prompts, comments must reference (respond to) a prompt. This may require 
you to set up a 'catch all' prompt such as 'Other comments'. 

4. Prompts are 'of' that workspace 

If you copy and paste the content of a prompted discussion to another workspace, 
prompts lose their special properties. They are treated like regular 1st-level comments. 

 

DeepDive – Host contributing to prompted discussion 

Comments that do not reference a prompt 

In a 'prompted' discussion, it should not be possible for participants to create comments except 
in response to a prompt or another comment. 

There are, however, two ways in which '1st-level comments', i.e., comments that do not reference 
a prompt or other comment may appear in a prompted discussion: 

1. Comments already exist when you create prompts 

2. Content is pasted into a prompted topic 

In such cases, the comments which do not reference a prompt are listed below the 'prompted' 
discussion: 

 Participants can respond to such comments. 

 Hosts can move such comments under a relevant prompt by drag & drop if that makes 
sense. 
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9.4.6 DeepDive settings - View 

Note that the filtering of content, i.e., whether participants see all or just a subset of contributions, 
is controlled in the 'Anonymity' settings tab as the available options depend on the chosen ano-
nymity mode. 

 

DeepDive settings – Tab ‘View’ with default settings 

9.4.6.1 Coloring of topics 

By default, topics are colored automatically according to their position in the sequence of topics. 

Switch on "Color topics manually" to enable manual coloring via the color widget  which sits 
under EDIT in the context menu of topic items. 

9.4.6.2 Smaller topics 

Switch ‘Display smaller topics’ is enabled by default to display a reasonable number of topics 
'above the fold' of computer screens and tablets. 

If your topic titles are long or your topics are few, disable to show ‘full size’ topics. 

This will not affect the display of topics on smartphones. 

9.4.6.3 Numbering 

DeepDive offers three numbering schemes: Chronological, hierarchical and 'no numbering'. 

1. Chronological numbering (Default) 

With chronological numbering comments are numbered consecutively when they are cre-
ated. Topics are not numbered. 

Comments keep their numbers when they are moved about by drag and drop. Deletions 
leave gaps in the sequence of numbers. Persistent numbering makes it easy to reference 
comments by their number simply because they do not change. However, it may not look 
pretty. 

RENUMBER NOW assigns numbers as if comments had been written in their current order. 

Switch ‘Keep numbers on paste’ (Default: off)  
lets keep numbers persistent across workspaces. Items copied from other workspaces will 
keep their number unless that number is already taken. 
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2. Hierarchical numbering 

Hierarchical numbering assigns numbers according to the position of the relevant item 
(including folders) in the hierarchy. For example 

1. First topic  
1.1 First comment on first topic  
1.1.1 First response to first comment on first topic 

and so on. 

Since numbers are defined by position, they change whenever an item is moved, inserted, 
or deleted. Consequently, there is no explicit renumbering and items of other workspaces 
cannot keep their number on paste. 

3. No numbering 

Numbers are assigned chronologically but remain hidden. 

9.4.6.4 Timestamps 

Show timestamps if it matters when exactly a contribution was made (Default: off). 

Specify whether time stamps shall be updated when an item is edited (Default: no) 

9.4.7 DeepDive settings – Privileges 

In the ‘Privileges’ tab of workspace settings Hosts can 

1. Delegate granular editing privileges to all participants 

2. Appoint individual participants as fully privileged 'Content editors' 

 

DeepDive settings – Tab ‘Privileges’ with default settings 

9.4.7.1 Editing privileges for all participants 

In the DeepDive workspace editing privileges can be fine tuned for topics and comments. 

1. Topics 

By default, topics are 'owned' by the Host. Participants can merely discuss the topics. 
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Hosts can delegate the following privileges: 

 Create topics (Default: no)  
Enables the 'Plus' button for adding topics in the toolbar of participants. 

 Edit topics (Default: no)  
Enables the EDIT button in the floating toolbar of topics for participants. 

 Delete topics (Default: no)  

Enables the DELETE  button for topics in the toolbar of participants.  
Enablement necessarily also allows the deletion of comments on that topic. 

 Arrange topics (Default: no)  
Allows participants to drag topics into a different sequence. 

 Copy and paste topics (Default: no)  
Lets participants copy and paste topics via the toolbar or by keyboard shortcuts. 
Enablement necessarily also allows the copying and pasting of comments on a 
topic. 

 Merge topics (Default: no)  
Participants can merge topics, so that the 'duplicate' becomes a comment on the 
'original'. 

2. Comments 

By default, comments are 'owned' by the contributor. Participants can only edit, delete 
and re-reference their own comments. This means that they cannot edit any comments 
once their contributions are rendered anonymous at the technical level, i.e., when they 
log off or the Host closes the workspace. 

Hosts can delegate the following privileges: 

 Edit all comments (Default: no)  
Enables the EDIT button in the floating toolbar of ALL comments for participants. 

 Delete all comments (Default: no)  
Enables the DELETE button for comments in the toolbar of participants. 

 Reorder all comments (Default: no)  
Allows participants to drag anybody's comment to a different place in the discus-
sion thread. 

 Copy and paste comments (Default: no)  
Lets participants copy and paste comments via the toolbar or by keyboard 
shortcuts. 
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Be aware that switch 'Participant input' of the status bar overrides the comment settings 
of the privileges tab. The settings described above come into force (only) when participant 
input is enabled for comments. 

9.4.7.2 Import/Export 

By default, options 'Download' and 'Import wizard' of the copy & paste toolbar menu are reserved 
for the Host. 

 Participants may import items (Default: no)  
enables the 'Import wizard' for participants. Restrictions on the creation of topics or com-
ments do not apply to imports. 

 Participants may export items (Default: no)  
enables the 'Download' option for participants 

9.4.7.3 Content Editor 

If you want to give full privileges to some participants while restricting the rest, appoint 'Content 
Editors'. 

Content editors have all privileges, i.e., as if all switches of the 'Edit' tab were ON. 

Content editors must be recognizable by their username (email address). If you want to appoint 
participants ahead of the session, predefine such participants in the ‘Session participants’ panel. 
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10. Presentation space 
The Presentation workspace is for ‘pushing’ information to participants via slide show and getting 
feedback. 

10.1 How to run a slide show 

 

Presentation – Host’s view of title slide (feedback on title slide disabled; thumbnails open) 

A slide show presents one or several pdf, graphic or video files which are uploaded to the left-
hand 'thumbnail frame'. 

The Host (you) can enable a feedback channel (a discussion) which sits to the right of the slide. 
The discussion can occur on the presentation as a whole or be split into separate discussions 'per 
slide'. Discussion panels provide the full set of features familiar from the DeepDive space. 

On Portable Servers ‘Presentation’ does not provide presentation mode ‘screen sharing’ as such 
functionality would be meaningless in a face-2-face setting. 

Option ‘Other presentation’ exists for compatibility with uploaded sessions that provide info for a 
3rd-party application. That said, links in such 3rd-party info are not clickable. 
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Presentation – Participant contributing via feedback channel 

Host’s choose 'slide show' over other presentation modes for the following reasons 

 Feedback can be attributed easily to specific slides (separate discussion per slide) 
 Both the 'slide' and feedback are documented in the automatic Session report 
 Participants can peruse and comment independently in their own time 

10.1.1 Upload of the presentation files (slides) 

Hosts or delegate Presenters upload the relevant files via the right-hand (on phones: bottom) 
'thumbnail frame'.  

The upload button  sits at the bottom of the thumbnail frame. It supports upload of the fol-
lowing file types which can be displayed as slides: 

 PDF - each page is displayed as a slide 

 Graphic files jpg/jpeg, png, svg 

 Videos mp4 (H.264 codec with mp3 or ACC audio) 

Note on video: Modern media formats allow for all sorts of coding, compression and wrapping 
one format into another. In practice this means that browsers may play one sort of mp4 video 
and not play another. Test what you have uploaded. If a video plays in your browser, it will almost 
certainly play in others. If it does not, convert your video with a video converter and try again. 
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10.1.2 Slide controls 

Slide controls sit above the slide frame. 

The following commands of an individual Presenter (you or a delegate) will affect all participants: 

 ‘Next slide’ switches to the next slide and, if so, its discussion panel 

 ‘Previous slide’ switches to the previous slide and, if so, its discussion panel 

 The zoom menu provides options for scaling and rotating the slide 

Click on a slide in the thumbnail frame to go to that slide directly. 

Presenting with ‘separate discussion per slide’. If you run your slide show with separate discus-
sion per slide, warn your participants before you move on to the next slide so that they can send 
any comment that may sit in their input box. 

Delegate slide control with the ‘slide control’ widget of the bottom status bar. By default, slide 
control rests with the Host. Delegate to a specific participant by selecting that participant from 
the drop down. You can delegate ahead of the session by ‘predefining’ that participant. 

Delegate slide control to 'all participants' if they shall peruse and, if so, discuss a presentation 
independently in their own time. 

10.2 Functionality of the Presentation space 

The Presentation workspace offers several important features and functions which mostly sit in 
the toolbar. 

10.2.1 Presentation toolbar 

 Navigator 

Opens the Navigator as a shortcut to other workspaces of the process. 

 Process designer 

Exits the workspace for the Process designer tool. 

 Add specific prompt 

If enabled in settings tab ‘Prompts’, you can add specific prompts to individual discussion panels 
of the feedback channel. 

 Delete 

Moves the selected objects to trash from where they can be restored within 10 days. 
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 Restore from trash 

Opens the trash can from which deleted content can be restored or removed irrevocably. Deleted 
content is purged from trash automatically after 10 days. 

 Copy menu 

Offers options 

 Copy to clipboard (Ctrl+c) 

 Paste (Ctrl+v) 

 Import wizard (for pasting or uploading external content) 

 Download workspace content do disk 

 Sticky dot control 

Opens the menu of Sticky dot controls such as Start/Stop allocation if Sticky dots have been spec-
ified for the workspace. 

 Select mode 

Enables checkboxes for selecting items. Required for multi-selection on touch devices. 

 Focus participants 

Focuses - on confirmation - all participants on the item selected by the Host. If participants are in 
a different workspace or view, participants are auto navigated (pulled) to the Host's view. 

Focus is only available when there are participants in the session. It will open a closed workspace 
just in time to allow participants to enter. 

Always warn your participants before you focus so that they can complete what they are doing 
before they are whisked to somewhere else. 

 Open/close for participants 

Opens (or closes) the workspace for participants. If no other workspace is open for them at the 
time of opening, participants are navigated (pulled) automatically to the workspace. 

The ‘plus’ on the icon signals that Facilitation notes remain to be created. 

 Add instruction 

By default, there is no instruction for Presentations. You may want to add an instruction if you 
want participants to peruse (Slide control: all participants) and comment on slides (Feedback 
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discussion: On) in their own time, i.e., when you are not available to tell them what you expect 
them to do. Except for being optional, the instruction works like an instruction in DeepDive. 

 Facilitation notes 

Facilitation notes are stage directions to yourself or other Hosts who may run the session or use 
that template. Stage directions can be given as text or as an attached presentation or video. 

Such notes can be added to any element of the agenda. Typically, notes that apply to the whole 
session – as opposed to a step in or section of the process – are entered for the Welcome space. 

Workspace settings 

Opens the settings of the Presentation space which are organized in 'tabs' 

 Basic settings 

 Anonymity 

 Sticky dots 

 Prompts 

 View 

 Privileges 

Close with DONE. 

 Log out 

Exits XLeap in an orderly fashion. Proper log-out tells the system that you have left intentionally 
saving efforts to restore the connection to your device. It informs the other participants directly 
that you are no longer in the session. 

 Help 

The 'Help' menu gives access to the relevant page in online help, gives access to the 'next steps' 
instruction that is displayed in the empty workspace, opens XLeap’s support page and informs 
you of the version and release of XLeap. 

10.2.2 Presentation status bar 

The bottom status bar provides 

 Session participants 

The Session participants panel shows who is in the session and holds several ancillary controls for 
the Host. 
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 Live chat 

Opens a simple chat which serves as a backup communication channel that runs across work-
spaces. Hosts can switch off Live chat from within the panel. 

 Slide control 

Slide show only: The drop-down lets you delegate slide control to a (predefined) participant (the 
‘Presenter’) or ‘all participants’. Slide control of an individual Presenter includes the upload of 

presentation files. 

Enable/Disable participant input 

Disables input and editing by participants in the feedback channel. 

The Host's editing privileges are not affected. 

10.2.3 Other Presentation functionality 

Left-hand ‘thumbnail frame’: 

 Expand/minimize thumbnail frame 

Slide show only: The left-hand (on phones: bottom) thumbnail frame is expanded/minimized by 
that handle on the left (phones: bottom) of the main presentation frame. Thumbnails represent 
slides for the purposes of resequencing, deletion, or direct navigation. 

  Upload presentation files 

Slide show only: The upload button for presentation files (pdf, jpg/jpeg/png, svg, mp4) sits at the 
bottom of the thumbnails frame. Drag and drop slides into the desired sequence. Slides from a 
single pdf file can only be moved en bloc. Test mp4 videos for browser compatibility. 

Hosts can ‘merge’ topics by dragging the 'duplicate' on the 'original' item and confirming the 
merge dialogue. The merged topic (the duplicate) becomes a comment on the topic which sits in 
a specific zone of the discussion panel. 

Note that slides are graphics. Http links on slides will not work. 

Screen sharing. As Portable Servers cannot provide screen sharing, use a projector or the room’s 
‘big screen’ for that.  

If you want to keep the big screen running and preserve the privacy of your computer, connect a 
second computer to the projector and sign is as a participant. 
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Right-hand feedback channel (if enabled): 

 Expand/minimize feedback channel 

If enabled: The right-hand feedback channel is expanded/minimized by that handle on the right 
of the main presentation frame. 

10.3 Settings of the Presentation space 

Open the settings of the Presentation space with the cogwheel  button of the toolbar.  

10.3.1 Presentation settings - Basic 

Basic settings of the Presentation workspace include 

1. The title of the presentation 

2. The presentation mode 

3. Enablement of the feedback discussion 

 

Presentation settings – Tab ‘Basic’ with default settings 

10.3.1.1 Title 

Most Host will enter the title of the presentation when they add the Presentation workspace in 
the Process designer. If the title changes, you can also make that change in the Basics tab. 

10.3.1.2 Presentation mode 

Customary presentation mode ‘screen sharing’ is not supported on Portable Servers. 

10.3.1.2.1 Presentation mode: Slide show (Default) 

For a slide show, the Host or, if so, a delegate 'Presenter' upload presentation files via the left-
hand (on phones: bottom) thumbnail frame. 

'Slide show' provides for 

Clickable links. As Portable Servers run in network environments that do not provide Internet con-
nectivity, Internet links are not supported and treated as plain text. 
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 Easy attribution of feedback to specific slides (enable 'separate discussion per slide') 

 Documentation of both the content of the presentation (the slides) and feedback in the 
automatic Session report 

 Independent perusal and commenting by participants (assign 'slide control' to 'All partici-
pants') 

10.3.1.2.2 Presentation mode: Other presentation tool 

This mode is supported for compatibility with uploaded session files. Since Portable Servers do 
not support clickable links, any such links included in the 3rd-party connection info is interpreted 
as plain text. 

10.3.1.3 Discussion feedback channel 

Enable the discussion if participants shall provide feedback or discuss the presentation. 

If you run a slide show, you can 

 treat each slide as a separate discussion topic 

 disable the discussion for the first slide as that often just gives the title of the presentation 

10.3.2 Presentation settings - Anonymity 

Anonymity settings of the Presentation workspace work exactly as anonymity does in DeepDive. 

10.3.3 Presentation settings – Sticky dots 

Sticky dots in Presentation work as sticky dots do in DeepDive, EXCEPT that ‘slides’  

 take the place of topics as ‘targets’ 

 but cannot be sorted 

which means that there is no ‘sorting by dots’ in presentation. 

10.3.4 Presentation settings - Prompts 

Prompts in Presentation work as Prompts do in DeepDive EXCEPT for being applicable to discus-
sions of slides instead of ‘topics’. 

Disablement of the feedback channel merely hides it. Content is NOT deleted. 

Switching from ‘separate discussion per slide’ to a single discussion will aggregate the content in 
the now ‘unified’ discussion panel irreversibly. Reverting to ‘separate discussion per slide’ will NOT 
disaggregate that aggregated content. 
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10.3.5 Presentation settings - View 

View settings in Presentation consist of numbering options which work as numbering options do 
in DeepDive EXCEPT for being applicable to discussions of slides instead of ‘topics’. 

10.3.6 Presentation settings – Privileges 

 

Presentation settings – Tab ‘Privileges’ with default settings 

10.3.6.1 Editing privileges for all participants 

In the Presentation workspace, editing privileges can be fine tuned for comments of feedback 
discussions. 

By default, comments are 'owned' by the contributor. Participants can only edit, delete and re-
reference their own comments. This means that they cannot edit any comments once their con-
tributions are rendered anonymous at the technical level, i.e., when they log off or the Host closes 
the workspace. 

Hosts can delegate the following privileges: 

 Edit all comments (Default: no) 

Enables the EDIT button in the floating toolbar of ALL comments for participants. 

 Delete all comments (Default: no) 

Enables the DELETE button for all comments in the toolbar of participants. 

 Reorder all comments (Default: no) 

Allows participants to drag anybody's comment to a different place in the discussion 
thread. 

 Copy and paste comments (Default: no) 

Lets participants copy and paste comments via the toolbar or by keyboard shortcuts. 

Be aware that switch 'Participant input' of the status bar overrides the comment settings of the 
privileges tab. The settings described above come into force (only) when participant input is ena-
bled for comments. 
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10.3.6.2 Import/Export 

By default, options 'Download' and 'Import wizard' of the copy & paste toolbar menu are reserved 
for the Host. 

 Participants may import items (Default: no) 

enables the 'Import wizard' for participants. 

 Participants may export items (Default: no) 

enables the 'Download' option for participants 

10.3.6.3 3 Content Editor 

If you want to give full privileges to some participants while restricting the rest, appoint 'Content 
Editors'. 

Content editors have all privileges, i.e., as if all switches of the 'Privileges' tab were ON. 

Content editors must be recognizable by their username (email address). 
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11. Session report 

The automatic minutes are configured in and printed from the toolbar  of the Process designer. 

Configuration falls into two categories:  

1. General settings that apply to the complete report 
2. Workspace settings that apply to specific workspaces. 

11.1 General Report settings 

 

General report settings – Defaults 

The general settings for the Session report resemble a typical ‘settings tab’. They include the fol-
lowing controls for the overall look and feel of the report. 

 Use XLeap icons (default: on) 

Controls whether XLeap icons are used to show what is what. For example, if you choose 
to use XLeap icons, the bullet points for each Brainstorm idea would use the 'idea' icon. 
Disable if you prefer standard Word bullets. 

 Detailed presence info (default: on) 

Controls whether the report will show if participants listed on the cover who have not 
participated in an activity, for instance, a Rating. 

This approximates the remark in traditional minutes, "Ms. Miller leaves the meeting at 
XY:00 hours". If for example, 10 participants are listed as participants who have attended 
the session but only 6 have participated in rating, the report will say, participants W, X, Y, 
Z have not participated in this Rating. Disable 'Detailed presence info' if you want the re-
port to merely say that 6 of the 10 participants have rated. 

The anonymity of contributions is not affected by this setting. 

 Names on cover (Default: on) 

Controls whether the names of the participants are given on the cover of the report. Dis-
able if you just want to show the number of participants. 

 Upload Logo 

Upload a logo for the cover sheet of your report. 
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For best results, upload 

1. an .svg (scalable vector graphics) file (supported on Windows from MS Word 2016) 
2. a high-resolution (300dpi) bitmap (.jpg, .jpeg, .png, .bmp) 

To fit in the overall lay-out, the logo should be 

3. 1" - 1.5" (20 - 40mm) high (printed) 
4. No more than 2.5" (650mm) wide (printed) 

Test the result by downloading and printing a report. 

 Document Live chat (Default: off) 

Includes the content of the Live chat (status bar) in the Report. Include in the Report if the 
chat holds something more significant than chatter and stage directions. 

SAVE AS / RESTORE DEFAULT 

Save changed settings if you want them to apply to future Session reports. Do not do this if, 
for example, you have uploaded a specific logo for this report but want to keep using your 
regular logo for other sessions. 

RESTORE resets changed settings to your defaults as you have last saved them. 

DOWNLOAD REPORT 

Generates a Word document (docx) and offers it for download. The subsequent browser dia-
logue may allow you to open directly in Word or only to download. This depends on your 
browser settings. 

On opening, depending on the version of Word you use, Word asks you to 

1. enable editing  
Please confirm to proceed to step 2 

2. allow it to update fields in the document  
Please confirm so that Word can paginate and generate the table of contents. 

Follow your organization's operating procedures for filing the minutes of meetings. Please remem-
ber that the XLeap Center keeps old unused sessions only for a limited time.  

While holding sessions for your convenience and reuse, the XLeap Center is not meant to be an 
archive of minutes. 
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11.2 Report settings for workspaces 

Below the General report settings ‘tab’, you find all workspaces of the session. 

 

Report settings for workspaces 

 Deselect workspaces for exclusion from the report (default: selected) 

By default, all workspaces and their content are included in the report. Deselect work-
spaces you do not want. For instance, you may want to avoid printing the contents of a 
Brainstorm workspace since all items will be given in the results table of a subsequent 
Rating. 

If you have structured your process into sections, deselection of a section deselects all 
workspaces in that section. 

 Configure workspaces for 'printing' 

The content of workspaces is generally included as configured in that workspace's settings. 
Some workspace items offer additional options to configure 'printing' in the report. For 
example, 

o Results tables can be configured to only show top- or bottom-scoring items. 

o Switch 'Folder statistics only' on Brainstorm items can limit 'printing' to the Brain-
storm question and the number of ideas per folder. This can be useful to record 
that a Brainstorm has been run, how participants were instructed, how many ideas 
were generated and in what categories they fall - without listing all ideas as that 
could fill many pages. 
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12. Technology 

12.1 Client and network 

Browsers and mobile devices connect to the XLeap service via standard port TCP 80 (http). 

Since traffic does not cross the Internet, and TLS encryption of traffic on a local network would 
add unwanted complexities, Portable Servers rely on the encryption of the local wireless network. 

12.1.1 Computer browsers 

XLeap runs in recent versions of all popular browsers. XLeap does not require downloads, plug-
ins, or add-ons. 

 Chrome from version 85 (Recommended)  
Chrome is fully compatible also on Linux, Chromebooks, and Mac.  

 Edge from version 85  
Edge (Chromium) is fully compatible. 

 Firefox from version 91  
Firefox is fully compatible. 

 Opera from version 71   
Opera is fully compatible. 

 Safari from version 14.1   
Safari is fully compatible. 

12.1.2 Tablets and phones 

Android. Users of Android 7+ tablets or smartphones use Chrome or Firefox. 

iOS. Users of iPads or iPhones use Safari from version 14.1. 

Browser warnings. Modern browsers assume that they are used on the Internet where users 
should not trust websites that are not identified by a TLS certificate. 

The warnings differ from browser to browser and can be alarmist. They are simply NOT APPLICABLE 
on a local network and SHOULD BE IGNORED. 
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12.2 Anonymity 

Ideas and arguments tend to flow more freely when they are anonymous. 

12.2.1 Anonymity levels 

That is why XLeap gives Hosts the option to provide complete personal anonymity. The level of 
anonymity is set via the ‘Anonymity’ tab of the relevant workspace's settings. 

 Completely anonymous 

By default, contributions do not carry identifying information. 

 Anonymous with team info 

Contributions carry a 'team' tag. Hosts set up a list of 'teams' from which participants se-
lect their 'team'. Personal anonymity is guaranteed. 

 Anonymous with group info 

Contributions carry a 'group' tag. Hosts set up 'groups' to which participants self-assign or 
are assigned by the Host. Personal anonymity is guaranteed. 

 Named by contributor 

Contributions carry a tag which gives the name of the author. 

Changes in the level of anonymity are implemented in a way that protects anonymity: 

 Any lessening of anonymity is (1) always explicit to users and (2) never affects existing 
contributions 

 Any extension of anonymity e. g. switching from 'named' to 'anonymous' also affects all 
existing (hitherto ‘named’) contributions in the workspace. 

12.2.2 Technical authorship information 

Hosts can edit all contributions whereas participants can only edit their own. 

The system keeps track of participant editing privileges by maintaining authorship information in 
a cryptic format. Where the system knows a contribution to be a participant's and therefore ed-
itable by him or her, it shows a pencil icon. This is private information. Participants can only see 
pencil icons on their own contributions. 

Authorship info is encrypted. It cannot be accessed or read by Hosts or administrators. 

To make sure, all authorship info is purged irrevocably when 

 the Host closes the workspace 

 the participant logs out 

 The participant loses connection and does not return within 20 minutes 
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After purging, nothing ties an anonymous contribution to its author. 
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